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Chapter I 

IN171RODUC'HON 

I!tuch has been written about home!na.~dng educa

tion for Ant:;)o - American girls of today , but little 

has been written about homemaking education for Latin

American g,irls , some tirr~es referred to as 1. exican girls . 

It is taken for 6 ranted that they will be given the same 

course of study and reading material in hiLh school as 

the Anglo-A:ne rican bi rls even though their understanding 

of English may be limited . IJ.1 imidi ty keeps tr.em from 

askine questions or admitting that they do not under

stand the books or the teacher, and they are reluctant 

about expressing themse1';res . Time and patience are 

required on the part of the teacher to get the Latin

American girl to express her own ideas . 

In San Antonio, 1rexas , where this study was 

made , Spanish is spoken almost exclusively ir.. the 

}1lexican homes . 'Thus , the Latin- American girl has a 

language handicap ir.:. the mastery of the simplest infor

mation that is presented to her . Because of this lack 

or' knc!Jish corr.prehension, cle.es assignments must be 

definite and simplified . The Latin- American 2;irl also 

labors with a serious vocabulary handicap when compared 



with the Anglo - American girl . If as:.red to read stan

dard clothing books used in jun:or high schools , the 

Latin- American girl is frequently at a loss . 

Lati n - American girls are fond of sevdng . Many 

of them in San Antonio look forward , for years , to the 

day when they can cone to junior high scb ool and take 

nClJthing , u but , regardless of their fondness for sewing , 

most of those entering Sidney Lanier High School have 

little ~nowledge of the terms used in clothing construc 

tion , of the use of a sewing machine , or of patterns, 

and much training must be give!-.. before they realize the 

need for accuracy in sewing . 

'I1he pro bl em 

how should the course in clothing construction 

in Sidney Lanier High Scho_ol be modified to meet the 

needs of the Latin- American [irl8? 

Problem analxsis .--To solve the above problem 

it is necessary to answer the follov1 ing ouestions . 

1 . What is the academic status of La tin- t~merican 

girls eDtering jun~or hi3h sctool in San 

A:::-1 tonio , Texas? 

2 . What sewing equipment is available for use in 

the homes of these Latin- American 6 irls? 

3 . What ls the content of the course in clothing 

construction designed for Latin- .. ~merican junior 

high school girls in San Antonio? 



4 . How can this material be made understandable 

f6r junior high school girls of Latin - American 

extraction? 

Delimi~att2Q. of the_ probler~ .- -Tbis study will 

be confined to ap proximately 300 g irls of Latin - American 

extraction in the seventh grade in the Sidney Lanier 

Junior - Senior High School , Ssn Antonio , '11e:xas . 

The term Latin- Amer i can used in this study has 

the san~e connotation ln Texas as n_~iexican" and " Spanish.

American " have in other states . 

Background of study 

San Antonio has a population of more than 

300 , 000 people ar~ is located in the south- central part 

of 1:cexas . A large percenta __ :e of its people Bre of 

Latin- American extraction , since the school census 

shovJS that more than 50 per cent of the school children 

are Latin- Americans . 

T·here is some separation of the Latin - Americans 

a.nd Anglo - Americans in their social and economic rela 

tionships ; however , Latin - Americans on the hi gher eco 

nomic levels , chlefly members of the professional and 

o~nershlp classes , ere accepted on an eoual basis by the 

.An6 lo - Americans to a certEin extent . rrhere is no segre 

gation of the two groups in the school syste~ . 

In 1924 , special records of ~'3,panis l::i - . . merican 
chileren were inaugurated . At that time , 14 , 793 
of these chil d ren were enrolled i~ the public 

_____ .,_ ______ ,.. ___ _,_ ..,.,. ... _,.,. __ c ______________ _; 



schools . Today (1930) ttere are 28,881. Thls 
increese is sccounted for , not by a similar in
crease in the Sp1:l.nish- American population, but 
rather by an incree se in the proportion of school 
age children attending school (5:824) . 

The write r is a cJoth:r..6 ins true tor in Sidney 

Lanier School, a combined junior and senior vocational 

hibh school , located alKost in the center of the Latin 

American population. There is an enrollment of about 

2 , 000 pupils, of wb..ich 99 per cent are Latin - Americans . 

According to a survey made in 1944 - 45 , 69 per cent of 

these pupils could not spea.l{ the En ~{ lish language v;hen 

the~ entered elementarl scho~l . Home econo~ics is re 

ouirec in the junior high school , but s an Plective 5n 

the senior b5 tsh school . 



Chapter II 

ImVIE1:~· OF LITERATURE 

Studies of the adjustment of instruction in 

clothing to the abilities of the members of a class and 

of the academic handicaps of Latin- American pupils are 

pertinent to the present investigati::rn. . In some of the 

studies , Latin - .b.me:rics.ns have been referred to as 

Spanish - Americans or as Mexicans . 

Adjustment of ins true tions_ in 
clothing_ to abilities of pupiJE._ 

In 1931 Robertson (14) studied guide sheets 

for a course in ninth- grade home economics . After two 

semesters the fallowing conclusions favoring the use of 

the guide sheets were reached: assi2,nments were more 

defin1 te; ti me and effort were saved for the pupil!:! and 

the teachers; more individual help was given; the prob

lems were nore specific; :Jupils v1ere able to do home work 

effectively in completin6 or pr·eparing their assignments; 

lessons were more carefullJ planned ; the teacher was 

aided in discoverint pupil difficulties . 

Goldber 6 (6) , in 1933, studied the use of 

instruction sheets in teaching sixth-grade clothing 

classes . She stated that instri.:ction sheets for maklng 

--- ----------------.. -------- ---
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unifor·m wh.ite aprons were &rrane-;ed to divide the project 

into corr,.para ti ve 1-y s :c.1b 11 uni ts • 

This plsr., stimule.tes interest because pupils 
see unlts co·r1pleted frequently and can thus checi: 
tbe ~r own acco:nplishi.uent . In addition , instruction 
sheets are valuable because theyi-r,lp to pr-:Jvide for 
incJi vidual differ·ences by al lowine.:, superior or 
jndustrlo~s p~pils to progress more rapidly than 
others and to accomplish 9Lpple~ent~r-y vvor1q they 
save class time by elimination discussion of di 
rections and information that can be secured from 
the written page; they provi~e simple and unfer 
standable infon~ation thet r:.iay be use{l for future 
home reference ; and they help pupil9 to lsarn to 
follow printed instructions and to analJze and 
solve problems e.s they arise . (13 : 26) · 

Instructions for each ;rocess include a 
beneral discussion of thP subject , directioLs , and 
ouestions for optional so - called notebook work . 
The u,&rk assi::_;,ned for achievement in the reouired 
wor.t( .:.s i·sised in 1)oj_·•portlon to the amount and 
quality of the extra work voluntarilJ submitted 
to the teacher . · 

The teacher's breatest difflcult) in using 
th Ls method is to avoid c:,,i ving unnecessary per 
sonal and specific help to individual pupils and 
yet to see anc.approve each process as .:.t is 
finished . 

It is remarkable how this early practice in 
working from v:ritten instructions ·nakes it easier 
for the 6 irls later to ut,e commercial patteI'ns 
intelliten tly . 

Probably the te&clwr in any field who is 
wlllin6 to take tir;1e and energy to prepare :i.n
struct.i.on sheets to suit her special needs and 
wL _; is willing toendure a trying adjustment pr·riod 
while her pup.i.ls lE-arn to rel-y on theraselvE's rather 
than oc the teacher , ~ill feel amplJ repalt by 
less ~aste of pupil time and ~ore re~l learning . 
( lZ) : 27) 

Collins (4) , in 1938 , stu.clied r:mther.•EJ.::ical 

abilities involved in sec •)ndar-:l - scbool home economics . 

The problem was to discover th9 ~athematical abilities 



needed in the two - year hi3h school homB economics course 

and ways in which mathematics enJ home economics could 

be intebrated . T~e Oklahoma State Homemaking Course of 

Study , three ado~ted home economics te)tbooKs , and one 

recor.1mende6 reference book we1·e e.:<amined and the con

cepts and pr·ocesser. involved. class::..fied . :,Jather:iatics 

was found to be included in all phases of homerra~ing , 

especielly iri the use of ste.ndard mea sures , common 

fractions , sy:.:Gbo ls , de c~ i mal fractions , percenta6es , and 

the fun~aRental processes . Real problems were recon 

_nended for use in teachini; the f'unc]amenta l s of ma the -

ma tics which then should be applied to the hotne econ:) 

rni c s s u b j e c ts • 

Griesse (8) , in 1938 , compared the indivi 

dualL ed 6 roup method and the individual method in teach

in6 cL .. ,thin6 in the junior hi 0 h school at T
1iausau , :.\'l.s 

consin . In planninb for the actual procedure of the 

stud) , there was a need for some form of ort;anization 

of subject n2tter which was to be used in the unit of 

work . 'l1r1en , too , the difficulty of writin6 out assign 

ments needed to be overcome . A SJllab~s ½hich contained 

problems , questions , and references ~as written for 

overcomins the ab ove -mentioned difficulties . This 

syllabus was divided into four sections : 

ment , patterns , mach:ines , and constr uction of arments . 

Several advantages of the syllabus were given 

----·---



by Griesse . 'I1he pupil who worked at her own rate had 

something definite to follow . The syllabus gave ease 

in handline_: large classes , since the usual long ·waits 

for help in class ~ere larbely eliminated because the 

pupils formed the habit of usint., the self-help mate

rials and of v1iorking constructively on some problem 

while waitinb for help from the teacher . 

The retention of various phases of subject 

matter taught in schools and implications for the teach

in __ ; of ho;.1e econordcs were st-udied by Al] en (2) in 1040 . 

She stated that the intelligence quotient of puplls must 

be considered in planning the anount and difficulty of 

material that is presented to pupils in home economics 

classes and that then- VVE-.'I"E flOme advantages in having 

pupils grouped according to ability . Since the wore 

capable 6 roups can then ro faster , more time is avail 

able for drill and repetition of processes . The dis 

cussion and illustrative reaterial used in home economics 

classes can then be adapted to the groups . 

According to Allen , natural interest should be 

used in the selection and grade placement of the differ

ent units of work . It was sui::-;gested that questionnaires 

might be used to deterrdne the phases of home economics 

in which the groups are most interested and that units 

of work might be selected from these . 

So:11e relation vrns reported in the above study 



betvveen reading ability and memory , especially for 

xaterial which should be understood . Therefore , one 

major problem is the selection of home economics text

boo,:(s and reference material suitable for grou9s with 

low reading ability . 

McIntire (12) , in 1941 , wrote an article en

titled "Let pictures tell the story; retarded oupils get 

simplified job information . tt In the article she said : 

Ordinary courses in occupations do not pro
vide for the problem of the retarded pupil . fuost 
textbooks deal but scantily with the unskilled 
jobs ahd what information is biven is too diffi 
cult for him to read . he lacks the ability to do 
research for himself . A special approach must be 
n:ade for hi n , in which his particular problems 
are met with the simplicity and direct11ess his 
mental me k e - up n e c es s i tat e s • ( 12 : 12 4 ) 

Laabs (11), in 1942 , .made a study on the 

evaluation of a testing and remedial reading program . 

He said : 

.,e,duca t0rs for a long time have recognized 
the fact that satisfactory personality adjust
ment depends in part upon successful progression 
in school , v1hich in turn depends largely upon 
the ability to read . Many children with per 
sonality and behavior problems are failing to 
make adequate adjusbients because they cannot 
read efficiently . Therefore much emphasis has 
been placed on the improvement of reading in 
a 11 s ch oo 1 s • ( 11 : 6 ) 

Implications for teaching Latin - Americans .-

Studies of the adjustment of instructions in clothing to 

the abilities of pupils have many implications for 

teachers of Latin- American pupils . 1Jian-) are the obsta 

cles which have to be overcome by the Latin - American 



girl in taking clothing; namely, poor readin~ ability, 

i~ability to solve simple problems in arithmetic , lack 

of English comprehension , inability to understand terms 

used in clothing construction , and extremely limited 

backgrJund of interests . 

Academic handicaps of Latin- American 
girls 

Brown (3) , in 1336 , reported the home prac

tice facilities of 100 Latin - American girls enrolled in 

the home economics classes in the high school of Brovms 

ville , rrexas . She found that Latin - Americm girls were 

problems in the school because of languaLe r:andicaps , 

different econo~ic am social status , varyin;~~ cultural 

levels , and tbe prevailing attitude of people in general 

toward Latin - Amer·lcans . Information concerning the 

homes of these girls was obtRined (1) by home visitation , 

(2) by individual conferences with the girls , (3) through 

the group judgment of several people e::xperienced in hone 

economics work and with Latin-American people , and (4) 

through regular class work . 

As a result of the findings of this study and 

their irr.plications , the writer concluded that the home 

making course as taught in the Brownsville High School 

did not meet the ho::re needs of the Latin-American girls . 

She re commended a program for homemak i.ng edu ca t:lon for 

La.tin- Americax1s in Brovmsville that she believed would 

meet these needs . 



Helmke (9), in 1937, studied the ~nglish 

langua6 e handicap of Mexican. children at Globe and 

~iami , Arizona, to determine the seriousness of the 

handicap in 6 rE des four , five, and six and the extent 

to which the language handicap decreased from 6 rades 

four to six. She found tbat there wa.s a serious langu

age handicap for the :/feYican chil~Jren stu.djed, that t~is 

difficulty extended almost undiminished through grades 

four, five, and six, and that non-language oent.sl tests 

were superior to verbal tests for determining the in

telligence quotients of these children. (9:69) 

In 1938, Johnson (10), in comparing the vo

cabularies of Anglo-American and Spani sh-Amr1rican high 

school pupils, made the following staterr.ents: 

The rapid increase in Spanish-American 
population in the Southwest has greatly augmented 
the school problems of this region. 1

.
1.1hen they 

are measured by the devices and st8ndards used 
in the schools of the United States the Spanish
American pupils are greatly haroicapped. 

'Ihis is but natural because the Spanish
Ameri can is of a different race. His motives, 
his tendencies, his philosophy of life, Pnd his 
customs 2re very rlifferent fror"' those of the 
Ang 1 o -Ame r i can • ( 10 : 13 5 ) 

Objectives of study made of the vocabularies 
of the high school pupils of Grant County, New 
Mexico in 1935-36. 

1. To compare the vocabularies, as revealed 
by certain tests, of [roups of Spanish- !.merican 
hi~h school pupils with vocabularies of groups 
of ~nglo -American high school pupils . 

2. As far as the test results reveal, to 
determine and compsre the increase in vocs.bularies 
m&..de b""I· the relative groups . 



3 . To offer interpretations of the find 
ings as they pertain to the bilingual problems 
of the Southwest . (10 : 1?16) 

.Since this studJ was to be confined largely to 
the hi6 h sch oo 1 , it we.s th oubh t best to e_;E-·t a 
check o:i the enterin6 freshmen . lt1.:.s @:;ave an 
opportunj_ty to co,.npsre the two 6 roups before 
the high school :1ad an·y influence upou then: . A 
different form of the test was given to these 
freshmen and to all other high - school classes 
at the en:1 of the year . In this manner it vms 
possible to 2-,et a comparison of the £roups at 
the various high- school levels . (10 : 136 ) 

11he Inhlis 'l'ests of En,,llsh Vocabuls.ry were used as a 

general test , and subject tests were constructed for 

use in locating special phases of the problem . (10 : 136) 

In conclusion Johnson stated : 

On the bas i s of the evidence E'.'. at be red and 
presented only a few definite conclusions can 
be made . These with the qualifle d conclusioo. s , 
all of which per tain to the schools of Grant 
Coun ty , New Me.xi co , are presented as follov.1 s : 

1 . Spanish - Americ&n high- school pup i ls labor 
with a definite vocabulary handicap as co~Jered 
with Auila - Americans in the same schools and as 
comparea with the norms for The Inblis Tests for 
English Vocabular~ . 

2 . Spani sh - American hi::::,h school pupils are 
retarded from seven to twelve months as compared 
w~.th Anglo - American pupils . 

3 . Through the school census shows a po 
tential school population of Spanish- Americans 
as 6 reP-t as or gr·eater than that of Anglo - A:neri 
cans , not more than a third as many Spanish
Americans as Anglo - Americans are in hibh school . 

4 . Spanish- AmErican sophomores , juniors , 
and seniors , B.nd Anglo - .A.merl can junior-s and 
seniors wer·e appreciably below the norms of rrhe 
Inglis Tests of bnglish Vocabulary . (10 : 143) 

Johnson made the following reco~.mendations : 

In schools in which fuere is a high per 
cent of ·:.:panish- Americans , possibly that portion 
of the curriculum which could be changed wl thou t 



---------------------------------
lowering standards too much , should be modified 
to include more racial customs and ideals of the 
Spanish - American people . Studies should be made 
to determine the relative progress of the racial 
groups , and exp er·iments should be conducted to 
find the most useful methods and devices for 
effective vocabulary building . (10 : 144) 

In her study , " Cogs in the Occupe.tion Wheel ," 

Allen (1) , Counselor , San Antonio Vocational and Tech 

nical School and Instructor in Guidance , St . 1.Iary ' s 

University , San Antonio , Texas , reported jn 1941 that : 

The group of people working with unskilled 
jobs presents a peculiar and highly specialized 
problem . In presentlng occupati:)ns to them we 
must endeavor constantlJ to offer those that are 
wlthin their grasp . Infinite time and patience 
are required to v.rin the confidence :)f maladjusted 
students and to lead the~ri to make some satisfactory 
adjustment. 

A gr oup of uni ver1 sity students working with 
the writer inspected 500 books and bul l etins on 
occupations . The publications on unskilled or 
semi - skilled occupations , written in a vocabulary 
and style that the less alert adolescent might 
understand , were found to be practically nil . (1 : 16) 
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Chapter III 

METHODS AND PROChDURE 

The present study was ms.de for the purpose of 

devising a handbook on clothing construction to meet the 

needs of j unior high school girls of Latin - American 

extract ior.t . 

Educational Status 

To compare the deficiencies of the Latin-

American pupils with the Anglo - Amer i can pupils in San 

Antonio , Texas , scores were obtained f r om the results 

of the Stanford Achievement 'l1est , admi nistered to all 

grades in the Sidney Lanier School i n May , 1g44 , and to 

the seven th - 6 r a de pupils of the en tire city school sys 

tem . The content of the Stanford Achievement Test is 

based on a thorou6h analysis of representative courses 

from the entire country . 

The six parts of the test are es follows : 

Test 1 Paragraph Meaning 

11est 2 Vford }leaning 

1I1est 3 Language Usage 

Test 4 Arithmetic Reasoning 

11est 5 Ari thme tic Computation 

'11e st 6 Spelli ng 



Clothing Vocabulary Test 

Since no standardized clothing vocabulary test 

was avalle.ble , a test was devised for that purpose . 

1 . Two hundred words which irls shoul ,j know 

when they enter the seventh 6rade were se

lected from eight junior high school clothing 

text and reference books . I1hese words were 

selected according to the freauency of appear 

ance in the index of the books . 

2 . Pive graduate students and a juni:>r high 

school student helped the writer reduce this 

list to 125 words . Since all of the graduate 

students had had several years of experience 

in working with junior hie::h school girls , 

they were wel 1 qualified to make the selec 

tion , because each had a thorough understand

ing of the vocabulary of a junior hic:;h school 

girl . 

3 . A vocabular-s cloth~ng test was then constructed 

with four descriptive phrases under each 

word briefly stated . This was submitted to 

a Seminar in Educational Research at Colorado 

~gricultural and Tfochanical College for 

criticism . Upon the basis of su; 6estions 

made by t bis group , the test was revised , 

leaving a list of 95 words . 



4. Twelve copies were me~e, and the test was 

submitted to a gradu&te homemaking class in 

testing for criticism and sugsestions. From 

the criticisms and suggestions mide by the 

graduate homemaking class in testing, the 

test was again revised a.nd reduced to a list 

of 75 words. 

5. T'he test was then submitted to the home 

economics education faculty for criticism 

and suggestions. In accordance with their 

suggestions, the test was again revised and 

shortened to a list of 65 words. 

6 . The test was then administered to 25 An6lo

American pupils entering the seventh L;rade 

and to 25 Latin-American girls . The 15 

words which were too easy or too difficult 

for them were then eliminated, le_avins 50 

words for the final form . In the final 

form, the words were erranged in order of 

increasing difficulty. 1/ 
The test was administered to 100 Anglo-America 

0
irls and 100 Latin-American girls . As it seemed highly 

desirable that the group answer all of the questions and 

that tr ... e spirit of competition be absent, no tlr1e limit 

was set . 

1/ See Appendix A for copy of clothing vocabulary 
test. 



------------------------~~~~~-t'"------
Before tiving the test, an explanation was 

made to the effect that the test would not be used to 

influence any sctolastic rating of the pupils; however, 

all were urged to exert their best efforts . 

Check Sheet on Available Sewing 
Eauipment inthe Home 

At the beginning of the spring term each girl 

was tJ ven a check{ sheet and astrnd to check the sewing 

equipment avallable in her home . This check sheet g/ 

vvas prepared by the writer with the aid of 12 homemaking 

teachers enrolled in a Seminar in Educational Research 

at Colorado Agrlcul tural and Mechanical College . Before 

the check sheet was filled out by the pupils, it ~as 

examined and discussed by the teacher anrl pupils so 

they would understand all the terrninoloGY • In some 

cases , pictures an:i e.xan,ples were used to help the pupils 

understand some of the terms used . The pupils were then 

allowed to take the check sheet home . If there were 

questions pertaining to the check sheet after it had bee 

used for checking the sewing e cuipment in the home , the 

pupils v1ere instructed to consult with the teacher in

dividually so that the responses on each check sheet 

would be accurate. 

In the instructions, the pupils vere told that 

the age of the machine was the number of yes.r·s since it 

'?:/ See Append x B for copy of check sheet on 
sewing eouipment . 



_______________________ ,_.,.,.,..,...,.,.....,.. __ w•---••--

had been manufactured , not the number of -years in that 

particular home . Pictures of mach:.:~1es were used to help 

determine the approximate age of the machine , because 

many of the :machines were bought second-hand ar:d the 

far;_ily a id n0t know the exact age . 

To have a so-:;;.nd basis for judging the condi 

tion of the me.chines, the girls were asked to compare 

their :nachines with those in the clothing laboratory . 

If their machine ~as as good as or better than the best 

machine in the clothing laboratory , it was considered a 

good machine . If the machine was comparable to the 

poorest machines in the c l~thlng laboratory , it was con

sidered fair· . If the machine had a poor stitch and was 

in poor running conditi on , it was considered a poor 

machine . 

Since a dresser with a mi rror was not li s ted , 

it was counted in with the triple mirror. A hand 

mirror was considered one with a handle that is held in 

the hand, not a small pocket mirror . When students asked 

questions about the " odd" mirrors which they had in 

their homes , they were e.sked to compare the size with 

those listed and list them under the one that v.ras near 

est that size . For example , a student who had a hall 

tree with a round , 12- inch mirror ~as told to list the 

mirror as a small wall mirror . 

A nsewing box" or " sewing center" was defined 

as a pl2ce in which sewins eouipment was kept so that 
• ---------



it could be easily found. 

Interview forn: 

One hundred nlnth- 6rade e;irls who had com

pleted the eighth-grade clothing c ::mrse and 50 seniors 

in high school were interviewed concerning their opinions 

of the clothing courses which they had taken in the 

seventh and eighth grades. These interviews were 

carried en for the purpose of helping to determine the 

content of the seventh-;;rade clothine; construction hand

book for ~irls of Latin-American extraction. 

The interview forms were forrnulBted by the 

writer. After the interview form was prepared, it was 

submitted for sug 6 estions and criticisms to students in 

a seminar in Educational Research at Colorado Agricul

tural arrl lviechanical Collc 6e, revised, and. then checked 

b~ the faculty of the Depertment of Home Economics Edu

cation at Colorado ALricultural and ~echanical College. 

Upon the basis of these sugbestions, the interview form 

was again revised, and the final form y deter~ined. 

The interviews with the pupils wer·e very 

natural and were carried on as regule.r conversations 

since mB.ny of the girls frequently came in to vis:i.t the 

writer. At fir st a general explanation v;as 8:i ven to 

each girl as to the purpose of the study. The girls 

were esked to indicate the difficulties encountered in 

y See Appendix C for copy of interview form. 



taking clothing in junior high school and the informa

tion which they considered "very inportant, 11 "often used," 

"seldor:1 used," and "never used" and t8 list othPr topics 

of interest to them that mi.E:,ht be included in a clothing 

class. 

The writer considered the personal interview 

method, while requiring more time and effort on h8r p::irt, 

::.11ore satisfactory than a questionnaire method. It gave 

an opportunl ty for careful explanE, tion of what was de

sired, thereb~ increasing the reliability anc validity 

of the answers. The usual difficulty of securing the 

return of the questionnaire was elimlnated, end time vas 

saved by check:.ng with the girl rH the1· than by leaving 

to her the responsibility of checklng and returning the 

sheet. In some cases the girls interviewed chec~ed the 

answers; in other cases it was done bJ the interviewer, 

and often it was done by cooperative effort. 

Revision of clothing 
construction course ---·---- ---· 

On the basis of the data secured concerning 

the educational ability and cl :)thin6 vocabulary 01· the 

Latin-American girls in the seventh grade at Sidney 

LaniPr School, the sewing equipment i n their homes, and 

their opinions and interest concerning var~ous phases of 

clothing construction, the content and ~ethcd of presen

tation of the cour~e were revised into a handbook for 

class use. 



Luring the fall term of 1944-45 , the writer, 

with the help of the pupils , wrote simplified clothing 

"instruction sheets" nnd rnade " step - by - step charts" :)f 

the various clothing construction problems studied in 

the seventh [rade clothing course . As this procedure 

d.eve loped , the vvri ter· kept in mind the words missed on 

the clothing vocabulary test , the results of the scores 

made on the Stanford Ach ievement Tests in "Read:i.ne:; , 0 

"Lan2,uag,e , " ''AritL·aetlc ,1' and rrspelling , " as well as the 

sewins equi.pment found in the homf~s of the Latin- Amer·ic1::n 

girls . The opinions and interests of the ninth- grade 

girls and senior high school girls concerning the wor~ 

they had had ~n junior hish school were also considered . 

In most cases the work was written by the 

wri te1· and given to the pupils . The girls read the 

lesson or instructions , and were then asked to unc1erline 

the words the~ dia not understand . Luring each class 

perj_od the g:irl~ were given time to ·write these new 

words in the backs of their notebooks . 

As the teacher went over the lesson with the 

class , she ,.vas car·eful to exp lain the meaning of each 

new word . In addition , all reading assignments were 

accompanied by e~,rpl2nations and discussions to make sure 

that the subject matter was thorout)1ly understood . 

After the classes covered one section of the 

handbook , the teacher completely revised it , taking 



into consideration the words the girls did not un1er 

stand . If a word was not understood by 20 per cent of 

the g i r 1 s , e.n other word was subs ti t'J t e d if po s s i b 1 e • 

rrhe ::1eanin6 of e.11 words which had proved difficult were 

explained in the revised text . 

At the end of the fall semerter the instruction 

sheets and charts were completely revised int8 a hand

book . clany illustrations were added . Again th8 writer 

kept in :mind the reading ability , cloth:tns vocabulary , 

mathematical ability , sewing ecuipment , and interest 

and opinlons of the girls of Sidney Lanler School . 

This handbook was then used during the spring 

term , witb the teachel" mvking necessar-y revisions as the 

cl&ss progressed . As the pupils read the handbook they 

wer·e asked to uncerline the wor·ds they did not unoer -

stand . 

Dur int the sumr:..e r the han'".ibDok was again re 

vised with sug~estions from seventh- grade pupils of 

Sidney Lanier School , ei6ht homemaking teachers , the 

homemaking faculty :1Jembers a.t Colorado Agricultural and 

.LV1echanical Colle
0

e , and several sta.te supervisors . 

-------------------•---........ -----------~ 



Chapter IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The Latin-American girls included in thJs study 

were al 1 enrolled in Sidne-s anier Junior-Senior High 

School, San Antonio , Texas. The Anblo-American girls 

were selected et random t hrou 6hou t the cl ty of San 

Antonio, 'I exas • 

In order to ansV1.rer the questions raised in the 

staterrent of the problem, the data will be presented 

under the following headings: 

1. Scores on Stanford Achievement Tests made 

by Latin-Americans. 

2. Comparison of clothing vocabulary scores 

made by 100 Latin-American girls and 100 

Anglo -American girls . 

3. Comparison o~ sewing equipment in the homes 

of 100 Latin- American girls and 100 Anglo

American girls . 

4. Clothing Construction Course for Seventh 

Grade . 

5. Opinions of the girls concerning content 

of clothing construction course. 



-----------------------=·""'''"''"-"•••---.__..., __ _ 
.Scores on Stanford Achievement 
Tests made 2]l_ Latin- Americans 

As shown in Table 1 the pupils enterjng the 

seventh grade in Sidney Lani er School , Snn Antonio , 

Texas , were definitely below the national norms in terms 

of langua g e . On all three rneasu:res of language used 

l. n th. ti f th t d "P h i',' • - " i- S sec on o _ e s u\.. y, aragrap i-i...eanJ_ng , 

" V.:Ord r/leaning ," and "Language ~Jsage ," these pupilr~ were 

between one and two grades lower than pupils throughout 

the c oun tr-;;/ . 

Likewise in "Arit!:-1metic Reasoning , n 11 Arl th 

rnetic Computation , " and "Spelling , ff the pupils in 

Sidney Lanier School were below grade standard . 

Table 1 . --SCORES n,: LA KGUAGE , ARI TH :IETIC , b.ND SPELLING 
OE S1A1-:FJRD ACHIEVE, {b.1, 1:P TES 1.' J,,1.ADE BY SEVlli'1TB - GRADB 
PUPILS JP SIDr-TEY LANI£B SChOOL, 1)44 . 

Sub Test 

Paragraph ~eaning 

V,ord L1eaning 

Language Usage 

Arithmetic Reasoning 

Arithmetic Computation 

Spelling 

Average 
Score 

(K: 396) 

50 

52 

56 

54 

52 

50 

Averase 
Grade 

Equivalent 
for Test 

5 . 2 

5 . 5 

6 . 0 

5 . 8 

5 . 5 

5 . 2 

----------------~~~-.. ----------------



Comparison of cl_othi,gg vocabularr 
scores mac3~_ QX_ 100 Latig-American 
girl~ and 100 Angle-American girl~ 

A clothing vocabulary test was given to 100 

La tin-. ..ilme rican girls and 100 Anglo-American girls to 

deter·rnine their familiari t)' wl th clothing terrdnology. 

All the Anglo-American girls made scores on the voce,bu

lary test h.i.r;her than those of 80 per cent of the Latin

American girls (Table 2), and more than one third of the 

Ant:_,lo -Ameri can e:__irls, 35 per cent, scored higher than c:id 

any of the Latin-American gir ls. Only one fifth of the 

Latin-American girls missed as few as 15 of the 50 words 

wh:lle about one third of them knew fewer than 50 per 

cent of the words included on the vocabulary test . 

Table 2.--cm~:PARISON OF SCORl:..S or CLOTHING VOCABULARY 
TES'T 11.ADE BY Sl'.,v~~\'11H-GRADE, LATIN-AhERICAN GIRLS 
WI TH 1I·H OS E IM.DE BY AWGLO-A:· lERICAN GIRLS • 

Score Latin-American Girls Anglo-American Girls 
Number and - Curmla ti ve :forr.ber 2.nd Cumulative 

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
(]\ 100) (:N 100) 

48-50 35 100 

45-47 1 100 33 65 

42-44 4 99 21 32 

39 -41 4 95 9 11 

36-38 12 91 2 2 

33-35 14 79 

30-32 13 65 



Table 2.--COI'LPARISON OF SCORES ON C OTB.ING VOCABULARY 
TJ:,s::r ruJ.DE BY SEVE?JTH-GRADl1

., LATIN-A?✓~ERICAP G:RLS 
WI'rll THOSE ?:tADE BY ANu-LO-A''r'hEICAN CIRLS . -~Continued. 

Score Latjn-American Girls Anf; 1 o-J'..me ri can Girls 
Nu:r.1ber and Cumulatlve Nu:mbrr and Cumulative 

Per Cent Per Cent Per l.:ent Per Cent 
(r ... ~ 100) (N 100) 

27-29 14 52 

24-26 14 08 

21-23 12 24 

H3-20 9 12 

15-17 2 3 

12-14 1 1 

Only two 1 tems, "fit a dress" anc1 "a pat tern 

for sewing," were known by as many as 90 per cent of 

the Lat1 n-Amerlcan girls , \1vhile 35 ·were knovm by the same 

percentage of Anglo - American girls (Table 3). All the 

words except "waistline ," "scalloped," "blee.ching ,H and 

"hem, 11 were kno\"/n by three fourths or mor·e of the Anglo

American glrls . These words proved to be even more 

difficult for the La tin-American group , since they we!'e 

missed by 60 per cent or more of this group . Ninete~n 

wor~s were missed by one half or more of the Latin

American girls , as contrasted to the one, "waistline," 

missed by as many as 52 per cent of the Anglo-American 

girls . With the exception of the wc>r·ds, "scalloped" 



and "waistline, 0 the number of Latin-Amerjcan girls 

missing each word was more than twice th~t of the An6lo

Amer:ican girls . 
at least 

The following words were missed byAone out 

of five of the Latin-Amer1can girls . 

Placket 

Sagging 

Vvaistline 

Full skirt 

Bleaching 

Hem 

V,eavin&; 

Snaps 

Scalloped 

Ruffles 

Remodel 

Shrink 

'J(rinkle 

Rip 

Ravel 

rrhlmble 

Seam 

Gathering 

A graceful person Fullness 

Buckle 

Broad shoulders 

Lengthen 

Remnants 

Appearance 

Easting 

Puffed sleeves 

Decoration 

Pleat 

Crease 

Odor 

Knot 

Machine stitching 

Ge.r·ment 

Yards ti cl{ 

Ready- made dresses 

Brassiers 

Buttonhole 

Center front of a 
dress 

Bobbin 

Elastic tape 



Table 3 .--C C1\1PA}USO:,. ()p WORDS 1-~ISSE;D ON CL0 1rHING 
VOCABULARY TE~)T BY 100 LA1l'IN-A~·''.t,hlCAh, S1!.V~NTH - GRADE 
GIRLS V• I 11:i '11EOSb ()Ii 100 ANGLO-ALERICAN, 0b. 'J.Ii,1:.£111H-GH.Alit 
GI ... ·: 'T r"1 

·..1..n.Li • 

:,,:ord Missed 

Placket 

Sagging 

Waistline 

F'ull skirt 

tiem 

Snaps 

Scalloped 

Ruffles 

nemo'le 1 

Shrink 

11!Jrinkle 

Hip 

havel 

'rh.i.rcble 

A graceful person 

.2uckle 

Broad shoulders 

Len6 then 

Latin-American 
Number and 

Per Cent 

7? 

75 

74 

70 

65 

65 

63 

62 

61 

60 

58 

58 

55 

53 

53 

52 

51 

51 

50 

49 

Anglo-American 
1\Jurnbr:r and 

Per Cent 

21 

10 

52 

5 

31 

29 

16 

12 

34 

4 

7 

1 

4 

12 

9 

12 

11 

6 

6 

16 



1l1able 3 .--C<Jr,}PARL . .;o:·:· C'P 1:orms 1{2"SSED 011 CLOT~'IIHG 
V0CAB1JLA:HY ~n~sr:r.1 BY 100 LATII:-. -A <t BICA1!, S:SYEl'~TH - uP.ADE 
GIRLS V'JI TH T:10:'::,E OP 100 AEGUJ - A~1ER.ICAI'~ , SEVEr,J•YrI - GRADE 
G-j_RLS . -- Lontim::ed . 

'\ord t~issed 

Remnants 

Appearance 

l::asting 

FuffeC sleeves 

Dec ora ti ,::m 

Pleat 

Crease 

Odor 

Seam 

Ua thering 

Fullness 

.1.'\.nOt 

h'lacr.1.ine stitching. 

Garment 

Yardstick 

Ready - made dresses 

Brassiers 

bu.ttonhole 

Center front of a 

Bobbin 

dress 

Latln- American 
J.,umber and 

Per Cent 

48 

46 

45 

45 

44 

44 

39 

39 

37 

35 

34 

34 

33 

33 

30 

28 

2? 

26 

23 

23 

~ •lt'.,fl!'l!fA . 

An1-,l o - American 
J\.umber an:l 

Per i:.Jent 

22 

2 

7 

1 

10 

3 

9 

3 

1 

1 

7 

3 

4 

3 

12 

'Z 
u 

10 

0 

11 

4 



Table 3 . --CON'.PARISO~~ OF WORDS 1HSS:BiD ON CL0THn:G 
VOCABUIA RY TEST BY 100 LA l1I f - Alv1bRI CAl'; , S EVEi~TH - GRADE 
GIRLS WITH 1I1HOSE OF 100 ArJGL<J - A:\1ERICAF: , SEVEl-JTH- GF"..ADE 
GIRLS .--Continued . 

v~ord iHssed 

}as ten 

blastic tape 

Scarf 

Style 

Armhole 

Eand- made 

Patch 

Tape measure 

Pit a dress 

A patte:rn f'or sewing 

La tin - .A111P rican 
Number and 

Per Cent 

23 

20 

19 

19 

17 

14 

13 

13 

10 

8 

Anglo - .lLmerican 
!1Tumber and 

Per Cent 

1 

4 

2 

1 

6 

1 

1 

1 

2 

0 

To ascertain the sicnificance of the differ

eLces in the percentages of Latin - A~erican and Anglo 

Americ2n pupils missing the various items , the standard 

error of the difference of the percentage was used . 

This is a statistic commonly used to determi ne the 

variability of obtained differences fr·orn true d:1ffe r

ence s when infinite numbers ore used . In intey,preting 

the critical ratio , the difference between two statis 

tics divided by tl:.e standerd error of the differ·ence , ______________ ....,,.......,...... __ , ___________________ ....:, 



the following limits \Vere anplied : 

3 or above 

2 to 3 • • • 

Less than 2 . . . . . 

\/ery sisnif1.cant 

Significant 

Not sienificant 

In interpreting these limits , it may be said that a 

critical ratio of 3 means that the chances are more than 

99 . 9 in 100 that the true difference ls t-:-rer). ter than 

zero and that there is less than one - tenth of one chance 

in 100 that the difference may be attributed to pure 

chance . Likewise a critical ratio of from 2 to 3 means 

that ttere are fro~ 98 to 99 . 9 c~ances in 100 that the 

true difference is greater than zero and t:-iat there are 

fro~ one - tenth of one chance to two chances in 100 that 

the difference may be attributed to pure chance . 

The statistical procedure used for computing 

the standard error of the difference was as follows : 

N1 

where P = Obtained percentage 
q = 1- p 
N - number of cases 

Critical ratlo : 

Since , as was pointed out in the presentation 

of rrable 3 , .s. higher percentat::,e of the Latin-American 

girls than of the Anglo - 11rnerican tirls missed eacL word , 



the differences reported in Table 4 all represent the 

percentage of the La tin-limerican girls minus the per 

centage of the Anblo - American girls . The si~nificance 

of these differences be tween the tvrn gro-._d_) s is clearly 

demonstrated by the critical ratios in ;!·able 4 . 'these 

differences range from eight per cent on the items , 

"fit a dress,u and "a pattern for sewinl,n to 65 per 

cent on the iterr,s "full s.ceirt" and nsagcin6 skirt ." 

On one half of the words the critical ratio 

of the differences betv.reen the two [rDups was more than 

twice that necessary for statistical signlficance . 

I1or only five i terns , "a pattern for sewint , " "armhole , " 

11 fit B dress , u "center front of a dress ," and "scarf," 

\iirere the critical ratios less than the value of three 

v1hich is commonly accepted as Implying a true differ

ence between the groups . Even on these five iteTus the 

probability that there is a true difference bet·neen the 

two 2:;r:::>ups is more than 98 cbances out of 100 . 

1~Cabl e 4 . - - SI GNIPI -.JANCE OF D~PPERENCES BET 1;JE.B,lJ Al 3' {JiRS 
OF LA.11IN - A1v:ERICAN AI~-D T.bOSE: .JF AEGLO - Al~rnHICAfi Oh 
ITlJ:.11S 0:2' CLO'I'HING VOCABUIAEY T.~S11

• 

·1;ord W.issed Critical 
Difference Difference Ratio 
in Per cent s . E. 
ti:i ssint~ ~"/ord 

Full skirt 65 05 . 07 12 . 82 

.Sagging skirt 65 05 . 27 12 . 33 



·--------------------~~~~'!!--~------
'I1e.ble 4 . --SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERElJCES B ~TVvEEN A1·~S''i:ERS 

OF LA TIN - AkBRICAN AND rrHOSE OP ANGLO-AFERICAN OrJ 
ITEES OF CLOTHING VOCABULARY TES11 . - - Continued . 

~-.or-d !•!Iissed Critical 
Difference Difference Ratio 
in Per Gent s . E. . 
~•,,is sing \Jord 

Shrink 5? 05 . 03 11 . 33 

Huf fl es 56 05 . 28 10 . 61 

Placket 56 05 . 86 9 . 56 

;·Jrin.1.de 51 05 . 35 9 . 53 

E-temodel 51 05 . 56 9 . 17 

Puffed sleeves 44 05 . 07 B. 68 

Snaps 50 05 . 84 8 . 56 

Appearance 44 05 . 18 8 . 49 

buckle 45 05 . 53 8 . 14 

Broad shoulders 44 05 . 54 7 . 94 

Pleat 41 05 . 25 7 . 81 

V;eaving 47 06 . 06 7 . 76 

Ravel 44 05 .75 7 . 65 

Seam 36 04 . 93 7 . 30 

Gathering 34 04 . 87 6 . 98 

Odor 36 05 . 18 6 . 95 

Rip 41 05 . 96 6 . 88 

Easting 38 05 . 59 6 . 80 

f1. graceful 
person 40 05 . 90 6 . 78 

'Ihimble 40 05 . 91 6 . 77 



---------------------~ - ~ tc. JU\~•----· 
Table 4 . --SI GNIPICANCE JF' DIF1~1ER.ENCES BE'I1WEEN ANSWERS 

OP LATIN - AMERICA1:/ AND T1IOSE OF ANGLO - A1.T.ERICAN 01'~ 
PPEMS OP CLOTHHW- VOC..t\_BULARY TEST .- -Continued . 

Word .Missed 
Difference 
in Per Cent 
Liis sing 'Nord 

Knot 31 

Garment 30 

Buttonhole 26 

Decoration 34 

Machine stitching 29 

Lengthen 33 

Hem 35 

Crease 30 

Ready- made dresses 25 

Bleaching 

Fasten 

Fullness 

Style 

Bobbin 

Remnants 

Scalloped 

hlastic tape 

Hand - made 

Patch 

1I1ape measure 

34 

22 

27 

18 

19 

26 

27 

16 

13 

12 

12 

Difference 
S . E . 

05 . 03 

05 . 00 

04 . 39 

05 . 80 

05 . 09 

06 . 20 

06 . 61 

05. 66 

04 . 80 

06 . 64 

04 . 32 

05 . 38 

04 . 05 

04 . 64 

06 . 44 

06 . 80 

04 . 45 

03 . 61 

03 . 51 

03 . 51 

Cri t:ical 
Ratio 

6 . 16 

6 . 00 

5 . 92 

5 . 86 

5 . 70 

5 . 32 

5 . 30 

5 . 30 

5 . 21 

5 . 12 

5 . 09 

5 . 02 

4 . 44 

4 . 09 

4 . 04 

3 . 97 

3 . 60 

3 . 60 

3 . 42 

3 . 42 _______________ .., ___ ...,. __ _ _ _,,.,.,, _________ ~ 



Table 4 . --SI GNIFICANC:E, OF DIFB ERbHvES BE'ln,rnEN ANSWhRS 
OF LA TI1i - JUrnRICAl\~ AJ:~D r.::1HOSE JF hGLO - At·1~RIGAl'~ o_T 
ITI:,1-lS OF CLJTEING VOCABULARY ~:EST .- -Continued . 

1::ord Lissed 
Difference Difference 
in Per Cent 
~.Us sing 1.Jord 

Waistl i ne 22 

Yardstick 18 

Brassie rs 17 

A pattern for 
sewing 08 

Arnhole 11 

Fit 8. dress 08 

Center front of 
dress 12 

Scarf 17 

Con1parisoL of sewing equi;,ment 
in the homes of 100 Latin
American girlsano 100 Anglo 
American girls 

S . E . 

06 . 65 

05 . 62 

05 . 36 

02 . 71 

0 1±. 44 

03 . 31 

05 . 24 

08 . 22 

Critical 
Ratio 

3 . 31 

3 . 20 

3 . 17 

2 . 95 

2 . 48 

2 . 42 

2 . 29 

2 . 07 

Twice as many of the Latin - Americans as of 

the Anglo - Americans did r"lot have a machine ln their 

homes ( Table 5) . rrhe same number in both groups had 

two machines , but only tv:o of the homes , both Latin

Americans , had three machines . The machines in the LBtin

Ar;1erican homes on the whole were older than those in 

the Aneslo - American homes . As one would expect from 



------------------------=_....,.,.,..... ____ - -----· 
these results, the condition of the machine was rated 

higher by the AnglJ - American girls than by the La tin

American girls . A lB.rger per·centage of the Anblo 

America.n homes had an electI0 ic machine than did the 

Latin - American homes . The ~ost com~on type in both 

homes was the treadle machine , alth;Ju6h a number of homes 

in both groups did ha,..,re electric machines , 14 per cent 

of the Latin- ~mericans and 23 per cent of the Anglo 

Ameri.cans . 

All the homes in both groups ha~ at least one 

pair of scissors . Thi r ty - one per cent of the Anglo 

Amer~can honies had four or more pairs , while only 11 per. 

cent of the Latin- American homes had a like number 

(Table 5) . There were , on the average , scissors i.n the 

Antlo - .Amer'lcan homes than .:.n the Latin - J\merican homes . 

'lihirty - seven An6 1 ~, - American homes had some ior n of 

pinking attachment while only 11 Lat5n-American homes 

had any . 

There were almost a third more electric irons 

in the An~lo - American homes than in thC:; Latin- American 

homes , whe1'e a.s twice as man:1 of the La tln - AmPrica.ns had 

flat irons as did the An~lo - Americans . 

Sixty- one of thi=; La tin - Ameri ce.n hor.1e s had 

foldin6 ironing boards , ·whe_reas 85 of the .Anglo - Arterican 

home~ had them . ·Iv.rice as 1:1any of the La tin-1:Lmeri can 

homes as of the Anglo - American homes used flat boards 

fo:r- ironin6 • 



-;----------------------------..,,. .-~-
Twice as many of the Anglo - American homes used 

a cloth for pressing as did the Latin - Americ&n homes , 

and three tir':1es as rrany Latin- AmericeJl homes used paper 

for pressing es dicJ t~J.e Anglo - American homes . Seven 

Latin- American homes and nine .tlnglo - fo:nerican homes used 
i 

both , but 13 Latin- American homes had neither , whereas 

only one Anglo - AmericaL home had neither . 

Thr e e tixes as many of the Anglo - Ameri c an homes 

as of the La tin- Arner'i c an homes har1 full - length mirr ors . 

On the wr.'ole the Anglo - Ame r ican h omes had a hlghe:r· per 

centage of mirro r s than did the Latin- Amer i can homes . 

All the homes in both groPps had some form of r11irr or . 

Sixty- six of the Latin- American homes did not 

have any kind of sKirt mar~er , while only five of the 

Antle - American homes failed to have one . 

Ni nety - thr ee per cent or more of the Anslo 

Ameri can homes had all the equipment listed under mis 

cellaneous , with the exc eption of embroider-y hoops 

(83 per cent) . Between 60 and 70 per cent of the 1atln-

Ameri can homes had a s ewing box or sewing center and 

ernb r oidery hoops . Only 54 per cent of the La tin- i: .. merlca 

homes had tape measures . AbJut two th:rds (66 per 

cent) of the Latin- American homes ln contr ast to 16 

per cent of the Anglo - American homes had fe~er than 

three bobbins . 

-------------__ ,,.,_., _____ __ 



Table 5. --COMPARISON OF SEWING E<;:UiHu~lJ1I1 IN THE HOI\:LS OF 
100 LA 1TIN-AMERICAU GIRLS AKD 100 ANGLO-AMERICAN GIRLS 

Sewing Equipment 

Number of machines 
1 machine 
2 machines 
3 machines 
0 machines 

Age of machines 
5 years or less 

10 years 
15 years 
20 years 
25 years or more 

Condition of machine 
Good 
l•air· 
Poor 

S t-y le of mF chine 
Cabinet (treadle) 
Cabinet (electric) 
Portable (electric) 
Portable (hand power) 

~umb0r of scissors 
or shears 
1 pair 
2 pair 
3 pair 
4 pair 
5 pair or more 

Pinkin6 attach.~ents 
:.:achine pinker 
Hand pinker 
PinkinL, shears 

lron 
l~eavy electric 
.Light electric 
Gs.saline 

Latin-American 
Home 

Number e.nd 
Per· Cent 

, 74 
4 
2 

20 

8 
12 
21 
17 
30 

36 
31 
21 

71 
14 

1 
2 

28 
40 
21 

7 
4 

4 
4 
3 

52 
32 

3 

Anglo -American 
Eome 

Number-and __ _ 
Per Gent 

86 
4 
0 

10 

19 
28 
28 

8 
11 

54 
34 

6 

66 
23 

5 
0 

3 
33 
33 
17 
14 

7 
6 

24 

60 
52 

1 



----------------------""""""_,,,,,_""""""'_' _______ __ 
rr1able 5 . - - CO:.IPARIS)N o·,, SE.:rrJc E0UIPI\lEl';T IN THE HOMES OF 

lCC I.J''l. THT- Ai,;:EEICbN GIRiS AND 100 AlJ"GLO - A.JJ!.RICAN GIRLS 
- -Continued . 

Sewing Equipment 

=:::....=:::::===-=== ::::::::.==:::::=-=-=-=~- - -·-·---- --- --
La tin- American AnLlO - . .i.merican 

i ... ome 
Number a:::1d 

Per Cent 

i_;_ome _N_u_m-ber _an_d __ 
Per Cent 

--·-·--------- - --· 
Iron (continued) 

Plat 25 13 
Number of irons 

7 iron 88 78 .L 

2 irons 12 18 
3 irons 0 4 

Ironini. board 
l11 olding 61 85 
Flat 41 20 
Both 2 5 

Pressing 11 cloth" 
Cloth 47 93 
Paper· 47 15 
both 7 9 
1either 13 1 

i-,arrors 
:Full - length 14 46 
Hand 64 90 
Triple 69 97 
Vlall (small ) 69 96 

Skirt marker 
Eegulated marker 12 20 
Yarc. stick 26 77 
J\ei ther 66 5 
Both 4 2 

.Jiscellaneous 
Sewing box 61 93 
:Embroidery hoops 69 83 
'Ihimble 83 99 
Tape measure 54 94 
Needles 100 100 
.2ins 100 100 



Table 5.--cor:rr ·.}ITS01'J OF SE,WHW ECUIP;,'IEK'11 IN TE~ HOI.-1.t;S OF 
100 LATIN-A~✓IERICAN GIRLS 1u;n 100 Al~GLC-A.'lEHICAr."i GIRLS 
--Continuec. 

--==-=--=---::...-.:...--::..-::..-:..-___ _ 

Sewing Equipment 

Eobbins (f,umber) 
No bobbins 
1 bobbin 
2 bobbins 
3 bobbins 
4 bobbins 
5 bobbins 
6 bobbins 
7 bobbins or :rare 

Latin-American 
Home 

?lumber and 
Per Cent 

20 
H) 
27 

6 
5 
9 
5 
9 

Cloth~Qg Construction Course 
for 3eventh 0rade -- -

An6lo-American 
Home 

--=~-u_m_b_e r and -· 
Per Cent 

7 
0 
9 

16 
18 
13 

4 
33 

The 7A clothinb course of st~dJ used in the 

past at Sidney J·un:1.or Hibh Scllool was a source of ideas 

and materials from which the teacher selected and whlch 

she adapted to the needs and interests of the ps.rticule.r 

group iri th which she was working. 

The teacher analyzed the needs of each class 

in terms of the :ndivic}uals and presented as many of the 

topics as possible in 18 weeks. 

Unit I -- Introduction 

Objective: Arouse a genuine ~nterest in taking 
clothing. 

Recognition of the relat:.on of clothing 
to heal th. 



- ------------------- --------,,, .. -,.-
Develop good habits of work and orderli 
ne s s in clothins class . 

Unit II -- Grooming 

Objective : Develo_p an interest in attractive per
sonal appearance . 

Unlt III -- Selection 

Objective : Ability to select sewing equipment ,. 
pattern , and ma t erial . 

Recognition of the importance of being · 
a courteous shopper . 

Unit IV -- Clothing construction 

Objective : Ability to construct two shr.ple 0arr.1ents ; 
such as sl:p , skirt , or ~pron . 

A. Construction probl ems 

1 . Use of thin~le and sewing ~achine . 

2 . Alteration of pattern . 

3 . Cutting and :narking . 

4 . Darts . 

5 . Fi tting and alterinb • 

6 . Plain seams overc ast . 

8 . Hen:ming . 

B. Evaluation 

1 . Construction of garment . 

2 . Comparison of garment c::mstructed 5.n 
cless to ready- made garment . 

Opinions of the_ g_irl s concernin_& 
content of clothing construction 
co1,,1_rse 

For the purpose of evaluating the content of 



the clothinb constr,uction course 100 nintb- 6rade girls 

and 50 senior 6irls of Sidney Lanier School ( all La tin

Americans) were interviewed concerning their opinions of 

the clothing courses which they had taken in the seventh 

and eishth grades . Since the first five questions were 

of a general nsture, the responses are presente hfre 

in the context rather than in a table. 

In response to the question on the interview 

for~, "~hat did you like best about the books used in 

clothlna 9 " all the :\irls stated that thev liked the .__,. ' - ., 

pictures in the books best . 

In e.nswer to the question, " Vvhat was the worst 

thing about the books used in clothin6 ?", 57 of tLe 100 

9A ~irls and 23 of the 50 senior girls gave the follow 

lng or si·rlilaI' ansvvers: "The reading is somewhat 

difficult." " Hard to understand ." "There Ere many thir.1t, 

I do not understand." ancJ "I cannot understand it ." 

Twenty-nine 9A girls and 16 senior girls stated that the 

books did not explain enough . Ten 9A girls and eight 

senior 
0
irls said they did not have -t he money to buy 

what they were told to b~y in the books. Four of the 

9.b.. girls and three of the senior girls complained of the 

old-fashioned style~. 

In answering the _uestion, ir·which wer-e easier 

to understsnd , the pr.i.nted books or the :instruction 

sheets written by the teacher?", all senior girls and 



all 9A girls stated that they preferred the instruction 

sheets wr:tten by the teacher over the printed bcioks . 

However, other evidence (page 57) indjcated that instruc 

tion steets ~ere not entirely intelli6ible to 7A girls . 

In response to tbe questi::m, n•~·hat of the 

thin5 s the teacher used, helpec:i yo"J most -- the illus

trations, the _;)lctures , or the samples?", 63 of the 9A 

girls said they liked the illustrations best, while 37 

of them preferred the samples . Thirty-two of the 

sen-T_ 01·s liked the illus tr~1tions best, and 18 liked the 

samples . 

The girls were as ked to check on the interview 

forrr;. the three most important itens and to evaluate them 

on tbe bases of "often used," "selc.om used,n and "never 

used ." It is significant that of the many items include 

on the interview form all were checked as one of the 

most important by at lE.ast one of the 6irls with the 

exception of "selection of coats" (Table 6) . The five 

topics, "se l e c ti on of ha ts ,1' 11 selection of hose and 

socA:s,u "how to he.ng up clothes,u and "how to i-ceep one's 

sh:)es clean ," vrere not checked as one of the most im

portant topics by any of tbe 9~ ~irls altho~~h they were 

checked by a srrall percenta~e of the senior girls . 

The topics considered by the senior girls as 

bei:r:16 the most important vrnre 11 hovv to keep ·well groomed ," 

"how to wash, star-ch and iron, 1' and nselection of colors,' 

-------------------------------! 



v.rhile the 9A ~_i rls rated as the most important "how to 

keep well groomed, 11 "selection of colors,rr uselecti.on 

of materials , rr "how to make a 6arment fit,'' "selection 

of c.ccessor'ies,tr "how to mark and cut 8. garment ." :/or 

the two g r :::>Ups to6ether "hov1 to kee~ well t:;r:Jomed" was 

b-y far t be most impor te.nt, "selection of colors, n next, 

then ''selection of materialsn and 11 ho1iv to use the sewing 

machine .tr 

Alth:mgh 80 per cent of the 9A 6irls st~1b=id 

that they r,.ever used "dye materiel" only 46 per cent 

of the senior girls stated that they bar!. never f:mnd 

use for the knowled6 e of how to dye materiel. Of all 

the other items, fewer than 50 per cent of both groups , 

with the one exception mentioned above, stated that they 

had never used the :;..nfonnat:i.oL included in that topic. 

Ifore than one third of both g roups , hov,ever, hed never· 

found use for information related to "selecti on of ready 

to wear oresses ," "how to remove ste.ins, tt and "how to 

alter patt8rns ." Slightly more than one third of the 

senior eJrls hsd never found use for infornrntior1 relrted 

to "selection of hats" and 11 how to patch" althouE,h the 

percenta6 e was less than one third in the other group . 

un the other hand whil€ more than one thlrd of the 9A 

Girls had never needed the infor~at:on given unfer the 

topic 0 how to darn, 11 only 20 per cent of the senior 

Lirls had not needed the information. 



Table 6.--0PII'HONS 011
' 50 SENIO?.S IN snn,EY LANIER JUNIOR-SENIOR HlGH SCHOOL A:D 100 NI.N'IH

GRAD:B; · PUPILS CJNChPJIJilTC '11CJPICS STUDI}i~D IN CLOTHING D1 JUNIOR HIGH SCH:)OL. 

----·-- ----------- ---------------
Interview I tern 1.-iost Important Often Used 

12A 9A 12A 9A 
N. Per N . Per N . Per L-~-Per 

hovv to use 
money wisely 

1 
Selection 
topics 

2 

Colors 10 

Materials 9 

Patterns 7 

Accessories 6 

Eeady to 
wear dresses 5 

Undergarments 5 

Shoes 

Hats 

3 

3 

Cent Cent Cent Cent 

4 9 

20 28 

18 22 

14 11 

12 20 

10 9 

10 

6 

6 

6 

3 

0 

9 

28 

22 

11 

20 

9 

6 

3 

0 

27 

34 

26 

31 

19 

15 

26 

13 

0 

54 

68 

52 

62 

38 

30 

52 

26 

0 

55 

60 

58 

z.5 

68 

13 

32 

0 

0 

55 

60 

58 

35 

68 

13 

32 

0 

0 

Seldom Used Never Used 
12A 9A 12A 9A 

E • Per N. Fer IJ • Per N • Per 

23 

16 

19 

16 

31 

17 

18 

33 

33 

Cent Cent Cent Cent 

46 

32 

38 

32 

62 

34 

36 

66 

66 

39 

40 

32 

56 

Zil 

52 

55 

98 

88 

39 

40 

32 

56 

31 

52 

55 

0 

0 

5 

'2 v 

0 

18 

6 

98 4 

88 17 

0 

0 

10 

6 

0 

36 

12 

8 

34 

6 6 

0 0 

10 10 

9 9 

1 1 

35 35 

13 13 

2 2 

l r. t::, 12 



I 1rable 6. -- JP J.NI ONS OF 50 SENlORS IN SIDl'Ui_Y LA:UBH J1JNIOR-SHHOE HIGH SCHOOL A'··T 100 ~TINTE
GR.P1Db PUPILS COlJCbRNINJ- TOPlCS STtTDIED IN CLWEIKG Ji\- Jl~NIOR HICE SCHOOL .--Continuec . 

" Interview Item :fo st Im,2.9r t~.1_1~ Often Used Seldom Used Never Used 
12A 9A 12A g·x-·- 121c-:- 9A 12A 9A 

N • Per ti . Per N. Per l:~ . ?er n . Per i\ • Per N. Per 1;; . Per-
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 

hose a..vid 
socks 2 4 0 0 18 36 21 21 32 64 67 67 0 0 12 12 

CoB ts 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 2 45 90 84 84 3 6 14 14 

~ How to do the 
.. following, 

:1':iaice a gar-
ment flt 7 14 22 22 20 40 43 43 23 46 53 53 q 14 4 4 

'l'ake measure-
ments 6 12 2 2 29 58 17 17 15 30 77 77 6 12 6 6 

ii'iark and cut 
a 6arment 6 18 20 20 21 4~~ 33 33 23 46 64 64 6 12 3 'Z v 

Use the sew-
ing machi.ne 6 12 24 24 30 60 63 63 17 34 33 33 3 6 4 4 

Alter pat-
terns 5 10 14 14 6 l" G 13 1 3 25 50 43 43 19 38 44 44 



Table 6.--0.PINIONS 01 50 SbNIORS IN SimtEY LAlULR JUNIOR-SE~IIOB HIG·H SCHOOL A~•TD 100 ~UNTH
GRADE PUPILS G'.)HCLRNINC 'TOPICS STUDIED IN CLU11HING I~! JUJ..TIOR HIGH SCHOOL .--Continued. 

Interview Item Most Im£~rtent Often Used Seldom Usec1 Never "Csed 
12A 9A 12A °aA- 12A 9A 12.A. 9A 

r,., Per 11, Per !\I Per N. Per 1-J . 
p , 1\1 Per .. \1 Per n. Per .u . .. ..L· • • ~er J..'11 • .i.J • 

Ceat Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 

Use a thimble b 10 19 19 26 52 69 69 21 42 29 29 ~3 6 2 2 

Do s irr,p le re -
modeling 4 8 11 11 12 24 37 37 31 62 46 46 7 14 17 17 

Grooming 

How t') keep 
well-groomed 24 48 34 34 45 90 87 87 5 10 10 10 0 0 3 3 

how to hang 
up clothes 2 4 0 0 28 56 · 78 78 22 44 22 22 0 0 0 0 

How to keep 
one I s shoes 
clean 1 2 0 0 23 46 40 40 23 46 55 55 4 8 5 i:::_ 

u 

How to repair 
and care for 
clothes 

'1ash , starch 21 and iron 10 20 18 18 32 64 88 88 14 28 10 10 4 8 2 



Table 6.--0PiliIOriS OF 50 SENIORS IN Sl0t:EY L.AJJihR J'LnJIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCEOOL AND 100 NINTH-
GRADE P-G.?IIS CONCERNIJ:~G TOPICS STUDIED IN CLOTHL~G r:~ JUl'TlOR HIGH SCHOOL . --Cont1nued. 

= 
Interview Item 1✓lo st Important Often Used Seldom Used Never Used 

12A 9A 12A 9A 12A 9A 12A 9A 
~ T 1)er N. Per ..,,. Fer N. Per N. Per 1 . Per r: . .r'er N. Per l'l • ~·J • 

Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 

V,ash hose, 
socks and 
underwear 8 16 8 8 31 62 83 83 17 34 17 17 () 4 0 0 f-J 

Wash a wool 
sweater 5 10 5 5 11 22 14 14 34 68 62 62 5 10 24 24 

Darn 4 8 11 11 19 38 22 22 20 40 42 42 11 22 36 36 

Patch 2 4 6 6 6 12 9 9 27 54 62 62 17 34 2a 29 

Remove 
stains 2 4 3 3 8 16 9 9 19 38 54 54 23 46 37 37 

Dye 
ms.t erials 1 2 2 2 2 4 7 7 25 50 1~3 13 23 46 80 80 



In response to the interview item , "List topics 

about which ~OL wish you had had more information in 

clothing , " more girls of both gr~:n.i. ps mentioned gr:)Oming 

more often than any other topic . Hhov, tc., weave and 

embroidery" came next . ?;Iany girls ::.entioncd that they 

were intere · ted in knowing how to make accessories such 

as beads , purses, belb, , hair r:ibbons and decorated 

combs for their hair . Another topic they seemed inter

ested in was nhow to tal~ to boys . " The girls in both 

croups also wanted "the appropriateness of dress , shoes , 

and jev1i elry 11 stressed more . rhe s eni'"'1r girls were 

e s p e c i a 11 y int e re s t e d 1 n v.r he. t c 1 o the s t o v: ear on d a t e s • 

Some of the girls in both £,roups mentioned that they 

v10uld like to know tov, to dry clean and store clothes . 

Another topic which they mentioned was "how to make 

artl cle s for the 

bed spreads . 

home rr 
' 

such as curtains , rugs , and 



Chapter V 

ADAPTATION OF CLOTHING CJNSTRUCTION CO"l!RSE 
F'OR JUlJIOR HIG-h SCHOOL GIRLS 
OF LATn;-AMEBICAN EXTRACTIQN 

According to the findings of this study the 

course of st~dy and instruction sheets forrrierly used .in 

7A clotbinL class should be rewritten. The girls proved 

to be of fifth grade ability in English , according to 

the score:: of the Stanford Achievement Test, or· one and 

two grades below the norms of the country. The wording 

of the handbook should be elementary, and new terms 

should be introduced with simplified definitions, expla

nations, and illustrations. 

Any revision of the instruction sheets should 

devote space to the development )f the vocabulary of 

the Latin-AmericB.n sirl if she is to be oualified to 

read simple, non-technical materiRls dealing wlth cloth

ing construction, since she is low in lan~uage ability 

and in clothing vocabulary. 

Forty-two of the 50 words on the clothing 

vocabulary test were missed by 20 per cent or nore of 

the Latin - lmerican tsir ls. Hov·ever· , some of these 

words do not properly belong within the scope of the 

seventh-grade clothing csnstruction course. The ones 

..,._.......,, _________ __ 



which do belong and which proved so difficult that they 

need explanation in a revised handbook were e.s follows : 

haistline 

Full skirt 

rlern 

Weaving 

Sn2.ps 

Shrink 

Hip 

Havel 

!Cnot 

A traceful person Machine stitching 

Lengthen 

Remnants 

Appearance 

basting 

Cr·ease 

Odor 

Searn 

Garment 

Yardstick 

Ready-made dresses 

Brassiers 

Center front of a 
dress 

Bobbin 

Fasten 

In ge~eral the sewini eouipment in the homes 

of the Latin - Americans was decidedly beloi.1v the.t of the 

Anglo - American homes, both in auantity and quality . 

Therefore , the equipment and materials used in the 

clothinb construction course should be limited . Par 

example, there seems tJ be little if any VE1.lue in study

ing the electric sewing machine since only a small per

centage (14 ner cent) included in the study were found 

to have one . 

The girls thought the contents of the books 

used were difficult to underste.nd and that the instruc

tion sheets would be more intelligible if illustrated . 

'l1hey li~.{ed the pictures ana were helped by them . ThF.:.t 

the instruction sheets should be illustratef is also 



-----------------------~~-----~-----~ 
indicated by the fact that approximatel~ two out of 

three girls preferred illustrations to samples . There

fore, any handbook designed for their use ·should contain 

simple vrords e.nd illustratlons which e re practically 

self-e:xplana tory . 

In considering the revision of the course , 

it should be i-Cept in mind that less than half of the 

girls who have Lreduated from this junior h:ch school 

enter senior high school. rherefore , it is essential 

for the cloth in[. construction course to be n:ade as wide 

and varied as possible to fit the many needs of the 

Latin- American girls . 

Although only two of the 50 senior girls and 

nine of the 100 ninth- grade girls checked on the inter

view form " how to use money wisely" as being one of the 

most im1Jortant i te:ns, money :nanagement is ext r emely im

portant for this low-income group . 1ribile a complete 

unit on the use of money would have little significance 

to them, it is advisable to emphasize cost anc~ vah.1es 

throughout the whole program . 

rfore girls we re interested in studying about 

groomins than any other topic listed on the interview 

form, whj ch is encoura[_,ing because many of the .i:.,a tin

American girls have little help frcnn the home so far as 

grooming is concerned. 

" How to wash, star ch and iron" was rated as 

___________________ ,..............,,~---



one of the most i~portant topics by the senior girls 

and was rated rather hi gh by the 9A glrls . :fany L&tin 

American women are noted for the clean wastings which 

they han~ on the line . It is likely that a large amount 

of energy is consumed to produce this cleanllness . The 

children are als~ noted for being dirty in appearance 

most of the. time . If some way , somehow , the homeLaking 

teacher could teach the coming generation to transfer 

some of the energy used in washing the child ' s clothes 

to teaching it habits of cleanliness , much ',troulc be 

gained . 

In r•esponse to the item , "List topics about 

which you wish you had had more information in clothing,n 

s01;.e of the L,lrls in both e;rou.ps mentioned that they 

would like to know how to dry clean clothes . mhere is 

no doubt bus what this topic should be included some 

where in the homemaking program before the girls go out 

into the world as homemakers . 

1lfo eagerly- purchs.se cho:i.ce pieces of 1.e.:dcan 

handwork and place them among our most cherished pos 

sessions . Down through the ag es has come a manifest 

appreciation for the intricBte creations of needlecraft • 

. ~e should strive to foster aptness with the needle in 

the Latin -American girls that we may not lose t~is 

valuable contribut:ton to our civilization with the 

passing of time . The girls at Lanier showei their in-



terest by placing needlecraft as second on the Jist of 

topics they wished they had had in clothing. But because 

there is so much for the Latin-American girls to learn, 

an entire unit cannot be devoted to handwork ; however , 

it ma·y be used as a home :~)roject or nbc,sy vvork11 for the 

6 irls who finish their regular clotbine_; ccmstrucUon 

work ahead of the rest of the class. 

Again in response to the interview item , 

"List topics about wh.i.ch you ·wish you had had more in

formstion. in clothing," sever2_l girls rrentioned rrhow 

to mhke ar•ticles for the ho:-ne ," such as curtains, rugs, 

and bed spreads. Latin-American girls as well as women 

like nice homes and pretty thin~s in them. Because of 

conditions of varying degrees of poverty, they are 

seldom able to satisfy themselves in this respect, or 

having no training, they buy gaudy decorations. 

Some of the ~lrls in both groups mentioned 

the.t they would like to know "how to talk to boys ," and 

r1V',het clothes to wear on dates ." _;ert&inly these two 

topics should be included so:newhere in the homen~akinc 

prog,ra:n . ?erhe_ps the n-1 nth grade would be the best 

place . 

From the above discussion the clothinb cons

truction course desi[:ned for the seventh-6 rade g:irls of 

Latin-American extraction should include: relation of 

clothine:; to heal th, good habits of work and orderliness, 



-:------------------------==~,~--------
grooming , selection, t=md simple clot hint cons true t ion 

problems . If t1me allcws, a unit shoul-'i be 2· iven on 

care and repair of clothing. 

The mnt er:ials shcmld be presented to the pupils 

in a simplified form with many illustrations which will 

appeel t~ their interest as well as teach them. The 

sewin6 e(?ll~pment used in the classroom need not be 

elaborate. In fact, the use )f simple, inexpensive 

equipment is educati:ma.lly sound. Those clothinb terms 

which ere considered necessar·s for the pupils must be 

introduced in a shplified v'RY s.nd :nust be taught to 

them. Since elPmentary arithmetic, especially the part 

dealin6 with fractions, is so essential to clcthing 

construction, it is necessary for the cloth:_ng teacher 

to show the application of the in.forn:atlor., learned in 

the arithmetic class to the work int.he clothing class, 

and many times where there has been incomplete learning 

elsewhere, it is necessB.r-y to teach si··,:ple fractions . 

All the foregoing informatlon concerninl the 

lan.suage and mathematical abilities of iiatin-American 

t.irls in Sicney La1i€:'r H.i.gh Scbool, 2.nd a.11 the infor

mation concerning thejr clothing vocabular];, their home 

equipment, and their opini~ns and interest relation to 

t '.:1e clothine:, c.)urse in use, was used in revising the 

course. This revision took the form of a handbook with 

s:mplified lan~ue. 6e, and Vl.rith all difficult worns ex-



plained in the text . ~aLy drawinss were introduced to 

explain the text . Units and their content were modified 

to satisfy better the interests of the birls and only 

simple ~ome equipment was su~gested . A copy of the han~ 

book appears in Chapter VI . 

Recomnend f ti8ns for 
further study 

1 . :·:hat are the differences between Latln- A.merican 

pupils and Anglo - American pupils in actual clothing 

constructton ability? 

2 . :~ow do L2.tin- Amerlcan pupils compare w:ith 

Anglo - ..&rnerican pupils ir t a~dns home res_0onsi bili t1.es 

for clothing? 

rz. 
v . V1hat home. use is made of clothln6 ·work tausht 

in junior and senior high schools of the Latin- Amer•ican 

girls as compe.reo. v:i th the Anglo - American girls? 

4 . T1.vhat factors influence the Latin- Americans in 

the selection of clothing and material used for cloth1ng 

construction? 

-------------------·------... --------------~ 



Chapter VI 

CLOTHING CONS11RUCTION HANDBOOK FOR 

LATIN-AMERICAN PUPILS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 

This handbook is es pecially desigied to ~eet 

the needs of Latin-American girls in a clothing construc

tion course. Special attention has been paid to vocabu

lary and to the use of illustration for the purpose of 

maintaining int err. st and improving learning . The need 

for such a handbook was clearly demonstrated by this 

study. The illustrations have been carefully chosen and 

integrated with the text. The diagrams stowing steps in 

construction are parallel to the steps in the text. 

The handbook is written as it was for the 

au thor's personal use in teaching junior h igh school 

girls of Latin- 4.merican extraction. Various parts may 

be changed · to meet the needs of the teacLing si tue.tion 

evolved by other teachers. 

The author hereby acknowledges her gratitude 

to various pe rsons for their cooperation i n the prepara

tion of this text matt:=)rial: Dr. Maude \Ulliamson, Pro

fessor of Rome Economics Education, Colorado Agricul

tural and Mechanical College; Mrs. Kate vL Kinyon, 

Director of Home Economics in the Denver Public Schools; 



·------------------------·-----.. -----~ 
and Jv.: iss Rowan Elliff, Associate Professor of Home 

Economics in Charge of }:du cation, Ari z ona State College. 

Appreciation is also extended to Mr. Yelvin 

Jordan, San Antonio, Texas, for the cartoons, Mrs. Tura 

Cressey, for t h e poems, and Richard Martinez and Vinerva 

I barre., students at Sidney Lanier High Sct·· ool, for the 

illustrations. 



Mary ancl JaunH·a \ool:<. S::,o preHy and =,o 

dear, 

And l ~ha\\ roo whe.n l ra~.e c.\orh\n9 ar 

---------------------------·------
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INTROllJCTION 

Many of you have been looking forward to the 

day when you could come to junior high school and take 

Home Economics. Now that that day is at last here what 

do you expect to learn in clothing? 

How many of you thought you would start sewing 

the very first d~? Did you think you would spend all of 

your time sewing? What would you like to do? Suppose we 

make a list of the things you would like to study. 

What did you learn last term in Health that 

will help you this term in clothing? Suppose we review 

some of the questions. 

l. How does the weather influence the clothing one 

should wear'? 

2. Why should wet clothing be removed as soon as 

possible? 

3. Why should coats be taken off when you come 

indoors'? 

4. Why shou:J_d clothing worn during the day be left 

out of the closet at night? 

5. Why should clothing worn at night be aired in 

the morning? 

6. What harm might come from clothing that is too 

tight'? 

?. Why should underwear and socks be changed often, 

even though they may not appear dirty? 



------- ---------- ~~----- -· -~,,,,,_,., ____ _ 
8. · How does the proper care of clothing help us to 

keep heal thy? 

Since you were able to answer nearly all these 

questions do you see how much that you learned last 

term in Health will help you this term in Clothing? 

From what we have had so far, do you think 

you are going to enjoy taking Clothing? Taking Clothing 

is most interesting and enjoyable if we have a nice 

class made up of girls who can work together. 



OFFICERS AND MONITORS 

Moat smooth-running classes have a president 

and other officers to help lead the class. Would you 

like to elect officers in this clothing class? 

How will holding an office in clothing class 

help you? Holding an office in class helps you learn 

how to work with girls and how to become a leader. 

What should you do if you are elected to an 

office? If you are elected to an office, it ia your 

duty to work for the best interest of the class. To 

play favorites when you are an officer shows that you 

are unfit to hold office. 

Do all of you know your classmates? Yes, I 

thought you did. Then suppose we elect our officers to

day. Before we do so, do you think it would be a good 

idea to talk about the duties of each officer? 

Duties .Q! ~ officers 

A. The class president should do the following things: 

1. Assist the teacher in keeping 01·der in the 

class at all times. 

2. Act as hostess. 

3. Stand at the front of the room at the beginning 

of the period and see that her classmates come 



--· 

in quietly and get their work. 

4. After the tardy bell rings, call the room to or

der by saying. nwill the room please come to 

order." As soon as the room is i7! order, turn 

to the announcement girl and say, "Are there 

any announcements?" After the announcements 

have been made, turn to the secretary and say, 

11Will the secretary please call the roll?" 

Go to her seat. 

5. Take charge of the class -when the teacher is out 

of the room. If any girl talks unnecessarily 

look at the girl and shake her head. If the 

girl continues to talk, ask her in a nice way 

to stop talking. If the girl still continues in 

this behavior take her name and give it to the 

teacher when she returns. Remember that it is 

unwise for the president to shout, 0 Be quiet." 

6. Set a good example for the other girls in the 

class. 

?. Carry out the rules of the class to the best of 

her ability. 

8. Know and perform her duties during a fire drill. 

9. Appoint someone to take the place of any class 

officer who is absent. 

10. Dismiss the class at the end of each period and 

see that the members leave the room in an or

derly manner. To do this, come to the front of 



the room when the first bell rings and check to 

see that all monitors have carried out their 

duties. If a monitor fails to do this, the 

president should ask her to do her duties. 

After the room is in order, turn to the 

vice-president and say, "Are the scissors and 

bobbin cases in?" If the vice-president does 

not report the correct number of scissors and 

bobbin cases have been turned in, ask the girls 

to look in their boxes for the lost articles. 

As soon as they are returned, dismiss the class 

by saying , t1The class is dismissed... Under no 

condition should the president ever dismiss the 

class unless the room is in perfect order, and 

all scissors and bobbin cases are in their 

proper places. 

B. The class vice-president should do the following 

things: 

l. Know and understand the duties of the president 

so that she can take over aJ.l duties of the · 

president when the president is absent. 

2. Help the president to carry out her duties in 

any way she can. 

3. Know and understand her duties during a fire 

drill. 

4. Count the scissors and boboin cases at the be-

-----------------------·-----·-·----



---------------------------------
ginning and~ end of the period. 

5. Give a report to the president as to the number 

of scissors and boboin oases at the end of each 

period. 

6. Act as assistant hostess. 

?. watch the time and ask the girls to put their 

work away four minutes before the end of each 

period. 

C. The class secretary shoul.d do the following things: 

l. Call the roll at the beginning of the peri o.d. 

2. Report to the attendance office any student who 

is absent, and whose name does not appear on 

the attendance sheet. 

3. Collect all absence admittance and tardy slips 

as she calls the roll. The slips should then 

be ta.ken to the teacher for her signature and 

returned to each student by the secretary. 

4. Be regular in attendance. 

5. Call the class to order in the absence of the 

president and vice-president. 

D. The assistant class secretary should do the follow

ing things: 

1. Check the attendance sheet as the secretary 

calls the roll. 

2. Assist the secretary whenever possible. 

3. Take care of the duties of the secretary in 

case she is absent. 



E. The announcement girl of the class should do the 

following things: 

1. Make all announcements at the beginning of the 

period. If there are no announcements, then she 

should rise and say, "There are no announcements 

today." 

2. Make all announcements in a clear voice, loud 

enough to be heard by all the girls. 

Now that you understand the duties of the 

officer.a, do you have some one in mind for each of these 

of fices? 

In electing officers there are several things 

we should keep in mind. 

A. A good officer must be: 

1. Courteous to every student and teacher. 

2. Fair in judging friends and enemies. 

3. Opposed to the use of unclean language. 

4. Eager to speak English at all times and to en-

courage others to do so. 

5. Able to win friends easily. 

6. Willing to cooperate with all students. 

7. Clean in body and mind~ neat in personal 

appearance. 

8. Regular in attendance. 

B. A good officer should have the ability to: 

l. Help control the class at all times. 



2. Follow directions in order that the others may 

follow her example. 

3. Know her duties and the rules of the school. 

~ election of officers 

.Many of us will at some time during our lives 

find ourselves holding an office in a club. Therefore, 

it is wise for us to know how to hold an election in the 

correct way as well as how to be a good officer. 

So that each of us will have a chance at hold

ing an office, how would you like to change officers 

every six weeks? 

Are you ready to start electing our first 

group of officers? 

Before we can elect officers, we must have a 

temporary chairma.n and secretary. Do you know what the 

chairman of a group does? Yes, the chairman is the 

leader of the group. 

So that you may all learn how to be a chairman, 

suppose I act as chairman while we elect a president. 

Mary, you may be the temporary secretary. 

A member of the class who wishes to speak dur

ing an election should rise and say 0 Ma.dam Chairman" 

and should not say anything more until the chairman gives 

her permission to speak. The chairman will give you 

permission to speak by just calling your name. 

Did you know that the chairman in an election 



is always referred to as "The Chair?" 

How to hold the election -- - ------- ....__, ----
THE CHA.IR: {Teacher act_ing as chairman) "Nominations 

are now in order for the office of president." {Thia 

means to name the person you think will make the best 

president of our class. Do not nominate someone just 

because she is a good friend of yours, but think about 

the duties and requirements of a president. When you 

nominate someone, be sure to rise.) 

JUANITA.: (rises and addresses the teacher who is acting 

as chairman) "Ka.dam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: "Juanita." (Remember you were told not to 

say anything until the chairman gave you permission to 

speak by calling your name.) 

JUANITA: "r nominate Irene Reyna for president of our 

class. (The temporary secretary writes Irene's name 

on the black board.) 

THE CHA.IR: "Irene Reyna has been nominated. Are there 

other ·nominations? 

ESTER: "lla.dam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: "Eater . " 

ESTER: "I nominate Olga Sanchez for president of our 

class." {The temporary secretary writes Olga's name 

on the black board.) 

THE CHA.IR: "Olga Sanchez has been nominated. Are there 

other nominations?" _ , _____________________________ , __ _ 



MAGDALENA: ttMa.dam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: .. Magdal.ena." 

MAGDALENA: "I nominate Janie Trevine for president of 

our class." (The temporary secretary writes Janie's 

name on the black board. ) 

THE CHAIR: "Janie Trevine has been nominated. Are there 

other nominations?'' 

GABINA: ":Madam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: "Ga bina. u 

GABINA: "I move that the nominations be closed." 

THE CHAIR: "Ia there a second to the motion?" (To close 

the nomination means that you do not wish to nominate 

any one else.) 

ALICE: "Madam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: "Alice." 

ALICE: "I second the rnoti on." 

THE CHAIR: "All in favor of closing the nominations say 

'Aye' . " (J?ronounc ed as O I O
• ) 

CLASS: 11Aye. 11 

THE CHAIR: "Those who do not wish the nominations to be 

closed say, 'Aye'." 

CLASS: (no one speaks.) 

THE CHAIR: "As the secretary reads the names of those 

nominated, will you please rise and leave the room ... 

(The three girls leave the room.) 

THE CHA.IR: "Is there any discussion?" (By the word 



discussion we mean: do you have anything to say for 

or against any of the girls nominated.) 

BERTHA.: HM.a.dam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: "Bertha." 

BERTHA: "I think Olga would make a good president for 

our class because .she ia a good leader and comes to 

school regularly." 

THE CHAIR: "Is there further discussion?" 

MA.RIA: "Irene ia the president of our homeroom, and so, 

I think she wili make our clothing class a good presi

dent. 

THE CHAIR: "Is there any -further discussion?" 

LUPE: "Madam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: "Lupe." 

LUPE: tt I think Irene would make our class a very good · 

president; but since she is president of her homeroom, 

I think it is only fair that we give someone else a 

chance in our clothing class. 11 

THE CHAIR: "Is there any other discussion?" 

MARGARET : "Madam Chairman. " 

THE CHA.IR: "Margaret." 

MARGARET: "Janie would make our class a good president 

because she is willing to cooperate with all of the 

s tu den ts." 

TEE CHA.IR: "Is there any further discussion?" 

CLASS: (No one speaks.) 



THE CHAIR: "If there is no further discussion we will 

vote on Janie first because she was the last one nom

inated." 

"ill those in favor of Janie please raise your hands 

and keep them up while the secretary and I count." 

(The secretary writes the number of votes Janie re

ceived on the black board.) 

"All those in favor of Olga please raise your hands. 

(The chairman and secretary again count the votes and 

the secretary writes the number on the black board.) 

"All those in favor of Irene please raise your hands. 

(The counting is repeated.) 

"Irene has 11 votes." 

"Olga haa 6 votes." 

"Janie has 8 votes." 

"Since Irene does not have more than Ol.ga and Janie 

together we will have a run-off between Irene and 

Janie. (Secretary erases the numbers by the names.) 

"Marie, will you please call 01.ga into the room? 

(Olga comes into the room and sits down) 

"Olga, we are now going to have a run-off betwe en 

Irene and Janie. All those in favor of Janie please 

raise your hands. (Hands are counted, etc.) 

"All. those in favor of Irene please raise your hands. 

(Hands are counted, etc.) 

"Irene now has 12 votes and Janie has 13 votes; 

therefore, Janie is elected president of the class by 



tf • 

a close race." 

"Lucia, will you please call the girlo into the room?" 

(The girls come in and sit down.) 

"Janie, since you are our new president, do you have 

anything to say?" 

JANIE: ''Thank you for electing me president, and I shall 

try to do my best." (At this time the president may 

say whatever she wishes.) 

TEACHER: "Janie, you may now take charge of the class 

and conduct the election of other officers which in

cludes the vice-president, secretary, assistant 

secretary, and announcement girl. However, before 

we go on with the election, there are several things 

on which I wish to compliment the class." 

"You had permission to speak before you said anything." 

"Every time you said anything you stood up." 

"You nominated only three people. Some classes nake 

the mistake of nominating too many girls. It is never 

wise to nominate more than three or four girls. Two 

or three nominations are really best." 

"You did not all try to talk at once ... 

"Are there any questions you would like to ask about 

the election'?" 

ESTER: "What would have happened if Irene had had more 

votes than Olga and Janie together?" 

TEACHER: "Irene would have been elected and \\e would not 

have had the run-off.•• 



MARY: "Could someone else besides the teacher have 

acted as chairman?'' 

TEACHER: "Yea, the chairman m.y be elected by the group. 

To do this anyone may rise, call the meeting to order, 

and say, "I nominate _____ aa chairman of this 

meeting. All those in favor say 'Aye'. All those 

opposed say 'No' . 11 · 

(If the one nominated is elected, ahe takes the chair. 

If not, other nominations may be made and voted on.) 

MARIA: "When you want to say something, do you always 

say, 'Ma.dam Chairman'?" 

TEACHER: "You rray say 'Madam Chairman' or you may say 

'Madam President' after the president has been elec1ed. 

AURORA: "Does the president always say something when 

she is elected?" 

TEACHER:- "She does not have to say anything, but she 

usually wants to thank the class for electing her." 

"Are there any other questions?'' 

CLASS: No one speaks. 

TEACHER: "If there are no further questions, Janie may 

go ahead with the election." 

THE CHAIR: (Janie as chairman or president now comes to 

the front of the room) "Nominations are now in order 

for the office of vice-president." 

MARY: ":Ma.dam Chairman." 

THE CHAIR: nllary. " 



MA.RY:- "I wish to nominate Gloria for vice-president of 

our class." 

(The election of the vice-president and other officers 

is carried on just as the election for the president 

was.) 

Monitors 

Not only do we need good officers to have a 

smooth-running class, but we also need good monitors. 

To be a good monitor is a fine way to show your 

ability to be a leader. The next time we have an elec

tion you may be elected as an officer. 

We will change monitors every week, every two 

weeks, or every month, or any way the class likes best. 

You may ask for the job you want, or we can 

draw names. What would you like to do in the class? 

Before you decide, suppose we read the duties of each 

monitor. 

Assistant Monitor.--The assistant bas a very 

hard job. It is her job to check each day to see which 

monitors are absent and to do their duties or ask some

one to do them. 

Bulletin Board Monitor.--The bulletin board 

monitor should keep the bulletin boards in perfect order 

and change them whenever necessary. When classmates 

bring in pictures or articles for the bulletin board, 

they should be given to the bulletin board monitor. She 
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should put them on the bulletin board when needed. 

Chair Monitor.--The chair monitor should see 

that all chairs stay in their correct places. 

Dusting Monitor.--The dusting monitor should 

see that everything in the room is kept dusted at all 

times. It is also her duty to see that the dusting mop 

is kept in the proper place. 

Ironing Board Monitor .--The ironing board 

monitor takes care of the ironing board and the iron. It 

is her duty to see tbat the iron and ironing board are 

put away correctly at the end of the period. 

The ironing board monitor should spend extra 

time at the beginning of the term to learn how to use and 

care for the iron so that she m~ help her classmates. 

If the teacher has a lesson ironing and a few 

of the girls are absent, the ironing board monitor should 

go over the lesson on ironing with them when they return. 

It is also the duty of the ironing board mon

itor to keep the ironing board cover clean. 

Library Monitor.--The library monitor has 

charge of all library books. It ia her duty to pass out 

all books and see that they are all returned in good 

order to their proper places. 

The library monitor should also see that the 

books are all kept ·dusted and in proper order. 

Locker Monitor.--The locker monitor should 

check to a ee that the girl a put their boxes in their 



lockers correctly. 

She should also check to see that each girl 

has the right size box. 

Another duty is to see that the door to the 

locker is closed at the end of the period. 

Machine Monitor.--The ma.chine monitor should 

see that the machines stay in their proper places, and 

that the drawers are kept clean. She should also help 

the teacher oil the machines. 

The n:achine monitor should spend extra time at 

first learning all about the machine so that when her 

classmates ask her various questions about the machines, 

she can answer them. For example, if a classmate is ab

sent several days and forgets how to thread the machine, 

the machine monitor should be able to help her. 

Magazine Monitor.--The magazine monitor should 

help to keep the magazines in order and should pass them 

out when they are used in class. 

Mirror Monitor.--The mirror monitor should 

clean the mirror about once a week. 

New~ Monitor.--The "new word" monitor 

should remind the girls to put their work away 15 min

utes before the bell rings on Friday, so that the class 

may study the new words they have had during the week. 

Anotr~r duty is to give a list of the new words to all 

girls who have been absent. · 



Notebook Monitor.--The notebook monitor should 

pass out the notebooks at the beginning of the period and 

· take them up at the end of each period. 

It is also the duty of the notebook monitor to 

see that ea.ch girl keeps her notebook up-to-date. If a 

girl is absent when the teacher assigns some notebook 

work, the notebook monitor should help her catch up with 

her work when she returns. 

Paper Monitor.--The paper monitor should see 

that all girls keep the floor clear of scraps, etc. 

~ Monitor.--The "pass" monitor should sit by 

the teacher's desk and be sure that girls do not leave 

the room without a pass. When a girl returns to the roo 

she should give the pass to the pass monitor. 

Sink Monitor.--The sink monitor should see that 

the sink is kept clean at all times. It is also her duty 

to check that class members do not leave paper towels in 

the sink. 

Table Monitor.--The table monitor shoul.d see 

that the tables are kept in straight rows. At the end of 

the period she should check to a ee that all the tables 

are cleaned off. 

To clean off a table does not mean to brush the 

threads, papers, etc., on the floor, but it does mean to 

pick them up and put them in the waste paper basket. 

Thimble Monitor.--The thimble monitor is the 

~l who uses her thimble better than any other of her 



classmates. It is her duty to help other girl.a 'Who are 

having difficulty using their thimbles. 

Traffic Directors (T. D.'s).--Girls 'Who are 

"T. D.' s" should accept this responsi,bili ty realizing 

the importance of rapid, orderly movement of the traffic 

betv,een per i oda. 

Students are chosen to be T. D.'s if they can 

be described in the following manner: 

1. Regular in attendance. 

2. Good personal appearance. 

3. Courteous, firm, but fair in all their 

dealirJgs. 

4. ~uiet and orderly at all times. 

The T. D.'s duties: 

l. To report to their stations two minutes 

before the bell rings. 

2. To turn on the hall lights during passing 

and turn them off again when the tardy bell 

rings. 

3. To keep the traffic moving in the proper 

direction. 

4. To keep traffic moving at the proper speed. 

5. To remind students to be quiet and orderl.y. 

6. To report students to the office who speak 

Spanish. 

7. To prevent anything which woul.d cause the 

traffic to move too slowly. 



8. To close the windows in case of fire drill. 

9. To set an example of good conduct at all 

times. 

Window }!onitor.--The window monitor should reg

ulate the windows so that the room is kept at 72 degrees. 

In case of a fire drill the window monitor 

should use the window stick and close all the higher win

dows. She ahoul'd also see that each girl closes the 

window near her. 

After you have elected all of the officers and 

monitors for your class you may write the names down in 

your notebook. Your teacher will give you a page like 

the one on the following page to write their names on. 

Be sure to write the month during which the group will 

serve. In most classes they change officers and moni

tors every month. 



CLASS _0111.@R§ ~ MONITORS NAME_ 

OFFICE 

PRESIDENT 

VICE PRESIDENT 

SECRETARY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

ANNOUNCEMENT GIRL 

MONITORS 

ASSISTANT MONITOR 

BULLETIN BOARD .MONITOR 

CHAIR MONITOR 

DUSTIMG MONITOR 

IRONING BO.ARD MONITOR 

LIBRARY MONITOR 

LOCKER MONITOR 

MA.CHillE MONITOR 

MAGAZIME MONITOR 

MIPi.ROR MONITOR 

NOTEBOOK MONITOR 

PAl'ER MONITOR 

PASS MONITOR 

SilIB: MONITOR 

TABLE 1v10NITOR 

THINBLE MONITOR 

TRAFFIC DIRECTORS (T. D.'S) 

WINDOW MONITOR 

MONTH -----



CLASSROOM ORDER 

A class is always being judged. by the action of 

the pupils. What do you want people to say about your 

clothing class? It wil~ be as good as its members make 

it. You, as an individual member, can help in building 

up a good or bad opinion for our clothing class. Again 

I say, what kind of class do you want? Remember, having 

a good class requires constant thoughtfulness on the part 

of ev~ryone. 

For any class to run smoothly we must have a 

certain amount of order. 

l. The most important thing of all is to come into 

the room quietly and get your work. When you 

get your sewing out of your lockers put your 

books and everything you will not ne_ed during the 

period in your locker. Nothing looks worse than 

a sewing room full of tables covered with books, 

and paper. (The president shoul.d stand at the 

front of the room to help carry things on in an 

orderly manner.) 

2. If your bands are dirty, wash them with out ma.king 

a noise. 

3. If you are planning to use the sewing machine, 

open the machine and thread it; otherwise go to 

your seat and start to work. 

4. By the time the tardy bell rings the following 

things should be completed. 
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A. All girls working or ready to start work. 

B. The notebooks passed out by tl1e notebook 

monitor. 

C. Scissors counted and two pair placed on 

each table by the vice-president. 

D. Temperature checked. windows and shades 

regulated by the window monitor. 

E. The secretary and assistant secretary shool 

have everything ready to call the roll. 

F. The announcement girl should be ready to 

read. the announcements to the class. 

5. When 1he tardy bell rings, the president shoul.d 

call. the room to order by saying, "Will the room 

please come to order." She then waits a moment 

until all girls are seated except the announce

ment girl, who is standing by the teacher, and 

the secretaries, who are standing at the desk. 

As soon as the room comes to order, the president 

should turn to the announcement girl and say, 

"Are there any announcemen ta'?" Whil.e the anmume 

ments are being made, look at the announcement 

girl and listen carefully, because these 

announcements are for you. If you cannot hear, 

raise your hand and tell the teacher. If there 

are not any announcements, the annoW1cement girl 

should rise and say, "There are no announce

ments today." 



After the announcements have been made, the 

president should turn to the secretary and say, 

"Will the secretary please call the roll?" 

As the secretary calls the roll please answer 

11 present" in a clear voice loud enough to be 

heard. During the time the secretary is calling 

the roll, you may start sewing by hand, but do 

not stitch on the ma.chine. Also, please do not 

walk around in the room. While the secretary is 

calling the roll, the assistant monitor should 

check to see which monitors are absent, so that 

she will know "MJ.ich household duties to do. 

6. After the roll has been called, everyone works 

as hard as she can until five minutes before the 

end of the period, when the vice-president rises 

and says, "Time to put your work away." 

7. Order for putting work away. 

A. Girls should close the machines and return 

the scissors, tape measures, rulers, and 

other materials to their prop;r places be

fore they put their ONn work away. (The 

last girl to use the machine shou1d be the 

one to close it.) 

B. Neatly fold your work before you put it 

away. 

c. Be sure you put your pins, needles, thread, 



bob bin, and thimble in a smaller box and tie 

it up before you put it in your regular 

sewing box. 

D. The monitors shoul.d al1 check to see that 

they have done their duties. 

8. By the time the bell rings, the following things 

should have been done: 

9. 

A. All work put away and the lockers in order. 

B. Scissors, bobbin cases, rulers, yard sticks, 

tape measures, and other material in their 

places. 

C. Tables, chairs, and machines in order. 

D. All pine, needles, and threads, picked up 

off the floor. Remember each girl is re

sponsible for the condition of the floor 

around her chair. 

E. The president should check to see that all 

girls have done their duties. 

F. After all work is put up and the room is in 

order, you may nBke-up your face and com·b 

your hair. 

When the bell rings everyone should rise and 

stand behind her chair. If the room is in good 

order the president should come to the front of 

the room and · say, "Are the scissors and bobbin 

cases in'?" The vice-president should answer, 



.,There are ___ bobbin cases and ___ pairs 

of scissors." If the vice-president reports 

that the correct nwnber of scissors and bobbin 

cases have been turned in, the president dis

misses the class by saying, "The class is dis

missed." Under no condition should the president 

dismiss the class unless the room is in order 

and al1 equipment is returned to its proper 

place. 



YOUR J?ERSONALITY .AND :EVERYDAY MANNERS 

IN A CLOTHING CLASSROOM 

Correct clothes are not all you will need for 

success in school life. ~ersonality and manners are as 

important here as anywhere. 

Good manners are not something to be used on 

Sunday or when company comes. Good manners belong to 

everyday life; at home with the family; on the street 

with strangers; and at school with friends and teachers. 

In other words, good manners must become a habit with 

you. What do we mean vti.en we ~y. manners should be

come a habit? What is a habit? The things you do with

out thiuking are called ha bi ts. For example. sine e you 

have walked to school every day for a long period of 

time, you do not have to atop and think which street you 

cross or at which corner you turn, to come to school. 

We may therefore say that walking to school is something 

that has become a habit. 

Good habits help you -- bad ones do not. Let 

us see how n:any good habits we can learn while we are 

taking clothing. Remember good habits cannot be formed 

in a day. We must keep trying and practicing. 

Again we s a:y. manners should be a habit, not 

something to wear with your best clothes4 The modern 



girl consid.ers ''company rranners" almost worse than no 

manners at all. Manners, to be of any real use to a girl 

to day, must be a part of herself, as natural as breathing 

A clothing class is your "big chance" to prac

tice good n:anners and to learn what is right and what is 

wrong. ~lease feel free to ask questions at any time 

regarding what is right and what is wrong. When you do 

not have anyone to ask and you are in doubt about what 

you should do, say to yourself, .,What would be the kind 

thing to do?" 

Have you ever noticed that the popular girl is 

well-mannered? She thinks about other people's feel

ings. She is truthful and honest. 

For girls to -work together happily in a cloth

ing class each must think of the rights of the other 

girls in the class. Let us remember that our personal 

rights must change when they get in the way of the rights 

of others. Each member of the class should see that 

what she does brings the ieast posai ble ·trouble to others 

of the group. 

Have you ever read in history books how women 

of the al.den days had sewing parties and entertained 

themselves for hours by sewing and helping each Qther'? 

A clothing class is really a friendly group of girls 

gathered together to sew and to learn how to sew. If 

you can help another girl who does not understand the 



next problem, help her. It would be unfair to both of 

you for you to do the work for her, but to explain the 

work is fine. As you explain the work to her, talk in a 

low voice so that you will not disturb the other girls. 

Some girls make the mistake of trying to get 

someone else to do their work for them. This is bad; 

they are only hurting themselves, because one does not 

learn that way. 

When you are asked to do something, do not 

complain but do it with a smile on your face. You would 

not have been asked. if the ·teacher did not think you 

could do it. You should say, "Yes, Miss _____ " 

or "I shall be glad to try, .Miss _____ " Once you 

have said you would, be sure to keep your promise, even 

though you may feel "weak in the knees". Remember 

others are counting on you and you should do your best 

not to disappoint them. If you give into yourself and 

say, "I can't," you will never be able to do a good job. 

We learn by mistakes; therefore, go ahead and try even 

though you do make mistakes. 

Do things with.out having someone tell you what 

to do. Doing extra work will help you develop new in

terests. Learn to think quickly and to act quickly, in

stead of depend.ing on someone else. Again we sa_y, you 

cannot learn wnen someone else does all your work for 

you. 

---·-------------------------------



Be prompt to offer to raise a wind.ow or move 

a chair. If you learn to do things like this now it will 

help you all through life. 

A clothing room shoul.d be kept clean and at

tractive without one or two girls having to do aJ.l of the 

work. Do you think it would be fair for one or two girls 

to have the entire responsibility of the room? Of course 

you do not. When each girl does a part with a cheerful 

and helpful smile, the care of the room beconEs a plea

sure. 

Remember, however small or large your house

keeping duty may be, do it. It is not fair to sit back 

and let a few carry on all the work. 

The scissors, tape measures, rulers, and yard 

sticks are for your use. You do not need to ask per

mission to use them. Be sure to put them back in the 

proper places when you have finished with them. Since 

they belong to all of us, we should try very hard to 

keep them in the best condition. 

Put your waste paper in the wastepaper b~sket. 

A table covered with waste paper and scraps has no room 

for your sewing work. It must be admitted that it is 

much .easier to let your threads and scraps fall where 

they may, but if you don't pick them up somebody else 

must do it. And what· will the visitors say? As you 

know, every visitor who comes into this room will notice 



whether or not our room is clean and orderly. We do 

not learn to be good housekeepers by leaving scraps and 

threads around to make the room look messy. 

If your shoes are muddy, clean them before you 

come into the room. This will save having to sweep the 

room every period. 

Another way every girl can share in the house

keeping responsibilities is by carrying for her own sew

ing equipnent and other belongings. If you keep your 

sewing equipment together, you are less likely to lose 

it, and you are more likely to be ready to start to work 

without having to look for anything. 

While we are talking about losing things, I 

would like to ask a question. When you cannot find 

something of yours, what do you do? Do you have the 

right to take a thing you lost from another girl? If 

you do this, remember it is just a form of stealing. If 

you cannot find your thread for example, the best plan 

is to look first for it very, very carefully. Then if 

you still cannot find your thread report your loss to the 

teacher. 

Is the girl hone st and dependable who borrows 

a needie from a friend and loses it? As we have said 

before, we should not ·borrow sewing equipment. But if 

you do and it is lost, the only right thing to do is to 

pay the girl for what you lost. 



In the back of the room you will find a closet 

in which to hang your coats. When you get your own coats 

from the closet, ·be careful not to drop the clothing of 

another girl. If you should do so, be sure to hang the 

coat up again. 

Throughout life there will be certain laws and 

rules that you will not like. But because you do not 

l.ike them is no sign that you do not have to obey them. 

Try hard to live up to the rules and plans of the class 

so that you will not waste any time. There is so much 

to learn that every minute counts. 

The one rule that is broken in clothing classes 

more often than any other is that of unnecessary talking~ 

Did you ever stop to think about that rule? Probably 

not, except that it was one of the rules you enjoyed 

breaking. You think, 11 Tha t mean Miss So-and-so is 

ma.king me stay after school because I was talking." Do 

you suppose she aijoya staying in school to watch you? 

Do you not suppose she would like to get .away just as 

quickly as you would? But she must punish you because 

it is her job. She is told by the princiIS,l and others 

that students must be quiet in order to learn. You see, 

her real job is to teach you, not to police you. If you 

insist on making her a policewoman, she cannot help you 

learn the many things you want to know. 

A teacher may sometimes seem Wlfair. Be 



grown-up about it, and ask for a chance to talk it over. 

"Talking back" will only get you in trouble. 

Did your mother ever tell you not to talk when 

someone else is talking? Do you think it would be polite 

for you to talk while the teacher is talking to a visitor 

in the room? 

If you wish to speak to your teacher when she 

is busy or has company in the room, wait until she haa 

finished. If it is an emergency, something you must 

know righ:t away, then you should say, ttEx.cuse me, Miss 

.. 
If the teacher is helping another girl when 

you go to her desk, stand quietly by and watch what she 

is showing the other girl. It may be the very thing you 

want to know. If not, be sure you wait your turn, do not 

try to push in ahead of someone else. We all agree that 

everyone should have a fair share of the teacher's time. 

Do not get tired of waiting and go ahead with your sew

ing without the teacher's instructions. By the way, do 

not forget your pins when you go to the teacher for help. 

It is asking too much, to ask her to furnish pins for all 

the girls. If the teacher points out a mistake you have 

made, be quick to correct it. Do not stand and talk 

about it for half the period. 

If the teacher is writing when you go to her 

desk, stand quietly until she speaks to you. Be careful 
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not to try to see what she is writing. A good rule to 

follow is, never touch or read anything on a teacher's 

desk without first havillg permission. One must never 

open the teacher's desk or look at any of her papers. 

You would not want other girls looking at your grades 

would you? Do you think it woul.d be fair for you to 

look at theirs1 You have no more right to examine the 

papers on the teacher's desk or read any writing there, 

than you have to read other people's letters. 

If you wish to ask the teacher a question, 

raise your hand. Calling out "Teacher" or "Miss" when 

you want something is not polite. Address any teacher 

as ulllias ____ ," 0 Mrs. 11 or "Mr. " 
When the teacher is talking to the class be 

sure you look straight at her. Remember it is impolite 

not to look at a person when he is talking to you. 

The class officers are girls that you your

selves have chosen. Do give them the respect and co

operation which they deserve. When they give directions, 

or make suggestions, help them to carry out these plans. 

When the teacher is out of the room the presi

dent of the class should take charge. The class should 

respect the president in the same way it does the teacher 

when she has charge. The president should keep in mind 

that she represents all the girls in the class, not a 

handful of friends she likes best. She should try very 



hard to be fair in everything she does and not try to 

boss. No one likes a girl who is always trying to boss 

people in general. 

There are many little things which we can do to 

help make people like us better. These little things 

must be done every day and everywhere we go. 

First of all be friendly with everyone. Do not 

talk too much about your likes and dislikes. Do not go 

around telling unkind stories about other people. You 

would not want someone to tell. an wikind story about you, 

would you? 

If you cough or sneeze, cover your mouth with 

your handkerchief. Always have a clean handkerchief with 

you. After using your handkerchief put it whEU'e it be

longs. Do not leave it lying around. 

Gum-chewing is not an attractive habit any

where. If you are in doubt about this, take a look at 

yourself in the mirror when you are chewing gum. 

Introduce yourself to the new students and try 

to make them feel at home. Do you' know how to introduce 

yourself to someone elsef A good way is to walk up to 

the new girl and say. "I am ______ " You may then 

welcome her into the school and tell her some of the 

things you have been doing. 

Do not laugh at the other girls' mistakes -

you may make worse ones yourself. Do you like to have 



people laugh at you when you make a mistake? 

Never, never yell across the room to your 

friends. It is much nicer to go up to the person to 

whom you wish to speak. 

When your classmates do something that is very 

good, tell them ho.w much you like it. That is what you 

would want them to do to you. Do not be jealous and make 

unkind remarks about them. 

Never talk or make any kind of noise while 

there is an announcement on the school loud speaker. It 

is very important that every student in school hear all 

the announcements made by the school office. 

To be c ourteoua a pupil. should open the door 

for a teacher or older person and allow her to enter 

fi rat. 

When someone drops books or other things, pick 

them up. When someone is carrying many books or pack

ages, help them when you can. 

A powder puff, lipstick, or comb, are not 

needed d-uring class. At the end of the period after you 

have put your work away and the room is in order you 

should have a minute left, if you work fast, you can 

make up your face and comb your hair. 

Do you know how to get along with other girls1 

Some girls expect people to like them just because they 

are pretty, smart, or wear pretty clothes. 
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To get along with people does not just happen. 

We must be a friend to have friends. 

A junior high school girl was lonely and un

happy because she had no friends and did not know how to 

get her classmates to like her. In class she seldom 

talked to anyone; in the lunchroom she ate alone; after 

school she went home al one. 

One day while walking home she became so very 

lonel.y she started crying. An old, old lady eame by 

and asked her why she was crying. When the old lady 

understood why the girl was crying she ~hook her head 

and said, "Let's talk this all over." After a long talk 

the ol.d lady said, nTa.ke this good luck piece and wear 

it tomorrow, hidden on a chain around your neck so no one 

can see it. It will bring you friends. But it works 

only if you will talk first to the first five girls whom 

you meet in the morning. u The girl did not believe the 

ol.d lady, but thought she would try. What would she say 

to the first five girls she met? They talked about that 

for a while, and then each went her own way. 

The girl was very happy when the next morning 

came. And sure enough the good luck piece worked. The 

first girl to whom she spoke was in her first class, and 

they walked to their next class together. The next girl 

asked her to join her and two others at lunch. They 

talked and before she knew it, she had promised to go to 

town with them. Another girl to whom she had talked ____ ,, ___ ,. ____________ ,_,.. _____________ ....;. 



came to sit with her in the library. After school she 

rushed home to leave her books and then off to tell the 

old lady what had happ ened. As she entered her own bed

room, the first thing that she saw was the good luck 

piece, lying on the bed where it must have dropped in the 

morning. 

What did you l~arn from this story? Did the 

good luck piece really help the girl to win friends or 

was it because she was friendly and talked to people? 

Besides being friendly there ar e many other 

things we can do to become more popular. These have been 

listed below. Would you like to discuss some of them 

in class. 

1. Smile. Remember it is easier to smile than to 

look unpleasant. 

2. Become interested in what other people are 

doing. 

3. Look happy. 

4. Listen more than you talk. 

5. Remember people's names. 

6. Be a good loser. (If you lose a game do not 

cry about it.) 

?. Say only kind things about people. 

8. Do not make fun of the mistakes of others. 

9. Be honest in what you say and do. 

10. :Play fair. 



11. Conduct yourself so that your friends will be 

proud of you. 

12. Do not be a tattle-tale. 

13. Look your best. 

After you have discussed these see how many 

others you can list. 

What do we mean men we say, "Mary has a 

pleasing voice?" We can all have a pleasing voice if 

we try. Learn to speak clearly and slowly so that your 

renarks are heard easily. 

In a clothing class, like any other class, we 

must always be thinking of our English. Only through 

practice will we learn to speak English correctly. 

Study your own voice and speech. Do you have 

a pleasant voice1 Do you speak correct Engl~sh? 

What can you do to improve your voice and speech? 

Remember our success in life may depend upon 

how well we speak English. 

------



Do you really ~hink <; ou'\ \ pQ '=:lS? 

t---Ji<.e.. <=f1r\~ don" c;.heu.> qurn in clocss, 

Your mind is no~ on UJhot you're doinq, 

'fou ca"'nol-- t-'hink.. 1 LUh~n you are chewin9 

-·-----------------------



"HOW DO I LOOK? 11 

Some girls care very much how they look, while others 

may be too lazy or think themselves too busy to bother. 

What do you want? 

Since this is your first term at junior high school 

many of you are wondering mat you should wear to school. 

Would you like to s:r,end a few days talking a.bout what to 

wear? 

Did you knovth et being well dressed was a matter of 

knowing what to wear, not one _of money? Many girls spend 

plenty of money on clothes but do not buy the right kind 

of clothes and never look well-dressed. Often the girls 

who spend the l~st amount of money on their clothing 

look better than ~~ny of their friends. 

VVba t part of your clothes would you like to talk 

about first? If you have no choice suppose we talk 

about dresses. On the following pages you will see some 

cartoons which tell youwb.at not to wear. (Cartoons are 

funny pictures .) As we look at each of these cartoons 

we will talk about it. 

---------------------~-----·-----· 



::>orne't-hinC\'~ wronq ae::, wron~ can be. 

Ta~e o \oo~ ond (..\OU wi \ \ <oee: 

Don't- wear 'brripe.<:> ond fl<3iur-e'=>, roe 

You'll \oo~ funny \f ~ou do. 

------------------~------· 



, _____ , ____ _ 

'::)1-ripeto u..1'11-h plaid<o 

Ai-e ne..ver t-aa~, 

ML\ ! ~uc..h poor \-a<:;,\-e 1 

Plaid '::::>'tdr-\- \ -=,\-riped wais.\- ~ 



I 
~~K • 

\ I I 

' 

even a bird I 

I ~hin~ ha':;) heord , 

'iou shouldn'r UJea.r p\oid'o and fi9ure~ 

~ogerher l 

No n,a\-~er who~ rnoL\ be rh'i- UJeo~her-.. 



-,ll,c' -· ..,_ 

She.'":> jol\y and she'~ happL\, 

bu\- e:,he doe<on'\- rea\\)e 

1 

lar-C\e plaid<:> or fi(\ure-s rna~e fa~ 9irl~ 

\ook once aqoin I-heir ~i 7e .. 

--------------------

k tall azt • 



--------------------··,-------, 

The'::ie. t-wo 9ir-l~ ohould chanC\e around 

F-a½ 9irl~ should weQr- -5tr;pes up and down, 

Thin 9ir-l<o 5hould weqr them ea45t arid west, 

"Then each wi) l )o o'r<, her ve rl.( be 5t". 

-----------------



Did you enjoy looking at the cartoons and talking 

about what to wear to scbool? Not only do we ne e d to 

know V\h a. t to wear to school, but we al so need to think 

about how to wear it. 

II _ 

There are things we can do to our clothes to improve 

our looks greatly. Shall we talk about them for a few 

minutes? As we talk, look at the ne:xt cartoons on the 

following pag es and see what they teach. 



Wouldn'l- you blu~h '2»hould someone shout-, 

l'Good'--\9 · Good Lt! Goody! 

Yo~.o- shir\--\-ai\'s ou~ ¥'' 

_, ______ ....._ ·-~--------



Ad iu'::>\- yout" ~lip be.fot""e. you ~\-a r~, 

Then '::1Orne younq 9ul..} UJho \-hink'~ he.' ,5 5mar~,, 

Won'~ ~Ql.f, "1t''3 reo\\<-t no fun 9oin(\, 

Wi~h qir\':) who~e ~\ips are.. "lwal.\'=' '::>howinq9" 



To dre<b'=.:1 in qood \-a~e\ remernbe.t""" \-hi"b 

rule :. 

Don't we.o, a \o\- or jewe\r<-\ \-o =1c.hoo\ • 

Loc.\z.e~~, broce\e.b:::, and p·,n":;) l l_.\OU ~ee, 

Ma\z.e. 400 \oo~ r,\:e G Cnr\o\-mo"=> \-r-ee.. 



Wi~h c.lo\-he-o -o\-rewn oil around \cZ..nee -dee.p. 

U.se. a \-h'\nq \-hen p ul-- it- bac~, 

In irs drawer or on i\--'t:> roe.~ -



OpeD rhe door and oul- \-he4 fa\\~ 

t_ LUOU ldn'r ~e.ep \-ha\-- '2.:1nd of c.\o~er a\-- a\\, 

Han9 clo\-hes ~ p ne.oH.4 , \-haf~ who: 4ou 

~hou\d do 

,And ~ee p a\\ \-he ~he\ve~ ~h--oi9ht- and 

Ot"-der"\y 1 1--oo, 

----------------



Thi<::> )irrle.. 91rl can <c, le.e.p and ..-e-o\--, 

Tomorrow she. w'ill be wel\ -dres<:?ed, 

l 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Her c\orhe":J w\ II not- be <ooi led and crushed 

~ne ha nq<o \-hem up I al\ t-te.a H ~ bru «ohed -



Wa5~e-ba=,ke~ or handba9,which do ~ou 

}hink.? 

There'.s every~hiriq here bu~ ~he ~H-c.hen 

coink.. • 

Cleon our 4our- pur5e o~ leas~ once a 

LUee.~, 

And \-hen you COi"\ find ~he. rhin9 you 

e>eeR.. 



l''or a girl to l ook her best she must be clean and 

neat; even her handkerchief must be clean. A girl wto is 

careful about her personal cleanliness and the care of 

he r clothing is said tobe a well-groomed girl. 

It is certainly true that one can look well-dressed 

in old clothes if the clothes are in good condit i on and 

if the person wearing them is clean and neat. We must 

know, then, how to kee p neat and clean and how to keep 

our clot res neat and clean if we are to be well-groomed. 

The well-g roomed c irl is clean inside and outside. 

If she is not clean inside, she may ha i.e a poor skin or 

a. bad br0atL. If she is not clean outside, she n.ay look 

dirty or have an unpleasant body odor. Any of these 

things keeps her from looking her best arrlkeeps her from 

having many friends. 

To be clean outside one must take a bath often, at 

lea.st three tines a week. Some girls say they would lik 

to take a bath daily, but think they cannot have it, 



either because they live in houses without bathrooms, 

because there are too many persons to use the same bath

room, or because there is not hot water every day. Many 

of our grandparents took baths before bathtubs were in

vented, so we can take baths whether or not we have every 

thing just right. It may mean getting up a little 

earlier, staying up a few minutes later, or heating some 

water on the stove for ourselves, but we must take baths. 

The well-groomed girl takes care of her face and 

hands. Not only does she take care of her face, but she 

also knows how to put on make-up. Ask your teacher to 

show you the charts she has on how to use make-up. The 

mistake that most girls make is that they use too much 

make-up. Fingernails also need special care to keep them 

clean, unbroken, and the right length. Girls in junior 

hig h school should use very light-colored nail polish if 

any at all. Another thing the well-groomed girl needs 

to remember to do is to brush her teeth at least twice 

a day. 



Hair 

To have pretty hair you must brush your hair daily. 

It must also be kept free from dust, oil and dandruff. 

Most girls find it best to shampoo their hair about 

once a week. ('ro shampoo the hair me ans to wash it.) 

Before you start shampooing your hair, you should brush 

it well. It is wise to soap the hair twice and rinse it 

three or four times to get all the soap out. Vinegar 

may be added to the third rinsing water to help remove 

the soeo. 

Are you interested in learning how to arrange your 

hair? 1ould yo~ like to spend some time studying hair 

arrangement? On the following pages you will see some 

pie tures which tell you what to do to make your face 

look longer or wider . 



A center part as shown in picture 11A11 makes the 

face seem widen A high side part as shown in picture 

11 B11 makes the face seem less wide. 

A. 

Hair cut in ban6 s as shown in picture "A" makes the 

face seem wider. Hair combed off the face as shown in 

picture "B" maKes the face seem less wi-de . 

A. 

Hair combed on top of the head as shown in picture 

11 A 11 ma.aes the face seem longer. Hair combed over the 

ears and cheeks as in oic ture "B" makes the face seem 

wid r. 

- ·-----------------·---



A. 

Hair worn close to the head as shown in picture 11 A11 

makes the face seem less wide . Hair worn loosely as 

shown in pie ture II B" ma.tCe s the face seem wider . 

A. 

Hair worn long as shown in picture 11 A11 may not look 

nearly as neat as hair worn shorter as shovm in picture 

"B." 

A. 

Hair worn in a page-boy style as shown in picture 

"A" makes the head appear larger than it does when the 

hair is curled outward as shown in picture "B. 11 



The hair should be kept neatly combed, but there is 

a time and place for everything. Vvhen you wish to comb 

your hair, go to the restroom. It is never courteous 

to comb your hair in public places. Neither should you 

borrow a comb from a friend. 



Posture 

No matter how pretty or how well made a girl's 

clothes may be, she never looks "well-dressed" unless she 

has gpod posture. What is posture! It is having one's 

he_ad up, chin in, and stomach in while standing and 

walking am sitting. 

Study the picture above. Do you want your posture 

to look like "A" "B" 11 0 11 or 11 D11 ? Which one does your 

present posture look like? Do you see frow these pic

tures that if you stand with good posture, your clothes 

will have a better chance to look well? Try standing 

before a mirror t~ see what kind of posture you have. 

Let us look around the schoolroom and see how many of 

us have good sitting posture. 

Did you know that it is difficult to have good pos 

ture unless the shoes we wear fit the feet? 

-----------------------------· _____ , 



Oh 1 SuC::>ie. Q ) 

f')on1
\- ~a\ee rho~ 5hoe ! 

=>hoe..~ a\way<.:> hurt- if t-hel\ are tiC\h\- 1 

P.:>eoide<o , 4our- fee~ iut::,~ loo~ a friqh\-~ 



Many girls wear shoes that ar f too narrow and too 

short. Many have high heels which cause the girls wear

ing them to have to stand in a poor position. Shoes 

worn to school should have a low flat heel. School shoes 

should oo longer than the foot to allow plenty of room 

for the toes as shown in picture "C. 11 Shoes that are too 

short, as shown in picture 11 A, 11 crowd the toes together 

and cause you not to be able to walk with good posture. 

Shoes that are too long, as shown in picture "B, 11 also 

affect your walking . The well-groomed girl has shoes 

that fit and that are always polished. 

vVhen you want to pick up something on the floor, 

how do you do it'i- Your posture is much better if you 

bend your lmees and not your waist. You will find this 

way much easier and it certainly looks better. AsK your 

teacher if you may practice picking up things from the 

floor. Your teacher will al so have some pictures to 

show you on how to bend your knees when you pick up 

anything. 



Oh me! Don'\- \oo~ ! Oon'r even 9\ance 

Or you' II sure\L\ &ee rhe !::x:!a\- oF her pan~.sl 

When y_ou pick::. up rhinqo 1 j uo\- b end ~our 

k:.nee .e:, 
1 

And <.4ou'II reac.h rhe f\oor w·d·h rhe 

9reah~b \-- eobe . 

----·--- ---



A. 

C 

Did you ever stand in 

front of a mirror and talk to 

yourself? Yvhat did you do 

with your hands while you wer 

talking? Have you ever wa tcre 

the hands of another person 

while he was talking. You 

could have on a very expen

sive dress and still not look 

nice if you did not know what 

to do with your hands. 

Study picture "A" 

the next time you wish 

a friend look 

you will know what to do wit 

your hands. Lo not point as 

shown in pie tu res "B" and "C. 11 

½ha t were your hands doing 

while you were reading this? In 

class talk about the many thing 

people do with their hands that 

they should not do. 

You should learn not only 

what to do with your hands, but 

you should always check to see 

that they are clean. 

------------------------------·-·----



Face 
---"'cTear skin, 

small amount of 
make-up. 

Teeth 
well brushed, 
good repair, 
no unpleasant 
breath. 

Dress 
simple, 
well-fitted, 
hemline even, 
no slip show-
ing, 

clean, 
well-pressed. 

Shoes 
clean or 
polished, 

low heels 
not run-over. 

-0 

Hair 
~ean, 

well-brushed, 
not too long. 

Neck 
~ean. 

bath. 

Hands 
clean, 
nails not too long, 
light or no polish. 

Posture 
stand tall, 
back straight, 
stomach in. 

A WELL-GROOMhD GIRL 



Oo-oo-ooh! !:>hot"p rhing<f:> like. needle<:> and 

<::=,c1~5ot'"e> and pin~• 

When <..jOung~~et"5 ploy wi~h rhem \-ro~b\e 

be~in<o. 

P~I-- them a\l ne<lHy J €Jecut'ely away 3 

Real toy& are <oafe ~h·,ng~ wHh wh·,ch rhey 

may p\ay. 

-------------------- ---··--·--



·------------------------·----------
SEWING EQUIPMENT 

Can you remember making doll clothes when you were 

a little girl? We all remember those happy days. Your 

mother handed you her scissors to cut out the dress and 

a needle and thread with which to sew. Did you know that 

the things you sew with, such as scissors, needles, and 

pins, are called sewing equipment? You must have the 

right kind of sewing equipment before you can make a suc

cess of sewing. Sewing without the right equipment is 

like trying to cook without something with which to cook. 

Not only do you need to have the right kind of sew

ing equipment, but you must also know how to use it. If 

you know how to use your sewing equipment correctly, you 

will save time when sewing. 

Always keep your sewing equipment in order in one 

place; otherwise, you will waste time looking for it. 

If sewing equipment is well taken care of it will 

last a long time. Therefore, take good care of it. 

The school furnishes part of the sewing equipment, 

such as scissors, shears, pinking shears, tape measure, 

yardstick, ruler, and iron. 

Do you know the difference between scissors, shears, 

and pinking shears? 



______________________ ...-.-.-.,iii ___________ _ 

Scissors are like "A" in the picture above and are 

usually less than six inches long with both handles the 

same size. 

Shears are like "B" in the picture above and are 

usually over six inches long. Shears have one large han

dle for the fingers and a smaller one for the thumb. 

Also notice that in the picture the handles are bent. 

Not all shears have bent handles; however, they are good 

for cutting, because they do not lift the material from 

the table. Many people make the mistake of calling shears 

scissors, but we want to be correct so we will call them 

by the correct name. 

Pinking shears are like "C" in the picture above. 

Notice that the edges look like saws. When you cut with 

pinking shears they do not cut a straight line like 

scissors do, but cut a line like this ~ . 
Do you know the difference between a tape measure, 

ruler, and yards ti ck? 



A tape measure is a long narrow piece of 

cloth with inch markings. Most tape measures 

used in sewing are about 60 inches long. 

You will notice that the tape measure in 

the picture is numbered on both sides with the 

numbers going in opposite directions so that no 

matter which end you pick up you have a number 

"one" from which to start measuring. 

A ruler is a measuring stick with inch 

markings. The rulers we use in this class are 

12 inches long; however, some rulers are less 

than 12 inches long. As you know, there are 12 

inches in a foot. 

A yardstick is a measuring stick 36 inches long. 

It is wise to remember that 36 inches are the same as 

three feet, or we may say that three feet are the same 

as one yard. 



-----------------------------------: 
Since the school is kind enough to furnish part of 

our sewing equipment, it is our responsibility to take 

good care of it. If you do not understand how to use 

some of the sewing equipment, ask the teacher. 

This is the correct way to hold an iron when iron

ing. Notice in the picture that the fingers do not push 

against the thumb. Many girls make the mistake of trying 

to hold an iron too tightly, which makes them become 

tired easily. 

A. 

When the iron is not in use, stand it up like 11 A11 

in the picture above or put it on a stand like "B." Do 

not leave the iron on an ironing board like "C" or the 

cov·er will be burned. 

Many people do not know how to connect an iron 

correctly. Do you? 

- - --------------------



----------------~------------------... -- .... --------

This is the correct way to hold the plug when you 

want to put it in the socket. Never put a plug into a 

socket when your hands are wet, because you might be 

shocked. 

This is the correct way to hold the plug when Y,OU 

want to take the plug out of the socket. It is very 

important that you do this to keep from pulling the cord 

out of the socket. 

Never hold the cord like this to pull the plug out 

of the socket. Girls who do this cause the cord to 

wear out near the plug. . 

- -------------------------- --·-----



This is the correct way to hand another girl a 

pair of scissors or shears. 

It is very impolite to hand another girl a pair of 

scissors or shears like this. 

Scissors and shears are to be used for cutting 

material and nothing else. The scissors we use to cut 

material with should not be used to cut paper. When 

cutting always te careful that there are not pins in the 

way of the scissors. To try to cut over pins will ruin 

scissors very quickly. 

Never, never use a pair of scissors as a hammer. 

You may laugh when I say this, but I have seen girls try 

it. Neither should scissors be used to open cans or 

boxes. The points of scissors and shears may be easily 

ruined in this way. 

-~-·----···----· 



~------------------------------
Scissors and shears should be kept sharp enough to 

cut a smooth, clean edge. Do not try to cut with dull 

scissors. (Dull scissors are scissors that are not 

sharp.) Good scissors which have become dull may be 

sharpened at a small cost. 

There is sewing equipment you will be asked to 

bring to school. Since there is so little, be sure to 

bring all the sewing equipment you are told to bring. 

We do not want to hear anyone say, "May I borrow a 

needle?" Borrowing sewing equipment is a very poor 

habit. Not only do you take chances of losing someone 

else's equipment, but you lose time. Therefore, you 

are not to borrow anything from each other in clothing ---
classes. 

Write your name on each piece of sewing equipment 

you are using at school. This means to mark everything 

in a way that it will stay marked. It is much better to 

mark with ink than with pencil, because pencil marks 

can be erased. 

Sewing equipment you will need to bring 

Sewing box.--A nice box in which to place the 

sewing is needed by every girl who takes clothing. The 

box should b3 large enough to hold what you are making 

as well as your sewing equipment. A box can be kept in 

better order than a paper bag; therefore, you will want 

to put your sewing in a box and not a paper bag. A 



candy box about nine inches long, six inches wide, and 

three inches deep is a good size. Be sure to write your 

name, address, and homeroom teacher's name on your box. 

The sewing box should be the first thing you get; as 

you collect your other equipment you can keep it all 

together. 

Pins.--You will need about 75 or 100 pins. Use 

dressmaker's pins, size 5 or 6. They are thin and sharp 

and do not leave pin holes in the material. Be sure you 

buy sharp-pointed pins, because nothing is worse than 

trying to use dull or rusty pins. If you buy a package 

of pins, take about half of them home so you will not 

lose them. When you need them at school you may bring 

them back. 

Box for pins.--You will need a small box for your 

pins. The box should be about the size of a "ten-cent" 

powder box. If you like you may use a pin cushion 

instead of a box for your pins. But please do not 

waste time by putting your pins in a paper. Write your 

name on your pin box. 



·-----------·---------------· --~~-----

Needles.--There is a size and kind of needle for 

every kind of sewing. It is important to have the 

correct size needle. Many girls make the mistake of 

using needles that are too· large. 

Needles are sold in packages of 12 to 24, and in 

either assorted sizes or all one size. (By assorted 

sizes we mean several different sizes.) The size of 

needles we shall use in this clothing class are size 6 

to 8. Ask your teacher to show you the different sizes. 

You will find a needle with a 
I 

long eye as in "A" easier to thread 

than one with a small eye as in 11 B. 11 

Needles are very easily lost; therefore, it is wise 

not to keep more than three or four in your sewing box 

at a time. If you buy a package of needles you may keep 

most of them at home until you need them at school, but 

be sure to keep three or four at school all the time. ___________ , _________________________ _ 



This is a picture of an emery bag. It looks like a 

strawberry, does it not? Many of you have bought them 

when you bought a pin cushion, but you did not know their 

use. Maybe you thou ght it was just there to decorate 

your pin cushion. 

If your needle becomes rusty, polish it by pushing 

it through the emery bag on the teacher's desk. Never 

leave needles in an emery bag for they will become rusty. 

If you do not have an emery bag, put the needles on 

the floor and polish it by rubbing your shoe over it. 

i;. 
-;,, 
,= 
? 

~ ~ 

~''1' 1//lllf,r1IH1N •ll!lfll 111IHH 11J¥1f( f111r•I /_. ll,rflfhf1fnf(fl11~ 

Wool cloth for needles.--Needles, when not being 

used, should be placed in the pin cushion or a woolen 

cloth as shown in the picture above. (A piece of wool 

material about two inches square is a good size.) This 

keeps the needles from becoming rusty; it also keeps 

them together so they are not so easily lost. 

---·-----------·-----------··----



Tbread.--Thread comes in many different sizes, but 

in this clothing class we shall use cotton thread, size 

60. If you use colored thread, choose thread a little 

darker than your material. 

Be sure you write your name and the period in which 

you take clothing on the end of the spool of thread as 

shown in pie tu re "A" above. (Use ink if possible.) 

At 'the end of the spool you will find a cut place i 

the wood. When not using a spool of thread, always put 

the end of the thread through this cut place as shown in 

pie ture "B" above. This keeps the thread from coming 

loose and getting mixed up with your sewing. 

Thimble.--Many of you have never 

used a thimble before and when I tell 

you to use one in clothing class you are 

going to say, "But I can't." 

'I'o learn to use a thimble correctly is one of the 

most important things we learn in clothing. First be 

sure to buy the correct size thimble. Many girls buy 

a thimble that is too large . 

-------------------------·------



The thi. mble should fit the longest finger on the 

right hand as shown in the picture above. 

Buy your own thimble -- do not have someone else 

buy 1 t for you. When buying a thimble, try several on 

until one is found that will fit your finger. The 

thimble should be large enough to cover the end of the 

finger and feel comfortable, but not too loose or too 

tight. 

If you must use a thimble that is too large for 

you, the best way to correct it is to paste a piece of 

adhesive tape inside the thimble so that it fits com

fortably. Another way to correct a thimble that is too 

loose for you is to wrap your finger with a small piece 

of cloth before you put the thl. mble on. 

Buy a thimble that is light in weight, because it 

is hard to learn to use a thimble if you are trying to 

sew with one that is too heavy. 

Thimbles are very easily lost; therefore, it is 

wise to write your name on your thimble or marK it in 

some way with a nail. 

- ·-------------------



A. f:>. 

Bobbin.--A bobbin is a part to the sewing machine 

each girl is expected to have. There is a size and kind 

of bobbin for every kind of sewing machine. Since we 

have two kinds of sewing machines in this cla ss, you 

may buy your bobbin to fit either kind -- the one you 

like best. Part of the machines are number 66 and re

quire a bobbin like 11 A11 in the picture above. The other 

machines are number 15-91 and require a bobbin like 11 B11 

in the picture above. 

If your mother does not have a bobbin like either 

of these, you may buy one from your teacher for 10 cents. 

At the end of the term you may return the bobbin and she 

will give you your 10 cents back. 

Summary of sewing equipment 

1. Take good care of all sewing equipment. 

2. Do not borrow sewing equipment from you r 

classmates. 

3. Write your name on each piece of your sewing 

equipment. 

4. Be sure to bring all the sewing equipment 

------------------------·-------·-------· 



asked for. 

5. Each girl should have the following sewing 

equipment: 

Sewing box 

75 or 100 pins 

Box for pins 

3 needles 

Wool cloth for needles 

Thread (size 60) white 

Thimble 

Bobbin 

-----------------------------·---·· 



I 

THE SEWTNG MACHINE 

There is more to learn about your sewing machine 

than any other piece of your sewing equipment. Most sew-

ing machines cost about $100; therefore, we should take 

very good care of them. Remember that the life of a 

sewing machine depends upon its care. 

, 

A sewing machine like everything else has changed 

much in the past 100 years. It was about 100 years ago 

that Elias Howe invented the first sewing machine. Today 

we have many kinds and makes of machines. Some machines 

are run by electricity and are called electric machines; 

others are run by foot and are called treadle machines. 

The machines that most of you have in your homes and 

those we are going to use here in school a.re treadle 

machines. If you learn how to use one kind of machine 

well, it then takes only a few minutes to learn how to 

use others. 

With eac h machine there is a little instruction book 

which tells you all about the machine. Therefore, if 

your machine is different from those we have here at 

school, you will need to study your instruction book. 

It is best to study it while sitting at the machine. 

In learning to sew on the sewing machine it is 

necessary for you to learn the parts of the sewing 

machine so that you wlll understand what the teacher 

is talking about. 



--------------------------------: 
bolonce Whee\ 

Treadle ---=--

In the picture above you see a. treadle ma.chine with 

some of the parts named. As you study this picture, sit 

near a sewing machine, if possible , so you can see the 

parts on the sewing :rmchine as well as in the picture . 

Be sure to learn the names of these parts . 

Listen to your teacher as she names the parts of the 

machine and tells you the use of ea.ch part . If you 

repeat them aloud after her, you can learn them quickly . 

First , let us learn v.ha.t the head of the ma.chine is. 

The head of the ma.chine is the pa.rt with which you sew 

or we may say it is the complete sewing ma.chine, without 

the table or stand . 

The balance vvhetl. is the wheel a.t the ri ght side of 

the head of the machine . Look at the picture above to 

see if you can find the balance vheel . Then look at the 



machine near you • 

The treadle 1s the foot rest at tbe bottom of the 

machine on which you put your feet to run the machine. 

The drive wheel is the large wheel under the table 

of' the rri..a chine. 

The belt is the band wr~ch connects the balance 

wheel with the driv e wheel. 

There are many other parts of themachine whose 

names we should learn; however, suppose we stop and 

learn how to use these five parts first. 

Ask your teacher to sho,v you how to open end close 

the machine. There are two thing s she wi 11 te 11 you 

never to forget. First, stand up when you open or close 

the machine ,. Second, use both hands to lift the head of 

the machine. The reason for having you use two hands is 

that the he ad of the n:a er ine is a little heavy. If you 

are not care ful, you might drop the head of the machine 

when you a. re trying to lift it. 

Practice opening and closing the machine until you 

can cb it with out making any noise. After you have 

learned how to open and close the macr ine you will learn 

how to put the belt on the mach ~~ ne. To put the belt on 

the machine ~ans to put the telt on to the drive wheel. 

½atch the teacher as she puts the belt on and takes it 

off the drive wheel. Did you notice that she used still 

another part to the machine? 



f:>e\\- t>hiF~er 

The belt shifter is the lever or handle at the f -,,ont 

of the drive wheel which may be turned to the left to t 

the be 1 t off the drive wb eel. 

Do you know how to sit correctly at a machine? We 

cannot learn how to use the machine unless we first learn 

how to sit correctly at t re ma chine. You should sit down 

at the machine so that the front edg e of your chair is 

even with the e dge of the machine. Always sit in front 

of the mac hine so that your eye s are in line with the 

needle. Sit well back in your chair and bend a little 

from your hips. 

Of course you have learned that it is best to sit 

in a good position when you are sewing or reading. It is 

not that we do not know this, but we sometimes for get to 

do it. We should form the habit of sitting in a g ood 

comfortable position. This means that you will remember 

to sit correctly when you sew at home as well as at 

school. 



loo\z.! bhe'b v1 \-\-in<\ o'b bhe. vhou\d, 

P.,ac.\z.bone $h-o,qh\ end pOb\-ure. 900d, 

One roo\- jo~\- C b\t ahead 

Of \-he d-he,- o n \-he. 'rread .. 

------------------·-----



Have you ever noticed your mother or girl friend 

sewing on the machine? How did she sit? ~here did she 

keep most of the material on which she was sewing? 

Chances are she kept it on her left side as shown in the 

picture above. vvhat did she do with her feet? How do 

you think you should place your feet on the treadle'? 

The best way to put your feet on the treadle of the 

machine is to put your left foot upon the upper left 

corner of the treadle and the heel of your right foot on 

the lower ri ght corner as shown in the picture above. 

You may find this method a little hard at first, but in 

the long run you will find it much easier and less 

tiring. 



-------------------------------·------: 
We have now learned three things about a machine. 

1. How to open and close the machine . 

2. How to put the belt on the machine and take it off. 

3. How to 
1Sit at the machine and where to put our feet 

on the treadle. 

Do you think you can do all of these? Are there any 

questions? If not, suppose each of you go to your 

machines , open them, and put the belt on the machine. 

The next thing we shall learn is how to treadle the 

machine . To treadle a machine means to keep the machine 

running with your feet. Watch your teacher a.s shetread

les the machine. Notice how the treadle goes up and down 

like a seesaw. While you are learning to treadle the 

machine your teacher will remove the needle for you so 

that there will not be any danger of hurting yourself. 

After all, there can be accidents, ev.en with a sewing 

machine. When you go to the machine take your handbook 

with youso that you can look at the pictures and know 

just how to sit and just where to put your feet on the 

treadle. If you ask your teacher, she will check you to 

see that you are sitting in the correct position . 

½e should never run a machine unless we are sewing 

on something; therefore, your teacher will give you a. 

piece of newspaper to sew on. Do .you know how to start 

sewing on this newspaper? How do you put the newspaper 

under the presser foot? Wbat is the presser foot? 



Look at the picture above and find the presser foot. 

Then look on your machine and find it. The pres~ foot 

is used to hold the material in place while you are 

sewing. The presser bar lifter is a handle back of the 

machine used to raise and lower the presser foot. 

Picture "A" above shows the presser foot down as it 

should be when you are sewing on the machine. Pie ture 

11 B11 shows the presser foot raised. To raise the presser 

foot, you lift up on the presser bar lifter. 

You may now raise the presser foot on your machine 

and put your paper under it. Next lower your presser 

foot and you are ready to start. 

To start treadling, place your hand on top of the 

bale.nee wheel and start turning it toward you. As you 

turn the balance wheel with your hand, the treadle will 

begin to move up and down with your feet. Let your feet 

ride on the treadle until they are sure of the way to 

-----------------------~- ---···------· 



push the treadle. The main thing to remember in treadli 

a machine is that you will need to push hard with your 

toes and then with your heels, over and over a gain. You 

will find that it is much easier to make the machine go 

backward than forward. Do not let this worry you; just 

keep practicing until your macbine runs smoothly. F'or a 

rr~crune to run smoothly means for the machine to run at 

the s a.rre speed all the time and not many starts s.nd 

stops. 

½ben you wish to stop the ma.chine, slow down the 

treadle with your feet and put your hand on top of the 

balance wheel. To remove your paper from the ma.chine 

after you have stopped treadling, you should raise the 

presser foot and needle. To raise the needle, turn the 

balance wheel until the needle goes as high as it will. 

Practice starting, treadling , and stopping a machine 

until you can do so easily and smoothly. ~ome girls 

like to practice starting and stopping the machine by 

counting like this over and over again: Start, 1, 2, 3, 

stop; start, 1, 2, 3, stop, and so on. It has also been 

found best in learning to treadle the ma.chine not to 

practice too long atone time. Practice for a few min

utes, then J.£:t; one of your classmates practice for a. few 

minutes. 

It is easier to treadle a machine fast than it is 

to treadle it slowly. See how slowly you can treadle 



and still keep the ma.chine running smoothly. 

As soon as you have learned to treadle the machine, 

you are ready for the next problem. Your teacher will 

put the needle back in the machine and give you another 

piece of paper on which to stitch. ( To stitch means to 

sew on the machine.) You are probably wondering when 

you are going to start stitching on material, but most 

girls find it easier to learn to stitch on paper than on 

material. Stitching straight lines on paper first will 

help you to do better stitching when you start working 

with your material. The paper you will stitch on will 

look like the following page. Let's stop and look at it 

now. 

To start stitching at just the right spot, raise the 

presser foot and place the paper under it. Then lower 

the needle into the end of the very first line on the 

paper. Carefully lower the presser foot onto the paper. 

~hen you first start stitching, keep your right hand on 

the table of the machine near the balance wheel so you 

will be ready to stop and start tbe machine when neces

sary. Use your left hand to hold the paper in place. 0 

we may say you guide the paper or you might break the 

needle, just hold it 'in place with your left hand as 

you stitch. 

Stitch three or four inches. Stop the machine and 

see if you are stitcbing straight. 



Name Period Grade ------------- ---- -----
As you stitch on tbis page you are going to learn 

how to stitch straight lines. Stitch as straight as you 

can right in the middle of the first five lines. Then 

stitch near the line. To do this lower the presser foot 

so that the side of it comes next to the line. Remember, 

you can do better work if you do not go too fast. 

-·------------------------
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Often when stitching on the rrachine you need to 

turn a corner. Do you know how this should be done? 

Suppose we learn bow ri ght now. Your teacher will give 

you a paper like the one on the following page. 

Start stitching as you di d when you stitched the 

strai ght lines. Slow dovm as you come to the corner. 

Stop themachine just as the needle comes to the very 

corner. Leave the needle down in tbe paper and raise 

the presser foot. With the needle down in the paper 

turn the paper around the needle until it is facing the 

direction you want to stitch; then put down the presser 

foot anct start stitching again. 

---------------------------------··---



Name --------~---- Period Grade ----- ----
As you stitch on this pag e you are going to learn 

how to turn corners when stitching on the machine . The 

two main tt1ings you need to keep in mind are: first, 

be sure you slow down when you come to corners, and, 

second, be sure you leave your needle down in the paper 

when you turn the corner. 

~ 

-
' .:>rop 

I: 

---------------------------------



Name Period Grade -------- ---- -----
On this page you are goJng to learn how to stitch 

curves. Start at the "X" vvhere it says "start" and 

keep stitching until you come to the "X" where it says 

"stop." 

Remember, you can do bet ter work if you do not go 

too fast. 



How many of you girls enjoyed stitcing on the 

paper? Woul d you like to keep these pages we have just 

finished in your notebooks? At the end of the term you 

can do three more just like them. In that way you can 

see how much you have learned. Do you think that will 

be fun? 

The next thing we are going to learn to do is to 

thread the top part of the machine . Not all sewing 

machines are threaded alike, rut they are enough alike 

that general directions may be followed in threading 

most of them. As we learn to thread the rrachine we shall 

also learn some more parts of the machine and what they 

are used for. Study the picture and directions on the 

following .i;:age. See if you can thread the machine by 

yourself . If you can, you will be doing a very good job. 

Before you start threading the ma.ctine, turn the 

balance wheel until the needle is up as high as it will 

go. If you do not cb this before you start stitching 

on the machine, the thread will come out. 



Thread 
C1uide 

-;fhread To\z.e-up 
iThreod C7<.Hde 

Threading the machine 

Place the spool of thread on t he spool pin. (The 

spool pin is the metal rod which holds the spool of 

thread.) 

Step II 

Pull the thread over the thread guide. (The thread 

gu i de is used to hold the thread in place.) 

Bring the thr ead down to the tension. You will 

notice that the tension is made up of two little metal 

wheels. Now pull your thread between these two metal 

wheels from right to left and over tee sma ll wire s i ring . 



Step IV 

Pull the thread under the thread regulator hook 

a.t the le ft of the tension. (Do not put the thread 

through the little hole in the thread regulator hook.) 

Step V 

Put the thread through the little hole in the thread 

take-up. (The thread take-up is a little lever which 

moves up and down as you stitch on the machine.) 

Step VI 

Pull the thread into the thread guide on the side 

of the machine. 

Step VII 

Pull the thread into the wire guide just above the 

needle. 

Step VIII 

Thread the needle from left to right and pull out 

at least four inches of thread from the needle. 



Thread \Z~lllaror \-\ook 

What is wrong with the way this machine is threaded? 

In the picture above you see a machine that is not 

threaded correctly. Can you tell what is wrong with it? 

Look carefully. 

Should the thread go through the little hole in the 

thread regulator hook at the left of the tension? It 

should not. Remember to put your thread under the 

thread regulator hook. 

iha t else is wrong? Is the thread take-up in the 

right place? It is not. Where should it be? The 

thread take-up should be at its highest point. 

--------------------------·--·--···----· 



The Bobbin 

After you have learned to thread the top part of 

the machine you are ready to learn how to thread the 

lower part of the machine. 

First we must learn how to put thread onto the 

bobbin. To put thread onto the bobbin is called winding 

the bobbin. 

Winding the Bobbin 

Step I 

Check to see that the belt is on the drive wheel 

of the machine. 

Step II 

Stop the needle from moving. To do this hold the 

balance wheel with the left hand, and witb the right hand 

turn the large screw in the middle of the balance wheel 

over toward you. Put the presser foot down. 

Step III 

Place the spool of thread on the spool pin. Take 

the end of the thread and put it through the small hole 

in the bobbin. Wind the end of the thread around the 

bobbin 10 times. 

Step IV 

Hold the bobbin in the left hand 

with the thread on top as shown in 

this picture. 

------------------------------



Bobbin Win der--

Put the bobbin on the bobbin winder. (The picture above 

shows the bobbin already on the bobbin winder.) Be sure 

you put the small piece of rre tal on the bobbin winder in 

the hole in the ·bobbin. 

Step V 

Push the bobbin winder dovm. Thread the bobbin win 

der. Check by the picture above to see i f your thread 

' goes from 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4. 

Step VI 

Treadle the machine until the bobbin is almost full 

of thread. 

Step VII 

Push the bobbin winder up and remove the bobbin. 

Cut the thread between the bobbin and the spool of thre 

Step VIII 

Tighten the balance wheel. To do th i s, hold the 

balance wheel in the left hand, an d with the right hand 

turn the large screw in the middle of the balance wheel 

away from you. 



A. ~-

Look at your bobbin to see if it is wound evenly as 

shown in picture "B" above. Bobbin "A" was not wound 

correctly and should be done over again. 

Now that you have wound your bobbin do know what to 

do with it? Watch your teacher put the bobbin in the 

hole, called the bobbin case, near the needle of the 

machine . 

Now that the bobbin is in the bobbin case, how is 

your teacher going to get it out? The arrow in the 

picture above points to a little lever. If you push 

this lever down, it will push the bobbin up so that you 

can take hold of it. It is very easy when you know how, 

is it not·t Are there any questions? 

¼ould you like to have the teacher show you over 

again just how to put the bobbin in the bobbin case? 

Watch carefully and we will do it step by step. 

:..----------------------~--·-·-·--·---· 



Threading the L~wer Part of the Machine 

Step I 

Hold the bobbin between the thumb and the first 

finger of the left hand. Notlce the thread is on the 

top of the bobbin next to the first finger. It is very 

important that you hold your bobbin like this. 

Step II 

Place the bobbin in the bobbin case. Notice how 

number 1 in the picture above points to the cut place in 

the bobbin case. Pull the thread into this cut place. 



D 

Step III 

Pull the thread from number 1 to number 2 as sho~m 

in the picture above . Notice the position of the hand . 

Step IV 

Close the bed slide so that the thre a 7 comes out 

of the little hole in the bed slide . 

Step V 

Hold the thread from the needle with the left hand. 

At the same time the ri ght hand should turn the balance 
--- ---··----· 



wheel over toward you one or two times, making the needl 

go down and up once. Pull just a little on the thread 

that you are holding in your left hand, so as to pull 

the lower thread to the top. 

Step VI 

Pull the two threads between the toes of the presser 

foot and back as shown in the picture above. To do this 

use your scissors to pull the loop out made in Step V. 

Do not put your fingers under the needle. It is so 

easy to run the machine needle through your finger. 



·----------------·-----...........-----------------, 

Replacing the Bed Slide 

When closing the machine many girls forget to close 

the bed slide. Then in closing the machine the bed 

slide is knocked out of the machine. 

Before you replace the bed slide, put your hand on 

the balance wheel and turn it until the needle is as 

high as it will go . To replace the bed slide hold it 

between the thumb and first finger as shown in the pic

ture above and push it in place. You may find this a 

little hard to do, but if you try hard enough you can 

do it. '11he best thing to do is to remember to close 

the bed slide when yo~ remove your bobbin, then you 

will not be knocking it out of place. 
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other parts to the machine that you will 

hear your teacher talking about , so we might as well 

learn them right now . 

The stitch regulator is used to make the stitches 

longer or shorter . If you want to change the length of 

the stitches on your machine , call your teacher and you 

will see her turn the stitch regulator to the right to 

make the stitches lJnger or she will turn the stitch 

regulator to the left to make the stitches shorter . 

Next year you will learn how to use the stitch regulator 

but plea se do not try to use it this year . 

The feed dog is the part of the machine which 

causes the material to move along as it is being stitch 



Look at the feed dog on your machine -- Notice the 

little teeth, which catch hold of tbe under side of 

the material and move it along. 

The thread cutter is used to cut threads after 

stitching . By using the thread cutter you do not have 

to take your scissors with you every time you go to the 

machine . 

As a matter of review we have named al 1 the parts of 

the bead of the machine in the picture above . Study the 

picture carefully and see if you can tell for wbat each 

part is used. 

Ba.lance wheel -

Bed slide -

Belt -

Bobbin winder -

Feed dog -

Needle -

Presser foot -

Presser foot lifter -

Spool pin -

Stitch regulator -

Thread cutter -

Thread guide -

Thread take-up -

Upper tension -



Starting to Stitch 

' / I 

You are now ready to do your fir.st stitching on 

material. First, are there any questions on how to open 

the machine, put the belt on, and thread the machine? 

Before b:lginning to stitch, check to see that both 

threads are pulled back between the toes of the presser 

foot and that the thread take-up is at its highest point 

To start stitching raise the presser foot and place a 

folded piece of material under it. Lower the needle into 

the very edge of the material. Carefully lower the 

presser fot on to the material. Remember the first stitch 

should be taken in the material as shown in the picture 

above. Never place the material so far in front of the 

needle that the first stitch will not be taken in the 

material. 



Holding the Material 

The picture above shows how to hold your material 

as you stitch. Do not pull on the material. If you 

do, the stitches will not be the same size. You may 

also break the needle or thread. Be careful not to hold 

your hands too close to the needle. After all, acci

dents can happen. 

Notice how the stitch es go along the side of the 

bastings and not on top of them. If you stitch on top 

of your bastings you will f:ind them very hard to pull 

out. Stitching on top of basting does not make a very 

pretty stitch. 



. I 

Removing work when you finish stitching 

When you stop stitching the needle should be out of 

the material and the thread take-up at its highest 

point. (If you do not have the thread take-up at its 

highest point, the needle will come unthreaded before 

you are ready to stitch again.) Notice in the picture 

above that the last stitch was made in the edge of the 

material. (Never keep on sewing after you are off the 

material.) 

To remove the material, raise the presser foot and 

pull the material back of it until the threads are 

about four inches long. (The top thread should be pulle 

back between the toes of the presser foot.) Now bring 

the threads over the thread cutter and pull down on the 

threads to cut them. 



Tying a square knot 
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At the end of a line of stitching pull both threads 

to the wrong side of the material and tie them in a 

square knot . A square know will not come untied . To 

make a square knot study the pictures above and the 

following directions . Take an end of the thread in each 

hand, cross the end of the red thread in the left hand 

over tbe black thread in the right hand . Bring the red 

thread around and under the black thread and take the 

red thread into the right hand . This makes the first 

half of the ,mot . 

/ _c __ p-
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Then cross the end of the red thread in the right hand 

over the end of the black thread in the left hand bring

ing it ar rund the black thread am through the loop you 

have just made. Pull the knot tight. 

______ ..,. __ _ 



A. 

b. 

C. 

Comparing machine stitches 

Before stitching it is best to try out your machine 

on a small piece of n:aterial. Use a folded piece of the 

same material you are working on. 

The picture above is a picture of what machine 

stitches s.hould look like. In making this picture we 

have supposed that you were stitching with black thread 

on the upper part of the machine and red thread on the 

lower part of the machine. 

A good stitch will look the same on both sides as 

shown in picture "A .. " Look at your ma.chine stitches to 

see if they are like "A. 11 If your stitches are like 11 A" 

we may say that the tension to your machine is correct. 

v:hat do we mean when we speak of the tension to the 

machine? The tension is used to make the threads tight 

or loose. A machine has two tensions, one in the upper 

part of the machine and one in the lower part of the 

machine . See if you can find the upper tension ~n your 

machine . 

-----------------------------



~--------..------------------------------
If your machine stitches look like " B" your u pp er 

tension is too tight and you should ask your teacher to 

loosen it. She will do this by turning the tension to 

the left. 

If your machine stitches look like "C" in the pic

ture above your upper tension is too loose and your 

t e acher will turn the upp e r tension to the right to 

tighten it. 

It is very hard to get the tension just rig ht on a. 

machine; therefore, it is best for you to ask your 

teacher to change it. 

Caring for the machine 

Each of us should feel a responsibility in keeping 

our sewing machines in good working order. A machine 

will not stitch well if it is not properly cared for. 

Here are some rules we should keep in mind when working 

with our machines. 

1. When the machine is not in use, keep it closed, 

so that it will be free from dirt. 

2. Vvben you open or close the machine, do it 

slowly and easily. 

3. Befor e you start to stitch, dust the machine. 

4. Do not sew on the machine unless you ha ve 

something under the presser foot. 

5. Be sure to c lose the bed slide and re move the 

belt of the machine before putting the machine away. 

·-------------------------··---·----' 



Waiting for the machine 

It is impossible for a clothing class to have a 

machine for every girl; therefore, we must take turns in 

using the machines. Here is a list of things you might 

do while you are wai t i ng for the machi ne. Read the lis t 

carefully and see if y ou can add others to the list. 

1. Practice thr eading a needle and making a kn ot· 

at the end of the thread. 

2. Check your wor k so that you will know exactly 

what you are g oing to do when you g o to the machine. 

3. Close your eyes arrl say over to yourself the 

order in which the machine should be threaded. 

4. Check your work to see if you have tied all 

the knots necessary and removed all the bastings. 



SEWING BY HAND 

v,bile part of the girls are learning to sew on the 

machine the rest will be learning to sew by hand. Or the 

time may be divided and some will sew on the machine one 

day and others another day . This is a problem for the 

class to decide. What would you like to do? 

Hand-sewing is not hard to do when the right size 

thimble, needle, and thread is used. But it is something 

that takes practice and cannot be learned in a day. It 

takes not only practice, rut it also takes thoughtful 

practice to learn to sew by hand. Practicing several 

times a day a few minutes at a time brings success more 

quickly than do long periods of practice. The more 

thoughtfully you practice and the oftener you practice, 

the sooner you will learn. Each time you stop work, 

leave everything in good order; then it will be a 

pleasure to start sewing the next time. 

Some a ~ten ti on should be given to the way one sits 

while sewing. It is best to sit well back in the chair 

with the head straight and both feet resting on the 

floor . Bend the body f r om the hips, but do not allow 

the head to hang forward. .t.lbows should be held at the 

sides of the body, am the hands in such a position that 

tbe work can be held the proper distance from the eyes . 

Shoulders should be kept well back. The lig ht should 

come over the left shoulder. 
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Notice the backbones of the two girls in the pic

ture above. Which girl is sitting correctly, picture 

"A" or picture 11 B1j? Vl'hich girl will look better in her 

clothes, because she has good posture? Vvhich girl do 

you want to be like? ~1hich g irl will do the better 

sewing? ·:1hi ch girl will have better health? It is very 

important tha t you sit properly while sewing, not only 

because sewinl can be more easily done, but also b ecause 

of heal th. 

----------------· 



Midd\e rinqer 

Thumb -----'n 

hen your teacher is teaching you to sew she will 

speak about the different fingers. If she tells you to 

do something with your thumb and first finger , will you 

know what she is talking about'!' In the picture above we 

have -named the different fingers. Study ttis picture 

carefully. Then cl DSe your eyes and see if you can name 

your different fingers. 

Be sure to keep the hands as nearly clean as 

possible so that you will not get your material dirty . 
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Threading the needle 

First check to see that you have the right size 

thread and needle. Remember you were told to buy thread 

size 60 for needle size six to eight. 

'I'o thread a needle sit straight, bringing the needle 

and thread as close to the eyes as necessary. ( The tbrea 

should be about 18 or 20 inches long.) hold the needle 

between the thumb and first finger of the left hand. 

Hold the thread between the thumb and first finger of the 

right hand about one-fourth inch from the end of the 

thread. 

Now push the end of tbe thread into the eye of the 

needle for ab~ut one-half inch. (The eye of the needle 

is the little hole in the needle.) If the end of the 

thread will not go thrrugh the eye of the needle, you ma 

roll the thread between your thumb a:rd first finger to 

make a point at the end of the thread. 



Be sure you hold the left hand still while the right 

hand does the work If you have trouble doing this try 

putting tre end of the middle finger of the ri ght hand 

against the left hand as shown in the picture above. 

Vvi th the right hand pull the thread through the eye 

of the needle for about four inches. Hold the threaded 

needle up now and look at it. Notice that you have a 

long and sh::>rt end of thread. 

This needle is threaded with a single thread. A 
'\, 

single thread means you are going to sew with one thread. 

This needle is threaded with a double thread. A 

double thread means you are go ing to sew wl th two 

threads . 

_,__ ________________________ _ 



? • 

'be.winq thread l 

If 4ou \-r4 ro u'5e i ~ lohqeri 4ou'\t 9et 

~nar\ed fr-om fool-- ro head • 

-------------------""' ___ ; 



Making ~ knot 

Make a knot in the end of the lont est piece of the 

thread. To do this: hold the threaded needle in the 

right hand and the end of t he thread between the thumb 

and first finger of the left hand. The end of the thread 

is then placed around the first finger of tbe left hand 

with the thumb holding the thread a gainst the first fin

ger as shown in picture "A." Now roll the thread between 

the thumb and first finger as shown in picture "B. 11 Keep 

rolling the thread until you push t he knot off the end of 

the finger as shown in picture "C. 11 Pull the thread be

tween the thumb and middle finger as shown in picture "D" 

to make a tight knot. Try to make the knot come to the 

very end of the thread. (If a knot has been made it will 

come to the end of the thread.) If the knot did not come 

to the end of the threa d cut the extra thread off before 

you use it. Practice making a knot until you can rrake a 

small, neat one. 



Learning to hold the needle~~ the thimble 

You are now ready to learn how to hold the needle 

and use the thimble. (You do not need to have the needle 

threaded unless you want to.) Place your thimble on the 

t h ird fin ger of your rig ht hand. How does it feel'! As 

stated before, the thimble should be tight enou6h not to 

fall off while in use, yet loose enoug h to feel comfor

table on the finger. 

Before starting to sew it is also important to 

learn to hold the needle correctly. This is done by 

holding the needle between the thumb and first finger 

with eye of needle resting a g ainst the side of the 

thimble as shown in picture "A. 11 

Just for fun try to push the needle between the 

thumb ana first fin ger with your thimble as shown in 

picture "B. 11 It is not hard, is it '' Push the needle 

back and try it again. It was easier the second time 

you tried, was it not? Try pushing the needle over and 

over a g ain until it is easy for you. 



___________________ ....,.. ___ , __________ . 
When you first use a tbi mble it will seem very 

strange and you will think that the tbimble is getting in 

your way. But if you put it on and keep it on , you will 

soon get so used to wearing it that you will forget and 

walk out of class with your thimble on. 

Remember to Aeep trying to use your thimble. Little 

by little, it will be easier to wear and use, and soon 

you wi 11 find it hard to sew with out a thimble. Are you 

all ready to start trying to use thimbles':' Ne will use 

thimbles first by learning to baste. 

Bastirg 

What is basting? Vvhat does the teacher mean when sbe 

tells you to , baste something? To baste means to sew by 

hand. Basting is used to hold two or more pieces of ma

terial together until it can be stitched on the machine. 

Therefore , we may say basting is making stitches by hand 

easily taken out. 

As we learn to baste we are going to use one piece 

of material. when we learn bow to do that we will learn 

how to baste two pieces of material together. It mi ght 

also be wise to practice basting witho~t any thread in 

your needle at first, then practice with thread that does 

not have a knot :l.n it, so that it can be taken out 

easily. At last practice with a threaded needle that 

has a knot in the thread. 



Some girls find it easier to put the needle into 

tbe material with the side of the thimble as shown in 

the picture above. 

Other girls find it easier to put the needle into 

the material with the end of the thlmble as shown in 

the picture above. Which way do you think will be easie 

for you? Your teacher will show you both ways . 



To baste, hold the material between the thumb and 

first finger of the left hand about an inch from the 

point of the needle as shown in the picture above . The 

right hand also holds the materlal between the thumb and 

first finger, but notice the needle which is also held 

between the thumb and first finger with the eye of the 

needle resting against the side of the thimble . 

'I'he teacher will show you how to push the needle in 

and out of the material with the thimble and at the same 

time move the Je ft hand back and forth to make a stitch . 

Do not pull the needle out oi' the material. As soon as 

you have put two or three stitches on the needle as shown 

in the picture above, let the rr~terial slip off the 

needle onto the thread. Then move the thumb and first 

finger of the right hand to the end of the needle and the 

left hand back about an inch and do the sarre thing over 

again. Practice until it becomes easy for you, but do 

not practice too long at one time. 



Remember to start your basting wit h a knot in the 

end of the thread. IJ.'o end the basting take two or three 

short stitches, one on top of the other as shown in the 

picture above. This ~ind of stitch is called a back 

stitch. 

After you have made the back stitc h you may cut the 

thread with the scissors. Do not break or bite the 

thread. By bi ting the threads you are likely to get 

material all dirty and you do not want that, 00 you? 

Did you kn::>w tba t it was just as harmful for you to 

threads with your teeth as to crack nuts? Have you 

thought about the germs on the thread? It is almost 

bad to bite a thread as it is to put your pencil in 

your mouth. 

the 

bite 

ever 

8 .S 



The hands in the pie ture abo ve are pinning two 

pieces of material together. Be.fore two pieces o.f ma

terial can be basted together, they must be pinned . To 

do this both pieces of material n'ay be held up from the 

table by the le.ft hand while the right hand puts the pin 

in as shown in the pie ture above . The pins should point 

toward the worker . 

You have been practicing basting with one piece of 

ma teriB-1 . Now do you think you coul 1l baste two pieces 

of material toge t her? 1Fihen tw8 pieces of materie.l are 

sewed together a seam is made . Try to find a sear:, on 

the girl sitting next to you. 

When not using p ins what clo you do with them? Do 

you put pins in your mouth? Have you ever known anyone 

to swallow a pin? 

Do 1ou leave pins on the floor or do you pick them 

up? Did you know it is ; ood luck to picc up every pin 

you find? Vt/hat danger nnght come .from putting pins in 

beds or chairs·? Have you ever known anyone to sit down 

on a pin or needle? 

• 



If you. wan~ a too~hachQ... \ b'1 te your 

~hread 1 

l ~ you don'~ want a \-ooH-ioc.ne. 
1 

cu~ i\

in:)\-ead. 



Ne.ver put pin<o \n your-- mcu~n! No, never- 9 

1~ ,~n•t -=,mar~ and i~ i-=,n'~ c.\ever. 

Jf you ~hou\d ~wo\\ow ju.s~ one - Oo -ooh 

I wonder- whar wou\d 'oec.orne of ~ou \ 



a1wa 1a b :h:d 

<2:,ee. a pin and p ,c..\:e.. ,r up~ arid a\\ rha.r 

~ay '-\o<.11\ have good \uc.\.t t 

e,t.2e. a pin anq \e\- it lie , 

You Yni~h\- rn·\~"=> mone<-\ droppec:\ neai-\,y. 

-------------------------·-· .. ·-- · 



MEASUREMENTS 

Parts of an inch ----
Many girls oome to clothing class not understanding 

fractions or the parts of an inch . Do you know which is 

larger 1/4 inch or 1/2 inch? Can you draw a line 1/2 · 

inch, 1/4 inch, 1/8 inch, and 1/16 inch long? 

In sewing there are so many places that we have to 

measure parts of an inch that it is very important that 

we understand fractions. 

Suppose we spend today reviewing fractions and the 

parts of an inch . 

Problem 

Mary won a great big 50-cent bar of candy . It was 

the largest bar of candy she had ever seen, so sbe de

cided to give re r very best girl friend half of it. 

This is how the candy looked when Mary first got 1 t . 

J _ ____,J 1......___· _ I 
This is bow the candy looked after Mary had given 

her girl friend, Juanita, half of it. 

Just as Mary and Juanita had divided the candy, two 

more girls walked into the room. The•y then divided the 
candy a gain. ----------------------------



This is how the candy looked after it was divided 

between the four girls. Each girl now has 1/4 piece. 

As the four girls started to eat their candy, in 

walked four ooys so they had to divide each piece of 

candy with the boys. 

□□□□□□□□ This is bow the candy looked when they finished 

dividing it between the eight of them. Each pupil now 

has 1/s piece. 

If each girl and boy should divide his candy with 

another pupil, how nru.ch would each pupil bave·t Suppose 

we divided it just to see. That would mean dividing the 

candy into 16 pieces. 

DDDDDDODDDDODODD 
This is how the candy looked after it was divided. 

Each pupil now has 1/16 piece. 

Now do you think you can tell the difference in 

1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16? 

--------------------------------· 
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This is a ruler four inches long. The first inch 

is divided into halves. Between each mark is 1/2 inch. 

The second inch is divided into quarters. Between 

each mark is 1/4 inch. Notice that these marks are 

shorter than the ones between the 1/2 inch markings. 

The third inch is divided into eighths. Between 

each mark is 1/8 inch. Notice that these marks are shor

ter than the ones between the 1/2 and 1/4 inch markings. 

The fourth inch is divided into sixteenths. Between 

each mark is 1/16 inch. Notice that these marks are 

shorter than the ones between the 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 inch 

markings. 

On your ruler all the inches will look like the 

fourth inch does here. 

Now take your ruler and see if you can fl nd 1 inch, 

1/2 inch, 1/4 inch, 1/8 inch, and 1/16 inch. Ask your 

teacher to check your work. 

This red line is 1 inch long. 



This red line is 3/4 inch long . 

This red line is 1/2 inch long. 

This red line is 1/4 inch long . 

This is the way your ruler will look . 

Notice the red line 3/4 inch long . Do you think you 

could find 3/4 inch on a ruler if it did not have the red 

line? Did you know that 3/4 inch is the same as 1/4 inch 

.f. 1/4 inch + 1/4 inch? 

Could you find 3/8 inch on a ruler? The first thing 

you would do is to find 1/8 inch then add another 1/8 

inch to it and then add still another 1/8 inch. 

(1/8 t 1/8 t 1/8 = 3/8) With your teacher's help practic 

again apd again finding the parts of an inch until you 

understand it. If you do not understand every little 



---------------·-------------------
thing, ask your teacher to explain it to you again. As 

we have said before, it is very impo1~tant that you under

stand how to measure parts of an inch when you take 

clothing. 

On another piece of paper see if you can draw a line 

1 inch, 1/2 inch, 1/4 inch, 1/8 inch, 1/16 inch, 3/4 inch 

3/8 inch, 5/8 inch, 7/8 inch, 3/16 inch, and 5/16 inch. 

After you have finished take your work to the teacher for 

her to check it. lf you have made any mistakes try them 

over again. 

When you understand the parts of an inch perfectly, 

you may start something else. 

The hem guide 

One of the ways to make well-fitting clothes is to 

do much measuring. Not only must you do a lot of measur 

ing, but your measuring must also be correct. 

Since so many girls have a hard time remembering 

the parts of an inch, we are going to make several hem 

guides like the ones in the picture above. 

---------------------·---·•-------: 



Making a hem guide one inch wide 

P.,," A. 
C. 

Step I 

Cut a piece of cardboard or heavy paper one inch 

wide and two inches long. 

Step II 

Mark "A" on the long side of the cardboard one inch 

from the top as shown ln the picture above. 

Step III 

Mark "B" one-four inch to the left of "A. 11 

Step IV 

Mark "C" one-fourth inch below "A." 

Step V 

Cut from A to Band from B to C, removing the tri

angle, and you have completed your one-inch hem guide. 

Now see if you can cut a hem guide 1/2 inch wide, 

another 3/4 inch wide, and another 3¼ inches wide. 

V11hen you have completed making these hem guides, 

you may start taking your own measurements. Be sure you 

keep your hem guides in a safe place, because we shall 

be using them from ti ~e to time. 



11 I ' 11 r II 11 I ' I I ~I ' I ' 11 I~, I 11 I ' I ~ 11 I ' r I I ~I 
This is a 3¼-inch hem guide. It is used in measur

ing the hems at the bottom of slips. 

Taking body measurements 

Many of you have never had your measurements taken 

before, and for some unknown reason many girls your age 

think it is funny to measure each other. There is really 

nothing funny about it, and you cannot i~agine how it 

sounds to people passing by the room to hear a lot of 

giggling girls . 

Before you can buy your pattern you must take your 

bust, waist, and hip measurements, so that you will know 

what size pattern to buy. Just because you are 12 

years old does not mean that you should buy a slip pat

tern size 12. Look at the girls ip the class who are 

12 years of a ge. Are they all the same size? Do you 

think they should all buy the same size pattern? Of 

course, you do not. 

-----------



While your measurements are being taken, you must 

stand straight. To stand straight means to stand on both 

feet with your heels together, shoulders back, and stc:mac 

in. Your partner may take your measurement s and then yo 

may take hers. It is better if the person who is measur 

ing you stands behind you to take your measurements as 

shown in the pie ture above. Do not hold the tape measure 

too tightly. It should be loose enough to place two 

fingers under it. As your IIBasurements are taken, be 

sure that you write them down in your notebook. 

You will need to compare your measurements with th 

of the pattern, because they may not be the sa~e. If you 

do not find a pattern with measurements the same as yours 

it is better to buy your pattern a little too large than 

a little too small. For example, if you measure 31 in

ches in the bust and the pattern does not come in bust 

31, you should buy a pattern bust 32 and not bust 30. 



P.:,u~r 

Wo, s 'r 

\-\\pe:> 

First, vve shall measure our waist line. Your waist 

line is the smallest part of your body. (See picture 

above.) To find tbe waist line place a tape around the 

smallest part of your body. 

To take the hip measurements, hold the tape measure 

about seven inches below the waist line. Be sure that 

you keep the tape measure straight. (See picture 

above.) 

The bust measurement should be taken over the full

est part of the bust, clo s e up under the arm and straight 

across the back. Hold the tape measure just tight 

enough to stay in plece. 

Later, when you make a skirt or dress, you will 

need to take sti 11 other measurements. 



Buyipg material according to pattern 

Before you go to buy your material you will need to 

know how many yards to buy. Do you know how to find out 

how many yards to buy? 

If you are an average size girl and have already 

bought your pattern, you may look on the back of your 

pattern envelope and do the following: 

First : Take your pencil and draw a circle around 

the size you wear. Draw a line straight 

down from your circle. (See example on 

the following page.) 

Second : Draw a circle around the width of your 

material. Draw a line straight across 

from your circle. 

Third : 

Example : 

Draw a circle arc:und the number where the 

two lines meet . This number is the number 

of yards you will need to buy. 

Mary is making her slip like Style I. 

Mary is size 14. 

Her material is 39 inches wide. 

She should buy 2 1/8 yards of material. 



The following information is also written on the back of 

your pattern. 

MATbRIAL REQUIRED -- WITHOUT NAP OR UP OR DOll~N ESIGN 

NOTE : -- Additional material is required when: -- not 
pre-shrunk -- matching stripes -- for extra seam 
allowance when material ravels. 
If thi.s garment is shortened 2 11

, it will require 1/8 
yard less fabric than yardage given for every size. 

SIZES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 

STYLB 1 

35 11 material 

3 11 material 

STYLI!, 2 

35 11 material 

39 n material 

2 

12 

2¾ 

l i 

1¾ 

14 

2 1 
~ 

2 

16 

2-l yd 

2 yd 



Since most of you are shorter than the average girl, 

you do not need to buy as much material as the pattern 

calls for. 

· All you really need is twice the length of your 

slip, plus a hem, and so on. 

Finding the number of yards to buy 
for~ slip without~ pattern 

Step I 

Measure the number of inches 

from the top of slip to the 

hem line. 

Step II 

To this number add four inches 

for hem, etc. 

Step III 

Now take this number and 

multiply it by two. 

Step IV 

Divide your answer by 36, be

cause there are 36 inches in 

a yard. 

EXAMPLE : 

Mary I s slip measures 30 inches 

from the top to the hemline. -- 26 

Four inches added for hem,etc.- 4 

Length slip should be 30 



Multiply by 2, ~o you will have enough 30 

material for the back as well as the front. x2 

Number of inches of ma teria.l Mary needs - - - - - 60 

When you buy material you do not ask for so many 

inches of material , do you? No , you buy material by the 

yard or fraction of a yard. Therefore, we will divide 

the 60 inches by 36 because there are 36 inches in one 

yard.60t36 = 1 and 24/36 or 2/3. 

½hen Mary goes totown to buy her material, she will 

ask for 1 and 2/3 yards. 

It is easier if we just know how many inches there 

are in a fraction of a yard than to divide by 36 each 

time. Pleas learn the following table: 

36 inches = 1 yard 

18 inches = 1/2 yard 

27 inches = 3/4 yard 

9 inches = 1/4 yard 

24 inches = 2/3 yard 

12 inches = 1/3 yard 

Making change in money 

Another problem many girls have when they go to buy 

material is knowing if they are receiving the correct 

change. On the followin g p&.ges we are giving you some 

math problems to work that should help you. 



Math problems 

Example: 

Dolores bought three yards af material for 30 

cents a yard. How much change should she receive from 

a one-dollar bill? 

.30 
x3 

.90 

$1.00 
-.90 

.10 

Problems 

cost per yard 
number of yards to be bought 
cost of material 

amount of money Dolores bad 
cost of material 
amount of change Dolores should receive. 

1. Mary bought 2 yards of material for 35 cents a yard. 

How much change should she receive from a one-dollar 

bill? 

2. Ester bought 2 yards of material for 29 cents a 

yard. She had 75 cents with her. How much money did 

she have left after she bought her material? 

3. Alice bought 3 yards of rrB.terial for her dress. The 

material cost 39 cents a yard. How much change should 

she receive from a five-dollar bill? 

Example: 

Juanita bought three and one-half yards of 

material for 30 cent s a yard. How much change should she 

receive fr om 

30 X 3.1.. -• 2 -

a five-dollar 
15 
~ 

1 
7 

T 
= 

1 

bill? 

$1.05 (jp5.00 money 
Juanita m. 

1.05 cost 
~3.95 change 



Problems 

1. Gloria bought 1 2/3 yards of material for her slip 

at 35 cents a yard. How much change should she receive 

from a one-dollar bill? 

2. Lydia needs 1 3/4 yards of material for her slip. 

How much will the material cost at 29 cents a yard? 

3. Alice bought 2 3/4 yards of material for a dress. 

The material cost 39 cents a yard. How much change 

should she receive from a five-dollar bill? 

4. Elizabeth brught 12 yards of ribbon at 12½ cents a 

yard. She gave the clerk a $ 5.00 bill. How much change 

should she receive? 



HOW MATERIAL IS MADE 

Do you suppose the girl buying the material in the 

picture above ever stopped to think about how material i 

made, where it comes from, and the many people who have 

had a part in making the material she has in her hands? 

How many different kinds of material can you name? 

In the United States we have many different kinds of 

material, but the most common to all of us are cotton, 

wool, silk, linen, and rayon. Vould you like to learn 

a little about where each of these materials comes from 

and how it is made? 



Cotton 

Everyone knows what cotton material looks like. 

Many of us wear more cotton material than anything else. 

How many of you have ever seen cotton growing? Did 

you know that more cotton is grown in Texas than in any 

other state? 

The cotton seeds are planted in the early spring. 

In the fall men, women, and children go through fields 

picKing cotton by hand. Have any of you ever picked 

cotton? Would you like to tell the class about it? 

After cotton is picked, it is taken to a cotton gin 

where the seeds are removed and the cotton is made into 

a big bale. 

The cotton bales are shipped to many parts of the 

world. Some are s~pped to cotton mills where the cotton 
. 

is made into material. Other bales are shipped elsewhere 

and are used for many different things. Suppose we make 

a list of the many different things we knov, of that are 

made from cotton. 

-------------------------------·-.. -·---



Linen 

History tells us that linen is the oldest material 

we know about. ½hat is linen made from? Linen is made 

from a plant called flax. Some flax is grown in the 

United States, but most of it is grqwn in other countries 

Have any of you ever seen fl.ax growing? ~iould you like to 

tell the class abc:ut it'/ Flax grows to be about 20 to 

40 inches high and has tiny blue flowers as shown in the 

picture above. Wben the leaves on the flax plant begin 

turn yellow the plant is_p1lled up by hand and allowed to 

dry for 10 days. After the flax is dried it is left in 

water for about two weeks to remove the part of the flax 

that is not wanted. The stem that is wanted is then sent 

to a manufacturer to be made into linen material and 

many other things. 

What do we make from linen mat_erial? .clave you ever 

had a linen dress7 Did you know that linen is stronger 

and will wear longer than will cotton? 

--------------------·-------------·-----· 



Wool material is usually ma de from the hair of 

sheep. Some wool also cores from several other animals 

but not nearly as much as from sheep. Besides the making 

of material, wool is used for making rugs, blankets, 

sweaters, and :rmny otter things. How many others can you 

name? 

The wool is cut from the body of the sheep once or 

twice a year. It is then put in big bags and shipped to 

market. Have any of you ever been on a sheep ranch? 

Would you like to tell the class about your visit? 

½hen the wool arrives at the woolen mill it is 

divided with the best in one place and so on. After the 

wool is washed in warm water it goes through many steps 

before it is made into material. 



Silk 

The story of silk is very interesting. Many g irls 

enjoy reading it over and over. We have all heard the 

story of the silkworm, but did you know that before the 

silkworm died it turned into a moth like the ohe in the 

pie ture above? How many of you would like to know more 

about how silk is ma de? 

Some silAworms grow wild, but most of them are as 

well taken care of as you or I would take care of a baby. 

The moth lays the eggs which are put on pieces of cloth 

or paper and kept in a warm place for several days. The 

are then placed in cold storag e until the mulberry leaves 

are ready for the silkworm to eat. The eggs are then 

placed back into another warm place, called an incubator. 

Twenty or 30 days later from each egg comes a little 

silkworm, about the size of a pin head. These little 

worms are kept in a clean place with plenty of air, and 

not much noise, because noise bothers them. 

------------------·--------·------



The silkworm as shown in the picture above feeds on 

mulberry leaves an d grows very fast. ( Mulberry leaves 

are leaves fro m a tree called the mulberry tree.) Silk

worms will not grow unless they have mulberry leaves to 

eat. China has a lot of mulberry trees; therefore, we 

f ind :rmny silkworms in China. In fact, the first silk

worms we know about were found in China. A few are 

raised in the United States. 

When the silkworm is grown, it is about three inches 

long. At this time it stop s eating and begins to spin 

its cocoon. Do you know what we mean when we say to s pin 

a cocoon? Have you ever watched a spider? A silkworm 

works v er y similarly. 

---,----------------~---- , ______ . ---·---· 



As the silkworm moves its head back and forth, it 

throws out two tiny threads, one from each side of its 

head a.s sho.vn in the pie ture above. Vwbe n the threads 

come into the air they dry quickly and become hard. 

The silkworm works like this for three days to make 

its cocoon which looks like picture "A." After the first 

day the worm cannot be seen, but it cal1lt be heard working 

inside the cocoon. Fifteen to 20 days after the silkworm 

has made its cocoon it changes from a worm to a moth. 

This moth then moistens the end of the cocoon and breaks 

its way out, leaving a hole in the cocoon as shown in 

picture "B" above; If the moth breaks out like this, the 

cocoon does not make very good silk. In order to keep 

the moth from coming through the end of the cocoon, the 

cocoons are heated until the moths are killed. A few 



are allowed to come out, however, so that they can lay 

the eggs for some more silkworms. After the cocoons are 

heated they are placed in hot water to soften the gum 

which holds the cocoon to gether. After the cocoons are 

unwound by hand, which is a very hard job and takes a lot 

of time, the thread is shipped to a manufacturer to be 

made into material. It is interesting to know that it 

takes about 3,000 silkworms to spin enough silk for one 

silk blouse. Of course, not all silk :m9.terial is made 

of pure silk. Some is made of part silk and part cotton 

and some of part silk and part wool. Manufacturers also 

have another way of making silk go farther, which is 

called weighting. Wei ghting material is dmne in very 

much the same way that you put starch in your dresses to 

make them stiffer. Manufacturers do the same thing to 

silk to make the Ill3.terial feel better and look better. 

------------------------------- ---------: 
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Rayon 

Rayon is a material that may look like silk, linen, 

wool, or cotton material. Many times when we say we are 

wearing a cilk or wool dress ~e are really wearing a 

rayon dress. 

Most rayon is made from certain kinds of wood 

which are cut into very small pieces. These small pieces 

are then mixed with aci:i and cooked. V,hen it is cooked 

the wood melts so that it will pour like water. It is 

then washed and put throu6h little holes as shown in the 

picture above. As it comes from the little holes it 

hardens and forms small threads. 

made into material. 

These threads are then 

------------------·-----►------------· 



Weaving 

The clothes we wear are made of hundreds upon hun

dreds of threads. rhe threads have been put together in 

a wonder ul way to make cloth. Putting threads together 

to make cloth is called weaving. 

·~~hen weaving to make material the many small threads 

are passed over and under each other. To see if cloth 

is really made in this way, take a piece of material and 

study it. Along one edge look at the way the threads go 

under one thread and over another 

I 

I 

thread. 
A. 

/4 

Pull off a thread marked "A" as shown in the picture 

above. It is plain to see that it passes under and over 

many threads g oing in the opposite direction. Now pull 

one of the threads going in the opposite direction, 

marked "B. 11 Tht s thread, too, passes under and over all 

the other threads going in the first direction, or the 

threads beside II A. 11 So 1 t must be true that cloth is 

made up of many threads that cross each other. 



These threads are so fine it is hard for us to see 

them with our eyes. Since they ~re so har d to see, 

supp ose we look at a p iece of material with a magnifying 

g lass as shom in the picture above. You all know what 

a magnifying glass is, do you not? Yes, a magnifying 

g ls.ss is a glass that makes things l J Ok larger. As you 

look through the mag nifyin6 glass, see if you can see 

how the threads go under and over each other. 

The na terial that we have been looking at has a 

plain weave. There are several other kinds of weaves 

which we shall study next year. 
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MAKI NG A SLIP 

Choosing pattern and material 

Since you have been taking clothing we have learned 

many things. vvbat part have you enjoyed most? The first 

day you came to class I asked you to start saving your 

money and thinking about what you would like to make. We 

are now ready to start making something . What shall it 

be? 

Some classes have made skirts, others aprons, and 

still others, slips. Remember, that whatever it is, it 

must be a simple garment. (A garment is anything you 

wear.) 

From talKing with you, I believe most of you would 

like to make slips. Is that correct? 

It is going to take us much longer to make the slip 

here at school than it would if we were making it at home 

Lo y ou know why'l' lJ\·e are taking clothing, to learn how to 

sew, not just to learn how to make a slip. As you make 

the slip you will be learning how to sew, but we must 

stop and check to see that you understand everything as 

you go along . You wi 11 not al ways have the teacher 

aro~nd when you are sewing; therefore, you need to learn 

how to think for yourself. You also n ee d to learn how to 

plan your work . 

Work plan.--I;o you know what it means to make a plan for 

your work? To make a p lan for work means to plan to do 

so much work in a certain length of time (see next page). 



7A vork Plan for Making Slip 

1st week - Select pattern and material 

2nd week - Cut out slip 

3rd week - Make straps and darts 

4th week - Made side seam 

5th week - Make top hem and put on straps 

6th week - Put in hem, press and grade slip 

Date 
Completed 

Last term the girls made their slips in six weeks. 

How lon~ do you think it will take us to make our slip? 

Shall we set our goal the same as the girls had last 

term·? If we finish the slip in less time, we can spend 

the rest of the time embroidering. 

Patterns.--Many of our mothers make the patterns they 

use when sewing, do they not? But we must remember that 

our mothers have done far more sewing than we have; 

therefore, we will have to buy our patterns. It is much 

easier to sew with a pattern we buy than to try to make 

one. A pattern we buy in a store is called a commercial 

pattern. 



How many of you have ever bought a pattern? In a 

store the patterns are usually sold near where you buy 

your material. The place where you buy your pattern is 

called a pattern counter. At the pattern counter you 

will find several large pattern books, as shown in the 

picture above, from wh:!c h you may select your pattern. 

These books have pictures of all the patterns the store 

has to sell. You may look at these pattern books as muc 

as you wish. 

Your teacher also has some of these books, so we 

will select our patterns right here in class. What do 

you think we should consider in selecting this slip 

pattern? First, we want a slip that will look nice on 

us and one we will enjoy wearing. Second, we want a slip 

that is easy to make. Third, we want a slip that will 

be easy to wash and iron. 

--------------------------------~---; 



After we have selected our patterns we will want to 

know what size pattern b buy. Turn to the part in your 

handbook on measurements and learn how to take your mea

surements. Pat tern sizes go by either age or bust measure 

ments, but at no time is a pattern bought only by a ge. 

You should not worry if the Bf,e of trepa ttern is not your 

own age. Just because you are 12 years old does not mea.n 

that you should buy a pa t tern, size 12. For example, ac

cording to patterns, a 14-year-old girl should be 32 

inches in the bust, 25 inches in the hips, and 27 inches 

in the waist, but all 14-year-old girls do not have these 

same measurerr.ents, do they? The following table will 

help you to know what size pattern to buy from your bust 

measurement. 

Size (age) 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 

Bust 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 38 

Not al 1 patterns come in every size as shown int he above 

table. As a rule they come in the even numbers only. 

You may each buy your own pattern, or if two of you 

are the same size you may buy your pattern together. 

As a rule it is better to buy a pattern before you 

buy the material because there is information printed on 

the pattern to help you in the selection of your materia 

and the amount needed. 



In looking through the p&ttern book did you notice 

that each pattern had a number b'y 1 t? Wben you select 

your pattern write this number dovVn and then go to the 

clerk in the store and say, "I would like to see pattern 

number size • " The clerk in turn will get the _, 
pattern for ym. It is always a wise plan to look at the 

pattern before you buy it. Yiben buying a pattern be sure 

you ask for the correct number and size. If the clerk 

does not have your size, try to get your pattern at 

another store instead of buying the wrong size. 



Choosing material for~ slip 

Now that you have chosen your pattern you are ready 

to select the material for your slip. Slips for everyday 

wear should be made of material that can be easily washed 

and kept fresh and clean. Usually girls find that white 

cotton slips are the best. Pale colors may be used, but 

as a rule they fade too easily and are therefore conside 

a poor buy. (To fade means the colors come out.) 

The following materials are examples of those used 

most often to make a slip: muslin, long cloth, nainsook 

and sorootimes cotton crepe and dimities. Ask your teacher 

to show you samples of each and decide which you would 

like best. Look on the back of your pattern and see if 

you do not find a list of materials that the pattern 

company has suggested that you use for your germent. 

Before you buy your n:aterial rub it between your 

fingers . If a white powder that looks like star ch is 

seen on your fingers, then you know the material is over

sized. When we say material is over-sized we mean the 

company that rmde the material put something like starch 

in it to make it look like better material . .!v,a terial 

like this never looks very nice after it has been washed. 

Ask your teacher to show you how to tell if material 

is good by pulling the material between your fingers or 

drawi~ it over the thumbnail. You will learn that if i 

is strong the threads will not pull apart, but if the 

material is weak the threads will pull apart. 
------------------------·-----· 



Another way to tell if material is good or not is to 

hold it up to the light as shown in the picture above, s 

that you can see the weave. Ask your tea cher to show yo 

the difference between good material and poor material. 

When selecting rr~terial for a slip ask yourself the 

following quest ions: Viill the material last well and be 

easily laundered? Is the material soft to touch and 

light in wei ght? Is the material one which is easy to 

work with in sewing? Is the material free from starch o 

sizing? I s the n,aterial of good qua.li ty? (Cheap materi

al looks old and worn much sooner than bette r ones.) 

Will tre ma teria.l absorb moisture easily? Is the price 

about what I can afford to pay? Is the mat erial strong? 



Setvedge 

Lengfhwise 

Bolt af material 

Before we start wor~ing with our material, there are 

a few words you should learn so that you will be better 

able to understand the teacher. 

hhen you bought your material, the clerk in the 

store cut it from a bolt of :rrs.terial like the one in the 

picture above. 

'1ihe place where she cut or tore the material is 

called the raw edge of the material. 

The smoo th e dge of each side af th e material going 

the long way is called the selvedge. 

Threads running across the material fro m selvedge 

to selvedge are called crosswise thre ads. 

The threads runn ine, the lon6 way of the material 

are leng t t wise thr e ads. 

It is wise to remembe1 that the leng t hwise threads 

are stronger and straighter than the crosswise threads . 

----------------------------
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A fold is made by putting one part of the material 

over another part as shown in the picture above. 

A crosswise fold is a fold made on the crosswise 

threads. 

A lengthwise fold is a. fold made on the lengthwise 

threads. 

______ rn,in ___ _..."""ffqiltff/{lf/lW/(ffl fl /fllf1/ f• U/t 1<1t1111~111/ ' 

In this picture we have made a bias fold. If you 

pull material on the bies, it will stretch like a rubber 

band. 

We are going to cut our slip on the lengthwise fold. 

½by? Re:rrember we said the lengthwise threads are stron 

than the crosswise threads. A slip cut crosswise of the 

material takes less :rmterial but does not wear so well. 

Therefore, it pays to cut a slip on the lengthwise fold. 



A. 

In the picture above, slip "A" shows you how the 

lengthwise threads should run up and down the slip and 

the crosswise threads should be parallel to the floor . 

Notice how the lengthwise threads go straight up 

and down slip II A. 11 'llhen the threads run like this we sa 

the slip was cut on the straight of the material. Slip 

"B" was not cut on the straight of the material, because 

the thrES. ds do not run straight up and down. VVhy? 
' ., 

The rr.e.terial was not folded straight when slip "B" 

in the pie ture above was cut . Notice how the lengthwise 

and crosswise threads run. This slip will not fit as 

well as slip "A"; neither will the hem stay even. 
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Cutting 

Cutting is one of the most important steps in making 

anything. Unless a garment is cut correctly you will hav 

a hard time making it fit. You vlill find it much easier 

to cut out a garment correctly if you use a large table 

like we have here at school. Many people use the dining 

room table or the kitchen table for cutting. (If you use 

the kitchen table be sure it is clean before you start 

cutting.) Another important thing to remember in cutting 

is to have everything ready before you start. 

Cutting~ slip 

Step I 

Straighten material • 

½hen material is bought it is not always ready for 

cutting. Most materials need to be straightened first. 

You are no doubt wondering vmy your material should 

be straightened. Have you ever had a dress that had an 

even hem the first time you wore it, then after it was 

washed and ironed the hem was not even any more? Do you 

know my th is happened? The reason is very simple --

the material was not straight when the skirt was cut out. 

Have you ever had a long-sleeved dress that had the 

sleeves always turning? The reason for this is the same 

-- the material was not straight when the sleeves were 

cut out. 



Look at the two blouses above. Notice how much 

strai ghter the stripes are in blouse "A" than the y are 

in blouse "B. 11 The material had been straightened when 

blouse 11 A11 wa.s cut out. The material had not been 

straightened when blouse "B" was cut out. 

Can you give me three reasons why material should 

be straightened before i t is cut r:' First, your garment 

will fit better. Second , it will feel better. Third, 

it will Keep its appearance longer. 

Now do we all agree that our material should be 

strai ghtened before we start cutting ? 

Do you know how to tell if material needs to be 

straightened or not? First, place the material on a 

large table. Then fold the raterial in the center on a 

lengthwise fold, so that the two selvedges come tog ethen 

Carefully smooth out al 1 wrinkles. 

----------------------------- -·----· 



-----------------·-----·-· ---------

If the two selvedges and the two ends of the mate

rial come together and are even with the corners of the 

table as in the picture above, your material is straight 

and you do not need to straighten it. 

If the two ends of the material do not come together 

and are not even with the corners of the table as in the 

picture above, yo·i need to straighten your material . 



If the clerk in the store cut your material with the 

scissors when she sold it to you then you will have to 

straighten your material by first pulling a thread cross

wise the material as shown in the picture above. To do 

ttis cut the selvedge, then pick up a loose crosswise 

thread and pull it out slowly. 

After you have pulled the thread the next thing to 

do is to cut where you pulled the thread as shown in the 

picture above. (If the thread breaks when pulling it -

cut as far as the pulled thread can be followed, then 

pick up the broken thread and pull the thread again.) 

_______________________________ " _____ , 



If the clerk tore your material when she sold it to 

you, then you will have to straighten your ma terj al by 

pulling it. To do this pull the material at the oppo

site corners and along the edges as shown in the picture 

above. Remember always to pull the corner of the short

est edge. Check f r om time to time to see if you have 

straightened your material. 



If you are unable to straighten your material by 

yourself, it may be necessary for you to ask your partner 

to help you. ro do tbis each girl should take hold of 

two corners of the material as shown in the picture above. 

The two girls should then pull with their right hands 

and then pull with their left hands, until the material 

is straightened. You may have to check several times to 

see if your rr.aterial is straightened or not. Read page 

to learn how to check to see if the material is straight 

If your material is not straight the first time you 

t d t · d "I can't." ry, o no give up an say, Try again and 

again until the corners of your material fit evenly with 

the corners of the table. 

Some girls try to make a game of straightening their 

material by pulling the material out of each other's 

hands just for fun. Straightening mat er ial is not a 

game and should be done in as orderly a manner as all 

other work is done i n a clothing class. 
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Step II 

Press material. 

After you have straightened your material you are 

ready to press it . (See picture above.) 

Before pressing, be sure that the iron and ironing 

board cover a re clean. As you press, press straight 

across the material. Do not press in circles. 

Since you are working on cotton material, you may 

press it on either the ri 6ht side or the wrong side. 

In pressing your material, care should be taken tha 

your material does not get on the floor. 

If the material is badly wrinkled, dampen it with a 

wet cbth as you press. (See picture above.) Do not 

have the cloth too wet. 

------------------------•--·· 



Step III 

Check to see if you bought the correct si ze pattern. 

Write your name on every piece of your patterc1 . 

Step IV 

Study your pattern. 

Read care fully all directions and informatian on the 

pattern envelope. 

Siz.e _ 

Look at the pictures on the pattern envelope. Draw 

a circle around the picture like which you are going to 

make your slip. You will notice one pie ture is called 

"Style I , 11 and the other pie ture, "Style II. 11 Vihat is 

the difference between "Style I" and "Style II"? 

Open the pattern envelope. Besides the pattern you 

will find a printed sheet of paper called a direction 

sheet. 

--------------------------------· 



The girl in the picture above is studying the di

rection sheet to her pattern. Your directio r_ sheet will 

help you in many ways . First, it will tell y ou what 

each pie ce of your patte r n Ls. Second , it will show 

you how to place the :i;:a. ttern on the material. Third, 

it will tell you how to make your slip step by s tep . 

Study your patte rn as you would a puzzle until you 

are able to tell what each piece is. Remember, patterns 

are easy to use if you take time to learn how to use 

them. 



~---------------------------·------
Your pattern will have rmny markings on it which 

should help you. For example, your pattern will have 

little rcund holes in it, called perforations. On diffe 

ent patterns these perforati ons mean different things. 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

When you fi nd two small perforations together on 

your pattern, it me ans that place is the waistline of 

your pattern. (See "A" in the picture above.) When you 

find three large perforations together, it n,eans to put 

that edge of your pattern on the fold of the material. 

(See "Bil in the picture above.) Lat e r on we will explai 

more about perforations. 

Have you noticed the little V cut on the side of 

your pattern? This little V is called a notch. (See 110 11 

in the picture above.) Notches are used to help you put 

your slip together. 

As you work with your pattern, study your direction 

sheet if you do not know what all the markings mean .• 

Step V 

Alter pat tern. 

After you have studied and marked your pattern you 

are ready to check your measurements and make necessary 

alterations on your pattern. (To make alterations means 



to make your pattern fit you.) Altering the pattern be

fore you start cutting will help you to have a better

fitting slip. Do you know how to alter a pattern? 

To alter a pattern: 

Compare your measurements with those of the 

pattern like this: 

Length of my slip front should be 

(See page on measurements.) 

Length of pattern slip front_. 

If your measurerren ts and the me asureraent s of the 

pattern are the same, you do not need to alter y')ur patte • 

If your measurements are more than those of the 

pattern, then you will have to shorten your pattern. For 

example, if the length of your slip front should be 34 

inches and the length of your pattern is 38 inches, you 

should sl::orten your pattPrn f01.ir inches. 

To shorten a pattern, make a fold in the pattern 

above the waist line and below the hip line. Remember to 

make the fold only half as wide as the amount you want 

taken up. For example, if you want to take up two inches 

then yo1r fold should be one inch wide. 

Do not fold up the 1 ower edge of the pa. ttern to 

shorten it. If you do this your slip will not fit as 

well, and your hemlinP. will not be even. 

Shorten the pattern the same amount in the back as 

you do in the front. 



I 
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The picture above shows you how to shorten a 

pattern. Notice the two little holes in the pattern at 

the waist line. Remember we said these little holes in 

your pat tern are called per fora ti ons. What do they mean? 

They mean that where they are is the waistline of your 

pattern. 

If your measurements are less than those of the 

pattern, then you will have to lengthen your pattern. 

For example, if the length of your slip should be 36 

inches arrl the length of your pattern is 34 inches, you 

should lengthen your pattern two inches. 

To lengthen a pattern, cut the pattern above the 

waistline and below the hip line and pin a piece of 

paper in as wide as you want the pattern lengthened. The 

picture above stows JOU how to lengthen a pattern. 

~f you do not want to cut your pattern, you can cut 

one from a newspaper and n:ake your alterations on it. 



After you have made the alterations on your slip 

pattern, pin it together and try it on to see if it fits. 

Have your partner hold your pattern up to you. (Before 

you try on your pattern be sure to remove your dress.) 

Do you think the pattern fits the girl in the pictur 

above? No, the pattern is too long for her. Should she 

fold the pattern up at the hem line, or should she make 

the folds larger~ Think about how you were told how to 

alter a pattern. 

If yo·; find that your pattern fits perfectly in 

-every way, you may lay it on your material. However, if 

there is the smallest difference between your measure

ments and those of the pattern, it should be corrected 

~- This will ma~e your slip fit better and save you 

time in the long run. 



Step VI 

Pin pattern on material . 

Study your direction sheet to see how to place the 

pattern on the material. * CUTTING DIAG~AMS 

fly/el 
ALL SIZE'S ON 35 OlldQ INCH MATEP,IAL 

0 (1 0 

St!J!ell 
Al..L SIZES ON 35 01'139 INCH MATi.P>IAL-

0 D 0 ODO 

On your direction sheet you will always find two or 

more different ways to place the pattern on the material . 

After you decide which one is best for the style of your 

slip and the width of your material draw a circle around 

it. (By width of material we mean how wide your material 

is . ) Which style did we say we were going to use? Yes, 

"Style II is correct. 

You are now ready to start pinning the pattern to 

the material . 



Vihen pinning a pattern to the material hold your 

left first finger on the material just in front of the 

place where you want the pin to catch up the material. 

(See picture above.) This keeps the work flat on the 

table and both hands of the worker above the material . 

Do not pick the m terial up off the table or put 

your left hand between the material and the table when 

you are pinning the pattern onto the material as shown 

the picture above. If you do, you will pull your work 

out of shape. 

X rr i TI rr 

I f f i i 
Pins should be perpendicular to the edge of the 

i 



~-------------------------------------
pattern. Do you know what perpendicular means? In the 

picture the pins are perpendicular to the line. 

It is better not to put pins parallel to the edge of 

the pattern. Do you know what parallel means? In the 

picture above the pins are parallel to the line. 

! 0 0 0 

pin pin pin 
When pinning a p~ttern on the 

always pin the folde~ side first. Be sure to place the 

side of the pattern with three perforations on the fold 

of the material. 

Not ice the order in· which the pins are placed. Do 

not jump from one corner to the other. Pins should be 

about five inches apart. 



Smooth the pattern into place by patting, not by 

pulling. 

0 
't 
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Place the pins so they will not get in the way of 

the shears as shown in the picture above. 

r O O 0 r 

The pins in this picture are incorrect, because 

they would be in the way of the shears. Nothing will 

ruin a :p3.ir of shears quicker than to cut a pin acciden

tally. 

It is best to pin your pattern to material a.bout 

one inch inside the cutting line. In this way you a.re 

sure the pins will not be in the way. 

:..-------------------------------· 
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The p~cture above s hows you how to pin the slip 

strap on the straight of the rr:aterial. Both perf ora

tions should measure the same distance from the edge 

of the material • Be sure the strap is straight before 

you pin it onto the material. The first two pins should 

go by the side of the pe r f ora. tions. After you have the 

strap pinned check ag ain to see that it is straight. 

----------------------------·--·-·--·---: 



Step VII 

Ma.rk notches. 

Now that you have finished pinning the pattern on 

the material, you are ready to mark the notches. 

(Notches are used to help you put your slip together 

correctly.) It is very important that you :nnrk and cut 

all the notches. In the picture above you will notice 

that the notches are marked out. 

Step VIII 

Have teacher check your work. 

After you have marked all the notches, have the 

teacher check your work before you start cutting . This 

is one rule tat should never be broken. Nothing is 

worse than to cut out something and then find out that 

you had it pinned wrong on the material. 

Step IX 

Cut out slip. 

vlhen the teacher approves your work, you are ready 

to start cutting . Before you do, there are several 

thin6 s you must remember. 



Vhen cutting, the best way to hold a pair of shears 

is to put the thumb into the small hole in the handles 

of the shears as shown in the picture above, and the last 

three fingers in the large hole. This leaves the first 

finger with which to help you guide the scissors. 

Many girls make the mi stake of trying to cut with 

the thumb in the large bole of the handles of the shears. 

If you do very much cutting, holding the shears like 

this will cause you to become tired very easily. 

------------------------------



Cut carefully. To do this put your left hand near 

the place you are cutting to help hold the material in 

place. Open the shears wide to make each cut a long one. 

The longer the cut the smoother the edge will be. Cut 

as near the edge of the pattern as you can without cut

ting the pattern, until you come to the notches. 

Do not put one hand under the material while you are 

cutting as shown in the picture above, because if you do, 

you will pull your slip out of shape. 

----------------------------·-------



Do not lift the material from the table while 

cu t ting as shown in the picture above . You should keep 

the scissors on the table while cutting; do not hold 

them up in the air . 
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Cut notches out as shown in picture "A. 11 Do not cut 

notches in as sl:n wn in picture "B . 11 Some of your mothers 

may cut notches in but they have bad years of experience 

and know how to cut small notches. It is much easier and 

better for beginners to cut the notches out. Why? If 

you cut notches in you might ruin your slip by cutting 

the notches too large . 



Step X 

Baste center front. 

Baste a line down the center front of your slip as 

shown in the picture above. It is really best to baste 

down the center front before you remove the pattern. Ask 

your teacher to show you how to do this basting. 

A basting down the center f r ont will help you a lot 

when you fit your slip. 

Tailor tacks 

You are now ready to mark your perforations with 

tailor tacks. The following pages will tel 1 you how to 

make t ailor tacks step by step. 

------------------------·- - --------.: 



Making tailor tacks 

Step I 

Tb.read the needle with a long double thread about 

30 inches long. It is better for the thread to be .a 

different color than is the material. (Do not tie a knot 

at the end of the thread.) 

Before you start to make tailor tacks, think over 

the lesson we had on using the thimble. The abmre pict 

shows you how to hold your hand, your thimble, and your 

needle when you make tailor tacks. 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Step II 

Take a small stitch through both pieces of material, 



puttine the needle down and bringing it up in the 

perforations. (Be careful not to stitch through the 

pattern.) 

Step III 

Take another stitch on top of the first one. 

Step IV 

Leave a loose loop large enough to place your 

finger through. 

Step V 

Repeat steps III and IV. (To repeat means to do 

sorr.ething over a 6 a.in.) 



0 

0 

0 

Step VI 

Go to the next perforation and repeat steps II, III, 

and V. 

Step VII 

Make tailor tacks in each perforation. 

\\ 
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Step VIII 

This is how the bottom side of the material should 

look. 



Step IX 

Cut threads between each perforation. 

After all tailor tacks are made, remove pattern. 

Step X 

Slowly pull the two pieces of material apart, being 

careful not to pull out the tailor tacks. 

i Ii \~ 
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Step XI 

Cut the threads in the center of each tailor tack 

as shown in the picture above. Some people prefer to cu 



the tailor tacks another way . Hold the first finger of 

your left hand oo.ck of the threads while you cut them 

halfway between the two pieces of material. 
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Step XIII 

When you open your slip you now have tailor tacks 

on both sides of tre fol d of the material as shown in 

the picture above. 



After you have made your tailor tacks you may take 

your work to the teacher for her to check the cutting, 

tailor tacks, and basting down the center front and 

center baek. 

As soon as the teacher bas finished checking your 

work you may remove the pa. ttern and put it a.way. To put 

a pattern away means to fold each piece of the pattern 

neatly and put it in the pattern envelope. You may then 

pin the envelope at the top so that the pattern will not 

fall out. Do not put the direction sheet away, because 

you will need it while you are making your slip. 

Are there any questions you would like to ask about 

cutting, basting down the center front and center back, 

and making the tailor tacks? If not we are ready to 

start sewing on our slips. The first thing we will make 

is the straps for our slip. 

Making straps 

Step I 

Fold the strap lengthwise with the wrong side out, 

as shown in the picture above. ~otice that the pins are 

perpendicular to the strap. To put pins in this way 

makes basting easier. 

,-----------------------------' 



Step II 

Baste about one-fourth inch fro ·,· the edge. Be sure 

you use your thimble when you baste. The picture above 

shows you how to h9ld your straps while you are basting 

them. 

Make a knot in the thread when you start basting and 

make a back stitch at the end of your basting. To make 

a back stitch rreans to makBone stitch on top of another. 

Picture 11 A11 shows you how to use your thimble when you 

make a back stitch. Pie ture II B" shows you how your . 

needle should look when you nB.ke a back stitch. 
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Step III 

Remove pins . As you take out your pins, put them in 

the pin box. This will keep you from losing your pins. 

(Notic e tr.e back stitch at the end of the basting.) 
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Step IV 

Stitch by the side of the basting . Be sure you 

leave your machine needle in when you turn the corner . 

Leave one end of the strap open. (See picture above . ) 

Later if you find the straps are too long , cut theni off 

at the open end. 
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Step V 

Remove bastings. To do this, cut the threads every 

two or three inches and then pull the rr out. (See pic

ture above . ) 



Step VI 
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Cut corner as shown in picture "A" above. Be care

ful not to cut the stitching . After the corner is cut, 

your strap should look like picture "B" above. 

----------~.::£.:-

Step VII 

Turn strap to the right side by using a bobby pin, 

safety pin, or pencil, as shown in the picture above. 



------------------........ --,--·· --· ----------
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Step VIII 

Take a pin and pick the corner until you have a 

square corner, as shown in picture "A" above. Do not 

leave a round corner as shown in pie ture "B" above. Pic

ture "C" shows you how to hold the strap and pin to pick 

a corner. 

Step IX 

Crease strap. To crease, you roll the edge of the 

stitched side of the strap between your thumb and first 

finger until you can see the stitching. The pie ture 

above shows you how to hold the strap. Not make a small 

fold with the fingers holding the material tight. Keep 

doing this over and over until you have creased all the 

seam in yoo. r strap. 



u- - :] 
Step X 

Baste close to the edge, as shown in the picture 

agove. 

Notice the knot at the beginning of the basting and 

the back stitch at end of the basting. 

Step XI 

Stitch as straight as you can close to the edge. 

Try hard to make nice turns at the corners . (See 

picture above • 
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Step XII 

Remove bastings . 

Step XIII 

Tie threads. (See page on how to tie threeds . ) 

Step XIV 

Press s tr&.ps. 

--------------------------- ·---



Making darts 

Vve a re now ready to start making the darts in the 

slip. Vvhat are darts? Vhere do you find them? :~hat 

are they used for? 

Darts are used to make a garment fit better. They 

are found under the arm, at the back of the neck , and at 

the hip orsbo:clder of a garment. Most of the time they 

are made on the wron g side of the garment, but they may 

be frund on the rig ht side. Look at the dress of the 

girl sitting ne x t to you and see how many darts you can 

find on h e r dress. 

A 

_________ _,, ___ _ 
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Did you know that there are two kinds of darts? 

Some darts are wide at one end and come to a point at the 

other end, as in picture "A" above. Other da.rts are wide 

on the middle and come to a point at both ends, as in 

picture 11 B" above. 

We are going to make both kind s on our slips. The 

dart under the arm will b e like "A. 11 The darts at the 

waist will be like " B. 11 
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Are you ready to start making your darts? Suppose 

we make the darts at the waist line first . 

Making darts 

Step I 

l 

T 

l 

T 

1 
T 

Put pins from one tailor tack to the other. (Be 

sure the pins go straight across as shown in the picture 

above . ) ' 

Step II 

Fold down the center of the dart so that the tailor 

tacks fall one on top of the other as shown in the 

picture above. Notice that the tailor tacks at the top 

and bottom of the dart are on the fold. 

-----
Step III 

Baste from one tailor tack to the other . Start 

------ --------------------------- ----· 



·--------------· -------------~----·---
basting with a knot at the end of' the thread and stop 

basting with a back stitch . Be sure your basting goes 

through the middle of the tailor tacks and comes to a 

point at the ends as shown in the picture above . 

" '--..._ ~ "' / 
---- 71~ ~ -- --- -- --- --- -- -- - - - - -

This dart is not basted correctly , because the bast 

ing does not go throug h the middle of the tailor tacks. 

~~----__._ _________________ ¥-

/ -- -------~ - ---s--------~+--- - ~ 

This dart is not bas·ted correctly , because the 

basting does not come to a p oint at the ends . 
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Step IV 

Stitch by the side of the basting . Do not forget 

to leave your threads abou t two inches long at the be 

ginning and end of the stitching . Notice how straight 

the stitching is in the picture above . 



------------------------------------
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Step V 

Remove bastings and tailor tacks. 

Tie threads at the end of the stitcbing and cut them 

about one-half inch long. 

Press darts. This does not mean to press all of the 

slip. Press only the darts . 

Fitting slip and making side ~ 

As soon as the darts are made you are ready to start 

putting the slip together. 

The picture above shows you how much larger the front 

of the slip is than the back. Many girls become wor~ied 

when they discover that one piece of their slip is larger 

than the other. They are surprised when told that the 

front is supposed to be larger than the back. Did you 

ever notice that most oi the clothes you wear are 

larger in the front than they are in the back? 



Do you know what a side seam is? 

The girl in the picture at the 

right is holding her arms back so 

that you can see the side seam of 

her dress . Notice how straight 

the side seam is . The side seam 

of your slip should be just as 

straight as the side seam in this 

picture. Are you ready to start 

making the side seams of the 

slips? 

Pitting a ill.£ and making the 
side seam 

Step I 

Pin the side seam one-half inch from the edge. (Be 

sure the two edges are together.) 
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When pinning the side seams tu r·n the da.rts down as 

shown in picture "A" above . Do not tum darts up as 

shown in picture 11 B. 11 It is wise to put a pin right in 

the middle of the a art so that the dart will stay down . 
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Step II 

Try slip on, wrong side out, without your dress as 

shown in the picture above. Have your partner adjust the 

pins until your slip fits you. (To adjust pins means to 

change the pins until the slip fits you.) Be sure you 

have the pins even as shown in picture "A" above. Do not 

have the pins uneven as shown in picture "B" above. 

Step III 

Have the teacher check the work. Both you and your 

partner should be present when the teacher checks the 

work. 

Step IV 

Remove slip. Be very careful that the pins do not 

stick you or fall out. 

--·----------------------------··-·---
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Step V 

Baste the side seruns as shown in the picture above. 

You may baste by the side of you r pins just as they are 

when you remove your slip or you m&y turn the pins so 

that they are perpendicular to the edge of the material 

as shown in the picture above. 

Be sure you keep the slip on the ts.ble while you 

baste a s sh own in the picture above • 

Step VI 

Remove pins as soon as you have finished basting 

and try your slip on, wrong side out. 

Have the teacher check the work. 

Step VII 

If there are no changes to be made, stitch by the 

side of the bastings. 

After you have finished stitching, remove the 

be.stings and tie the threads. 

----------------------------·-·----: 



Step VIII 

You are now read~ to try the slip on, right side 

out. As you do, stand in front of a mirror as shown in 

the picture above. Be sure you remove your dress before 

you try on the slip. Try sitting while you have it on. 

Sometimes a slip will look as if it fits fine while you 

are standing, but as soon as you try to sit in it, you 

will find it too tight. 

If there are any chang es to be made in the fit of 

your slip, make the m before you take the next step. 



Step IX 

Finish edBe of side sea~. 

To oo this, cut the edg,es of the s earns off so they 

will be nice and smooth. Next press the seam open as 

shown in the picture above. Notice hov the slip is 

placed over the ironing board. To keep the raw edge 

from raveling, overcast 

To overcast, hold the edge of the seam between the 

first finger and thumb as shown in the picture above. 
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Make slanting stitches over the edge of the seam 

like those in the picture above. These stitches should 

be about one-fourth inch apart and one-fourth inch deep. 

Begin at the right and sew toward the left. 

After you have learned how to overcast, you may 

speed up your worK by overcasting the quick way. 

rhe quick waj to overcast is to take up several 

stitches on the needle each time before pulling the 

threads through, as shown in the picture above. 

After you have overcast both side seams, you are 

ready to start making a one-inch hem at the top of your 

slip. 

There are other ways you could have finished the 

edge of the seam. 



First, you may have used pinking shears and had a 

pinked seam as shown in the picture above. 

Second, you may have pinked the seam and then 

stitched near the edge as shown in the picture above . 
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Third, you may have turned under the edge and 

stitched as shown in the picture above. 



Making a one-inch hem 

Step I 

Make a one-fourth inch fold on the top edge of the 

slip. ( This fold should be rnade on the wrong side of the 

slip.) Crease fold. (See picture above.) 

Step II 

Straighten the slip out on table with hem toward 

you. Use a hem guide and make a second fold one inch 

wide. Pin hem in place. Notice in the picture above 

that the pins are perpendicular. V'Jhy'? Remember, we said 

it is easier to baste when the pins are perpendicular . 

! l 
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Step III 

Baste hem in place. (Do not forget to use thimble.) 



Step IV 

Remove pins and slip stitch. (The following page 

will tell you how to slip stitch.) 

Step V 

Remove bastings and press. 



Slip stitching 

The hem is now ready to be slip stitched. To slip 

stitch means to make a small stitch by hand that can 

hardly be seen on the ri6ht side of the slip. It looks 

much nicer to slip stitch your he~ in than to stitch it 

in on the machine. It might be wise to practice slip 

stitching on a small piece of material before you start 

working on the slip. 

Step I 

The edge of the hem to be slip stitched is placed 

over the first finger of the left hand, one-half inch 

from the end of the finger. The work is held in place 

with the thumb and second finger. (See picture above.) 

Step II 

Hide the knot of the thread under the fold of the 

hem. The thread should come out on the fold of the hem. 



Step III 

Take a very sn:a.11 stitch in the slip and then put 

the needle back in the fold of the hem for about one

fourth inch. ( See pie ture above.) 

Step IV 

Bring the needle out at the middle of the thumb-

nail. ( See picture above.) 

Step V 

Be sure to push the needle with your thimble. ( See 

picture above.) At the same time rest the ri ght thumb 

on the first finger of the left hand. 

------------------------.-------
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Step VI 

When the needle is pushed nearly through, take hold 

of the point of the needle with the right thumb and first 

finger and pull the needle throu gh. ~o not pull the 

thread too tightly. 

Step VII 

Take another small stitch in the slip and repeat the 

above steps. The picture above shows the size of the he 

and how the needle should look as you take the small 

stitch. To take a small stitch means to take up only on 

or two threads of the slip. You may find this is a litt 

hard to do at first 1 but keep pra.cticing and practicing. 

Soon it will be easy for you to make the slip stitches 

small and even and to make them all slant in the same 

direction. 



Putting straps .Q£ slip 

Step I 

Place pins in center front and center back. 

F'ind center front and center back by pinning side 

seams together as shown in the picture above. If the 

side seams have been made correctly, the pin in the 

center front and center back should come on the line of 

basting. 

Step II 

Measure and place pins three inches from center 

front, and two and one-half inches from center back as 

shown in the pie ture above. 



Step III 
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J:t 'old ends of straps under one-fourth inch. Pin 

straps into place beside the pins mentioned in ste~ II. 

Step IV 

Try slip on to see if the straps are the right 

length. If straps are not the right length, correct 

them. 

Ask the teacher to check your work. 

Step V 

Baste straps on to slip. 
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Step VI 

Slip stitch all the way around the edge of the 

strap. 

In the picture a bove, 11 A 11 shows hcw the wrong side 

of the strap should look. "Bil stows how the right side 

of the strap should look. Some girls forget to slip 

stitch the right side. Be careful that you do not make 

this mis take. 

Notice that you cannot see a knot in the picture 

above. Why? The knot is hidden between the strap and 

the slip. 

------------------------------·--



The hem 

You are now ready to make the hem in the bottom of 

your slip. A slip, dress, or anything you wear will 

never look right if you b2ve an uneven hem or one that is 

poorly made. Do you know what a good hem should look like. 

A good hem should be: 

1. The same distance from the floor all the way 

around. 

2. The same width all the way around. 

3. Well made so that it shows very little on the 

right side and the stitch does not come out 

easily. 

VVhen you have the hem measured, there are several 

things to do: 

1. Wear shoes with the same height heel will wear 

when your garment is finished. 

2. Get everything ready before you ask your part

ner to sto p her work to measure the hem. 

3. The girl having her hem measured should stand 

on the table. (To protect the table stand on 

a piece of paper.) Remember that if you become 

too tired from standing, say so, and. your 

partner will let you sit down and rest for a 

few minutes. 

---------------------------··---·~----



Step I 

Press slip well before having the hem measured. 

1viany girls make the mistake of not pressing and then 

they wooder why their hem is not even. 

After you have put the slip on, straig hten it so 

that it looks as it will when you wear it. (Be sure to 

straighten the strap s of the slip.) 

While the hem is being measured, stand straight on 

both feet with your arms at you r side. Do not look do ~n 

or move in any way. The girl who is mr easuring the h em 

should sit or stand in a comfortable position so tha t h e 

eyes ar e even with the line being me asured. (See pic

ture above. ) 



Step II 

Decide how many inches from the floor the slip 

should be. Most girls make their slips one-half to one 

inch s horter than their dress. How long do you wear 

your dresses? Is the dress you wore to school today the 

correct length 't Do not try to go by the dress you are 

wearing , because some of our dresses are shorter than 

others. A good wa-y to find the correct length is to 

turn up part of the slip and then look in the mirror. 

Try this over and over until you have found the correct 

length. 

A rubber band may be put around the yardstick at the 

place where you want the heE, to be marked. If you do not 

have a rubber band, mark the yardstick with chalk. (See 

picture above.) 



Step III 

Put pins in the slip even with the rubber band on 

the yards tick and parallel . to the floor. To do this; 

place the left hand back of the slip and press against 

the yardstick, being careful not to pull the slip. (See 

picture above.) Be sure to put the pins in so that they 

will stay in and not .fall out. Pins should be placed 

about three or four inches apart at the hem line all the 

way around the bottom of the slip. 

Before ta.king the slip off', stand in front of the 

mirror and ask your teacher if your pins a.re even. If 

she tells you they are not even, you and your partner 

should be quick to correct the mistake. 
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Step IV 

After the teacher checks the work, take the slip 

off and again check to see if your pins are straight. To 

do this, lay the slip flat on the table and asK yourself 

tbi s question, 11 Does the line of pins in my slip make an 

even curve as they do in the picture above?" If your 

pins are not an even curve the first time you make a hem, 

ask your teacher to chan6e the pins that are out of line. 

After you have satcbed her change them one time, you 

should be able to do it yourself without trouble. It is 

ver, important that these pins are straight before you go 

to the next step. 

-----------------------·-·----



Now fold the slip in the center front and back with 

the side seams tog ether. Again ask yourself the ques

tion, "Does the line of pins in my slip make an even 

curve as shown in the picture above?" If tre pins are not 

an even curve, move them so that they will be. 

Step V 

Fold the hem on the line of pins to the wrong side. 

At each pin put in another pin that is p erpendicular to 

the fol d . (See picture above.) It is best to put the 

first four pins at the center f r ont, center back, and 

two side seams. 'Ihe side seams should be open like the 

one in the picture above. 



Step VI 

baste one-fourth inch from the folded edge. (See 

picture above.) Remove pins. lf you are in doubt about 

your hem, it mi ght be wise to pin the top of the hem in 

place and try the sli o on a g ain to check the evenness of 

the hem. 
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Step VII 

Remove pins and press the folded edg e of the hem. 

Do not make any pleats as you press. You are again re

minded to get into the habit of pressing always after you 

baste or stitch. This is very important if you want to 

become a g ood dressmaker. 



--------------------------------: 
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Step VIII 

Make a hem guide the desired width of the hem plus 

one-fourth inch to turn under at the top of the hem. 

(See page 204 on how t o make a hem guide .) Many girls 

make their hems about three inches wide when finished. 

'I'his is aoout an inch wider than most hems. You must 

remember that you are growing girls and may want to let 

your hems out in a few months. 

Place the end of the hem guide on the folded edge o 

the slip and marK the width of the hen: with a pencil or 

pins all tile way around. (.See picture above.) 

-------=--=-=-=::...:::-::....:=..=-:....::-=-=~-~ 

Step IX 

Cut alon6 the line of marks . Be very careful not 

to cut the slip. 



Step X 

Turn the top of the hem under one-fourth inch and 

crease. 

Step XI 

Baste with small stitches or machine stitc h near 

the edge. 

Step XII 

Straighten your slip and pin hem to the sl.tp. (Se e 

picture above.) It is better to start by first pinning 



the hem into olace at the center front, center back, and 

both side seams. If there is fullness at the top of the 

hem, make gathers by pulling the machine stitching made 

in step XI, so that the hem will fit the skirt. 

- -. - - - - - - - -
It is better to use gathers at the top of the hem, 

not pleats as in the picture above. The reason for this 

is that the pleats show on the right side after the 

garment is washed and ironed. 

Step XIII 

Baste about one-fourt r inch from the edge. 

Step XIV 

Remove pins and slip stitch. ( See page 284 for di

rections on how to slip stitch.) Usually it is best not 

to stitch the hem on the machine. 

Step XV 

~ress the hen on the wron~ side, 



Finishing~ slip 

Step I 

Check to see that all basting:i have been removed and · 

that all threads have been tied. 

Step II 

Press slip. 

1. Put slip over ironing board, wrong side out. 

2. Test temperature of iron. 

3. Press thoroughly. 

Step III 

a. ~vhen tbe iron is hot, start pressing. 

b. Press the straps. 

c. Press the slip all over, being very careful 

at the he ms and seams. Move the iron up and 

down the slip with the threads of' the material 

d. Turn slip right side out. Re-press if 

necessary. 

Fold slip. To do this place slip on table wl th the 

front down. Turn each side ~r the back. Start making 

a 16-inch fold from the bottom of' tre slip and continue 

folding up over the back until the front top of the slip 

is up and the straps are folded under. 

Step IV 

Mark slip. To dothis put your name, period, and 

cost of slip on a piece of pa.per and pin it to the slip. 
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CARE AND REPAIR OF CLOTHING 

Remember when the class studied grooming we found 

that for a girl to be well-groomed the clothes she wears 

must be in good repair. Now is your chance to put some 

of your old clothes in good repair. 

As a matter of review suppose we talk about what 

slould be done to clothes in order to keep them in good 

repair. 

1. Sew on all buttons, snaps, and hooks and eyes. 

2. Darn holes in garments before the ~arments are 

washed. 

3. Check plackets to see that they close well and 

do not come open. 

4. Press clothes. Do not wear them in a wrinkled 

condition. 

5. Brush wool clothes after each wearing. 

6. Air clothes often. 

7. Wash socks and panties often. 

Which of these would you like to tal k about first? 

Did I hear someone say buttons 'i All right, buttons it 

will be. Tomorrow you may bring sorrething to class that 

needs some buttons sewed on it. 
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Sewing on buttons 

Before you start to sew on buttons, use a pin to 

mark the place you want the button to go as shown in 

the pie ture above. 

To sew on buttons, use a single or double thread. 

Most people prefer a double thread. Make a back stitch 

in the material before you start sewing on the button. 

Place a pin under tbe tbr ead, then sew on the button. 

[0000] 
The above picture shows attractive ways to sew on 

buttons. 
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--------
Learning to. darn 

Have you ever watched your mother darn a sock and 

noticed that as she darned the t .hread s passed uncer and 

over each other in just the same way they do in a piece 

of material? On darned socks you can see the threads 

more clear1, becuase they are so big. 

Would you like to learn to darn socks? As the 

teacher explains to you how to darn a sock the pictures 

on the following page will help :1 ou. Study these pic 

tures carefully. 

To darn a sock: place a small light bulb in the 

sock and hold it as shown in pie ture 11 A" on the following 

page. Start to darn far enough from the edge of the hole 

to take in all weak threads. (For darning use a soft 

thread as re arly the color of your socks as possible.) 

Study pie ture 11 B11 on the followin g page. Notice tha 

the first threads are all put in going straight up and 

down. Would you like to try this on your sock'? (Do not 

pull the threads too tightly.) After all the threads are 

put in going straight up and dom you are ready to start 

darning from side to side. Look at the p icture on the 

following pag e again. As you darn f r om side to side you 

will go over and under the threads you put in going up 

down. To fill up our hole wlth nice even darning 

stitches we simply keep on sewing in and out of the 

threads, being sure each row is opposite the last row. 

--------------------------· ----·-----
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A . 

'T~ar 

ot- rc:::u qht- Te Qt"' 

In the picture a oove you see the three kinds of 

tears. Picture "A" is called a straight tear; picture 

"Bn is• called a three-cornered tear, and picture 11 C" is 

called a diagonal tear. 

To repair a tear by hand is done in almost the same 

way you darn a sock, only it is a little harder. Do you 

want to try? Ask your teacher to show you bow to darn 

each of the three kinds of tears. As she shows you how 

to darn the three kinds of tears study the pie ture above. 

There ere a few tbi ngs she will ask you to keep 

mind as you work, such as, 

1. Do not e:rpect your first tear you darn to be 

good as one done by some one who has been darning for 

years. Darning is sorretbing that takes practice and 

more practice. 

2. Repair the tear as soon as possible; never 

leave it until after the garment is washed. 

in 

as 

3. If possible darn with a thread from the rm. terial 

upon which you are working. 



~-----------------------------------
4. Take short stitches, making them show as little 

as possible on the right side. 

5. Keep lines of stitches parallel to the lines of 

threads in the rr.aterial. 

6. With your s ti tche s try to hold. down both sides 

of the tear. 

7. Darn far enough from the edge of the cloth to 

take in all weak threads. 

8. Pull ea.ch row of stitches tight enough to close 

the t ear but not too tight. 

9. ~hen the darning is finished, cut off the thread 

close to the rrB terial. 

10. With a damp cloth press the tear from the right 

side. 

11. The darned place is made stronger if another 

piece of material ls put under the darned place . 

____________________ ...,.,,_ __ .. .,---.,. __ _ 



Laundering 

What would you say the girl in the picture above i.s 

doing ? Could she be getting ready to wash? V11hen the 

class studied grooming, we found that for a girl to be 

well-groomed the clothes she wears must be well cared 

for. 

One way to take care of clothes is to wash them as . 

they should be washed. Do you know how to wash clothes? 

When a garment becomes dirty, put it in a certain 

place with the other dirty clothes; do not throw it on 

the floor. However, underwear, socks, and hose should 

be washed daily if possible. 

Step I 

Before beg inning tow ash, divide the clothes so 

that you can wash the cleanest thing s first. White 

clothes should always be washed before colored clothes; 

never mix them. If the water becomes too dirty as you 

wash, change it, but do not try to wash in dirty water. 



The amount of soap you u s e depends upon the kind of 

water you have. It is a wise plan to use just enough 

soap to have a good suds. Most of us do net. have a 

washing machine; ther efore, it is easier to boil the 

white clothes. To do t hi s, put them in cold water with 

some soap and let them come slowly to the boiling point 

an d boil. They eh ould be clean after boiling for 10 

minutes. 

Step II 

Rinse the clothes in two or three wate rs. The of

tener you rinse, the whiter and cleaner the clothes. 

Step III 

Rinse clothes in bluing water. Be care ful that y ou 

do not use too much bluing. You should also be care ful 

that you shake out eac h p iece before you put it in the 

bluing water. 

Step IV 

Starch whatever needs starch. Care should be taken 



to use the right amount of starch. It is a wise plan 

to read the directions on the box of starch several 

times before making the starch. 

Step V 

Hang the clothes out to dry. Put pieces of a kind 

to gether. Shake clothes out before you hang the m out. 

Hang colored clothes in the shade. In class it mi ght be 

a wise plan to discuss the way various pieces shoulc be 

hung on the line. 

Step VI 

Remove the clothes from the line after they are dry. 

Shake out and fold. until time to be sprinkled. 

Step VII 

Sprinkle the clothes lightly with clear water. Fold 

the sides ar:d ends of each piece toward the middle and 

roll tightly. Let therr stand several hours or overnight 

before ironing. 

Step VIII 

To iron clothes, take out each piece of clothing 

and shake it before starting to iron it. 
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Ironing Q!'._ pressing a dress 

Step I 

Lay the sleeve on th e board with its seam toward the 

center of the board and its fold just off the edg e of the 

board neare st you as shown in the picture above. Press 

up and down. Re-fol d the sleeve to press the other p:i.rt. 

Step II 

To press t he shoulders put the dress on the ironing 

board as shown in the picture a b ove. Move the dress 

around as you finis h pressing each part. 



Step III 

Press the waist by putting the dress over the iron

ing board as shown in the picture above. Notice the 

~old in the skirt. Start pressing the back of the 

waist, turning the dress around as needed. 

Step IV 

Press the skirt by putting the skirt over the iron

ing board as shown in the picture above. Press in the 

same di rec t ion the th reads in the skirt go. Move the 

skirt around the board as needed. Carefully press the 

hem. 



CLOTHING WORDS UShD IN THh S1'..VENT.Ii GRADE 

We learn many new words in clothing. Here is a list 

of some of the words the girls last term did not know . 

The words placed after each new word tell you its meanlns. 

For sore words several meaning are given . These meanings 

are divided by a mark like this 

Back stitch -- sewing in the same place at the end of 

basting; basting made on top of another to stop 

thread. 

Baste -- to sew by hand; to make large hand stitches 

easily taken out; to make temporary stitches; to 

sew with the fingers. 

Bobbin -- a metal spool on which thread is wound for the 

sewing machine; a spool for winding thread for the 

sewing machine. 

Bust -- breast of the body. 

Center front -- straig ht basting line down middle of 

front; the middle front. 

Clip -- to cut a short distance. 

Cloth -- material; fabric; what a garment is made of. 

Commercial pattern -- a pattern you buy in a store; a 

ready-made pattern; a pattern made by a pattern 

company. 

Crosswise (material) -- width of material; threads run

nin6 across the material; threads going from one 

selvedge to the otber. 



Curved edge -- a round edge, not straight. 

Design -- the way a dress is made; the figures or pic.ture 

on the material. 

Direction sheet -- a sheet of paper in the pattern that 

tells how to make a garment. 

Double thread -- thread with ends even so that stitch 

will be composed of two threads (as used in tailor 

tacks). 

Durable -- lasting; wears well; does not wear out very 

easily; strong. 

Equipment -- things with wh:1 ch you sew; tools used in 

sewing; supplies used in making clothes. 

Fabric 

To fit 

material; cloth. 

to make the size of dress suitable to acer-

tain person; to make garments suitable to one si ze; 

to adjust the size of the dress to a person. 

Fullness -- extraamount of rmterial put in a given place; 

amount of material to be eased in a certain place. 

G~rment -- any kind of clothing; anything you wear; any 

article of clothing. 

Grooming -- the care of the person and the care of the 

clothing. 

Habit -- thing done so many times you can do it without 

thinking; sorrething you do all the time ; something 

done over and over. 

Hand -made -- made by hand instead of by machine . 



Head of machine -- top of the nachine that you pull up 

with both hands when opening the rrachine; the thread

ing part of the machine. 

Hem allowance material allowed for ,hem; the material 

that is to be turned up into a hem. 

Identify -- to tell what something is or to whom it be

longs; to find out what something is. 

Join -- to put two thirJ.€s together, as to put two seams 

togetber; to bring seams together. 

Knot -- result of tying of thread; ends of tied threads. 

Label -- to mark; to tell who made something or to whom 

it belongs; slip of paper or cloth that tells who 

made the garment. 

Lengthen -- to make longer. 

Lengthwise -- up and down of the material; the long way 

of the material. 

Material -- what a dress is made of; cloth; fabric. 

Notches -- a V cut out of the sides of the pattern to 

show how two pieces of the pattern should be put 

together. 

Observe -- To pay attention to something; to notice. 

Parallel -- two lines or two things going the same way 

tbe same distance apart. 

Pattern alteration -- change to make the pattern fit a 

person. 

Pattern envelope -- paper bag the pattern comes in; pap& 

bag in which direction sheet and pattern:_~~~---" 



Perforation -- little holes in the pattern that mark 

center front, darts, etc.; little holes in the 

pattern that help you in making your garment. 

Perpendicular -- straight up and down. 

Pre-shrunk -- material that will not draw up when washed. 

Ravel -- to cone out, such as a thread coming out of 

material; to come loose. 

Ruler -- a measuring stick 12 inches long (12 inches= 

one foot.) 

Scraps -- pieces of material that a.re left after garment 

is cut out. 

Seam allowance -- amount of IIRterial allowed for seam. 

Selvedge -- the edge of the cloth so woven that it will 

not ravel; the smooth edges of each side of the 

material. 

Shopping courtesy -- to be polite when buying in a 

store; to be polite, kind, considerate, and nice to 

other people when shopping; to be nice to the clerk 

who waits on you. 

Shrink to get smaller. 

Sizing a starch; a whl.. te powder that has stiffening 

qualities. 

Stitch - to sew on the machine. 

Straps -- long narrow pieces of cloth used to hold up a 

slip. 

Sins le thread -- one thread with uneven ends (as used 

in bas ting) • 



Tailor tacks -- loops of thread through the material to 

mark darts; three loops made in a perforation. 

Tape measure -- a long narrow piece of cloth with inch 

markings, used for :rre asuring. 

To tie -- to make a knot in threads; to fasten threads 

together. 

Thimble -- a hard cover for the middle finger, used to 

protect the finger while sewing and to help push the 

needle through the material. 

Treadle machine -- a sewing machine run with the feet and 

not electricity. 

To treadle the machine -- to run the machine with your 

feet. 

Waistline -- smallest part of the waist; the natural 

waistline. 

Weave -- meth od by which material is made. 

Yardstick -- measurin g stick three feet long ; (three 

feet= 36 inches). 



Chapter VII 

smmARY 

In order to find information needed to revise 

tbe clothin1:, constructi.on course for seventb - grade 6 irls 

of Lati.n- American extraction of Sidney Lanier Hi 6 h School 

the Stanford Achievement Tests were used . 'lhe cl·')thing 

vocabulary of the girls was analyzed by means of a vo 

cabulary test biven to 100 Latin- American girls aad 100 

Anglo - American girls . 'lhe sewin6 ecuipment available 

in the homes was determined by check sheets given to the 

[irls . Var·ious topics of the course were examined for 

int ere st appeal and importance by analyzing the results 

of an intPrview with 100 Latin- American birls in the 

ninth grade and 50 in the twelfth grade . 

The girls of Sidney ~anier School were found 

to be betv1een one and two t,rades Lw,er in "Paragraph 

• .. II fl nr d • • " II ~eaning, vior hleaninb , 11 L · U •r ttA · tl t • ane,uage sace, · ri 1me ic 

Reasonong , 11 "Arithmetic Computation," and "Spelling" 

than ~rade standard . The Latin- tmerican Lirls were also 

deficlent in clotbln& v~cabularJ . In general the sewing 

ecuipment :n the homes of the Latin- Americans was 

decidedly inferior to that of the Angl:)-".merican homes . 

~ inth - Lrade and senior ~irls thoulht that teacher - made 



instruction sheets were easier to understand than were 

books, and tl::a t i 11 us trat:i.ons rm=_de the cornprehensi on of 

instruction sheets easier . 1i~hen interviewed c::mcerning 

the velue o1 and their interest in the clotb.in6 construc

tion co~rse, the 61rls who had had the course stated 

that they preferred troor:1ing and selection of colors 

to the other topics taught ln junior hibh school . 
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Appendix A 

Clothing Vocabulary Test 

Name _______________ Age ___ Grade ______ _ 

Teacher School -------------- ----------
Directions: This is a test to find out if you understand 
the words which w~ll be used in this clothing class. It 
will not affect your grade in any way, but will help you 
and the teacher decide how to teach you. 

In each exercise one of the four letterd groups 
of words will best complete the sentence. Write the 
letter of the correct answer on the line at the left. 

Samples: 

A 1. Aprons are 
A. worn over house dresses. 
B. worn on the head. 
c. used on the machine. 
D. small scissors. 

C 2. A coat hanger is 
A. a machine. 
B. a ready-made dress. 
C. something to hang clothes on. 
D. a box for storage of clothes. 

1. To fit a dress means to 
A. make a dress the right size for a 

certain person. 
B. pin the dress together. 
C. make the dress wear longer. 
D. stitch on the machine. 

2. A pattern for sewing is a 
A. guide for cutting and sewing garments. 
B. cotton material. 
C. dress without sleeves. 
D. rayon material. 

3. A scarf is a 
A. pair of earrings. 
B. something worn about the neck or head. 
c. short coat. 
D. bright comb. 



4. a buttonhole is 
A. a hole in a button. 
B. becoming to most people. 
C. a finished opening for a button to go 

through. 
D. a square button. 

5. A patch is a 
A. piece of cloth used to cover a torn 

place. 
B. narrow collar. 
C. good decoration. 
D. padded shoulder. 

6. A bobbin is 
A. a dress to be worn to school. 
B. a metal spool on which thread is wound 

for the sewing machine. 
c. a kind of machine. 
D. worn chiefly by babies. 

7. Machine stitching is 
A. to stitch with a needle and thread. 
B. a way of ironing. 
C. to sew by hand. 
D. to stitch on the sewing machine . 

8. Elastic tape is a 
A. tape containing some rubber. 
B. tape made of silk. 
C. saving in buying clothes. 
D. beautiful tape. 

9. Hand-made means 
A. to wash a dress by hand. 
B. made by hand instead of by machine. 
C. a lazy hand. 
D. a lovely hand. 

10. An armhole is 
A. an opening at the elbow. 
B. an opening for the ann to go through at 

the shoulder of the dress. 
C. a sleeve too large for the arm. 
D. a band around the arm. 

11. Brassiers are 
A. worn by babies. 
B. a good decoration. 
C. a support for the bust. 
D. wide belts. 



_12. To fasten means to 
A. press a dress. 
B. follow the fashion of the day. 
C. to remove a stain from a dress. 
D. join something together. 

_13. Ready-made dresses are 
A. dresses made at home and pressed ready 

to wear. 
B. dark dresses. 
C. dresses made of loud colors. 
D. dresses bought ready to wear. 

_14. A tape measure 
A. is a narrow piece of material with inch 

markings. 
B. will remove nail polish from material. 
C. does not soil easily. 
D. is a necklace. 

_15. Appearance is 
A. a person's wish. 
B. making healthy clothes. 
C. how a person looks. 
D. the amount added or subtracted from a 

dress. 

_16. The center front of a dress is the 
A. upper part of the front. 
B. middle of the front. 
c. side front. 
D. lower part of the front. 

_17. Fullness is 

18. A 

_19. A 

A. a rolled collar. 
B. the fold of the material. 
C. a fine thread. 
D. having so much material it hangs 

folds. 

crease is a 
A. mark made by folding material. 
B. seam. 
C. kind of sewing table. 
D. reduced price. 

graceful person is one who 
A. is awkward. 
B. moves in a clumsy way. 
C. moves in a pleasing way. 
D. moves quickly. 

in 



20. To shrink means to 
A. dry quickly. 
B. last longer. 
C. save laundry. 
D. get smaller. 

_21. Snaps are 
A. long hooked fasteners. 
B. pearl buttons. 
C. a kind of rayon. 
D. round metal fasteners. 

_22. Style 
A. is the fashion of the time. 
B. makes the material last longe~ 
C. weakens the material. 
D. is a color. 

23. Gathering is 
A. drawing up material on a thread to fit 

a smaller space. 
B. washing a dress in warm water. 
C. a way of making starch. 
D. a step in knitting a sweater. 

24. Puffed sleeves are 
A. sleeves ms.de with less material. 
B. only for grown-ups. 
C. sleeves with many gathers at the 

shoulders. 
D. tight sleeves. 

25. Ruffles are 
A. straight bands on garments. 
B. gathered trimming used on dresses. 
C. long wide sleeves. 
D. openings on dresses. 

26. A seam is 
A. a line of stitching joining two or more 

pieces of material together. 
B. a tr im..rning. 
C. a plan for work. 
D. the thread used for sewing. 

'Z7 • A wrinkle is 
A. a dress that feels comfortable. 
B. the style of a dress. 
C. an unwanted crease in a garment. 
D. a washing powder. 



_28. Basting means to 

__ 29. 

A. save machine stitching. 
B. save time in sewing. 
C. wear clean underwear. 
D. make long stitches byband easily taken 

out. 

Odor is a 
A. bath. 
B. kind of material. 
c. smell. 
D. soap. 

30. A pleat is 
A. worn around the waist. 
B. getting clothes ready to be ironed. 
C. a small collar. 
D. a fold of cloth doubled back on itself. 

31. A buckle is a 
A. tight sleeve. 
B. kind of fastening for a belt. 
c. simple dress. 
D. belt made of metal. 

_32. A knot is a 
A. part of the sewing machine. 
B. kind of belt. 
c. tied thread. 
D. skirt and sweater that match. 

_33. Bleaching means to 
A. make material brighter. 
B. hold the dress in place. 
C. clean dark shoes. 
D. remove color. 

_34. A placket is 
A. a torn place in a dress. 
B. an opening in a garment. 
C. used to bold tbe work in place. 
D. the directions for making a dress. 

35. To rip means to 
A. take out stitches. 
B. break a needle. 
C. cut a dress. 
D. sew on bu t tons. 



_36. A garment is 
A. a bracelet. 
B. an article of clothing. 
C. a way of removing ink. 
D. a precious stone. 

_37. To ravel means 
A. that the threads come out. 
B. to prolong the life of a garment. 
C. to tie threads. 
D. to wear stripes. 

38. Broad shoulders are 
A. wide shoulders. 
B. round shoulders. 
C. hollow shoulders. 
D. narrow shoulders. 

39. A sagging skirt is 
A. a skirt worn mostly by large girls. 
B. knovm for its brilliance. 
C. an uneven skirt. 
D. a narrow skirt. 

40. To remodel is 
A. to remove greast stain. 
B. to be a model student. 
C. making a dress out of new material. 
D. making a dress over. 

_41. A decoration is 
A. used only by better dressed women. 
B. a kind of trimming. , 
c. a patch put over a hole. 
D. a game in sewing. 

42. Weaving is 
A. one way cloth is made. 
B. the up and down of material. 
C. to get a dress out of shape. 
D. knitting. 

43. A yard stick is a 
A. stick four feet long. 
B. measuring stick 36 inches long. 
C. heavy stick. 
D. window stick. 

44. A full skirt is a 
A. narrow skirt. 
B. wide skirt. 
C. short skirt. 
D. long skirt. 



_45. Remnants are 
A. always a good buy. 
B. collars and cuffs. 
C. used in the hair. 
D. short lengths of material. 

_46. A thimble is 
A. a way of measuring . 
B. worn on the thumb. 
c. becoming to most people. 
D. used to protect the finger while sewing. 

47. To lengthen is to 
A. make longer. 
B. make wider. 
C. make shorter. 
D. add width. 

48. Scalloped means to 
A. measure the waist. 
B. break the scissors. 
C. cut an edge in curves. 
D. make l ong stitches. 

_49. A hem is 
A. a binding on a dress. 
B. a stitched band on the lower part of 

the dress. 
C. a rolled collar. 
D. the finish of any material made by 

turning over a part of the cloth two 
times and sewing it down. 

50. The waistline is 
A. the length between the shoulders and 

hips. 
B. · the smallest part of the waist. 
C. to make the waist look longer. 
D. between the waist and hips. 



Appendix B. 

CHECK SHEET ON 
AVAILABLE SEWING EQUIPMENT IN THE HOME 

On this check sheet you will find a list of sewing equip
ment. Please place a check (X) to indicate what sewing 
equipment you have in your home. 

I. Sewing 
A. 
B. 

c. 

machine 
Make_,, __ ..,..... ____ D. 
Age of machine 
__ 5 years or less 
__10 years 
_15 years 
_20 years 
_25 years or more 
Condition of machine as 
school sewing machine • . 

Good ---Fair E. ---Poor ---

Style of machine 
Cabinet or upright 

Treadle 
--Electric 
Portable 

Electric 
--Hand Power 
compared to the 

Number of machines 

II. Scissors 
A. Number of Scissors B. Size of scissors ---- Small 

-Medium 
Large 

III. Pinking attachments 

IV. 

v. 

__ Machine pinker __ Hand pinker Pinking shears 

Iron 
__ Heavy electric 

Flat iron 

Ironing board 

Light electric __ Gasoline 
-Others (Kind) ______ _ 

Folding ironing board Flat ironing board to 
-be placed from chair 

to chair 
VI. Pressing cloth 

Cloth Paper --- ---
VII. Mirrors 

Full-length _Hand __ Triple _Wall (Small) 

VIII. Skirt marker 
Regulated skirt marker 

_none 
Plain yard stick 

IX. Miscellaneous 
Sewing box or sewing center 
Embroidery hoops 

_Thimble 

Tape measure 
-Needles 
-Pins 



X. Bobbins 
Number of bobbins ---



Appendix C. 

INTERVIEW FORM FOR GIRLS IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 

1. What did you like best about the books used in 
clothing? 

2. ½hat was the worst thing about the books used in 
clothing? 

3. Which were easier to understand, the printed books 

or the instruction sheets written by the teacher? 

4. What of the things the teacher used, helped you 

most -- the illustrations, the pictures, or the 

samples? 

5. Which of the following topics studied in clothing in 

junior high school have you used since you finished 

the eighth grade? 

Please check the three most important items with a 

triple check ( ). Check each topic twice ( 

if you have often used it. Check once ( ) if you 

have seldom used it. Leave blank if you have never 

used it. 

A. How to use money wisely. 

B. How to select: 

__ patterns 

colors to fit the person and occasion 

material 

_ ready to wear dresses 

_ undergarments 



coats 

shoes 

hose and socks 

hats 

suitable accessories 

C. How to do the following: 

take measurements properly 

alter patterns 

mark and cut a garment properly 

use the sewing machine 

use a thimble 

make a garment fit 

do simple remodeling 

D._ How to keep well groomed 

How to hang up clothes properly 

How to keep one's shoes clean and in proper 

order. 

E. How to repair and care for clothes 

How to patch 

How to dam 

How to dye material 

How to remove stains 

How to wash, starch and iron school dresses 

How to wash a wool sweater 

How to wash hose, socks, and underwear 



6. List other topics you wish 
you had had more informa
tion on in clothing. 

7. List garments you 
have made since you 
had clothing in 
junior high school. 
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